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American fruit trade in the Caribbean,
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"carry on" toward their

preservation and enhancement.
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FOREWORD
The Caribbean countries have attracted increasing inter=

tf

est ·from students of "tnerican political history and the more
their history is investigated, the more do we reali.ze the
growing significance of the role played by American capital
. in the development of their industries.

The literature of

trouical agriculture is coming to be more extensively available but until only recently has this subject received slight
attention from our writers.

The concentration of any attention

on the fruit phase _of tropical agrictuture by American: students
of history and economics has been nearly wholly lacking, as
i/ell as receiving only scant attention from writers ·not connected with interests having financial investments in the Caribbean,l
The American people have ever:<J reason to be more actively
interest:ed in tropical agriculture, and the general public
should familiarize itself more inti.mately with the tropical
fruits that are now fast becoming a staple food for every
American household.
It is impossible, within the limits of this thesis, to

'.
;

describe adequately Caribbean fruit culture and American interests in the same in all its details, but it has·been the

*****
lAn investigation of lists of subjects of student theses
en file in the libraries of the leading universities ard colleges of c·alifornia, revealed n,ot a single di.ssertation con! centra ted on the consider at ion of the American fruit industry
I in the Caribbean •.

I
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ii
aim of the writer to pres<qnt in brief form Ylhat everybody
ought to know about American activities in the fruit industry in the Caribbean.

'iii th a considerable amount of material
•

already collected but not exhaustively analyzed, and many
leads out for as much more, I plan i;o "carry on" and supplement the present work with a more intima·i;e and exhaustive
study of Caribbean fruit plantations and

~merican

interests

resting upon them.
As. a great part of our sources for American fruit interests in the Caribbean is either widely scattered, or not in
a form convenient and readily accessible, liberty has been
taken to quote freely from the available v1orlcs of contemporary writers.

(The descriptions of how and where the banana

grows (in Chapter IV) has been taken, to some extent, from a
brochure by Hr. Philip K. Reynolds, Publicity Manager of the
United Fruit Company.

The account of the food value of the

banana (in Chapter III) is based mainly on the review of that
subject by Skeriner, Sherman and Esselen, Inc., Consulting
Chemists.
In a work of this character I am necessarily under oblibations for valued assistance derived from many sources
for which I 'desire to make acknowledgement.

I have consulted

the periodical publications of agricultural departments and

I

t
i

I
l

'

f

\l

'

societies, both American and British, diplomatic and consular
reports of .lli.'llerican and British origin; bulletins and other
:PUblications of the Pan American Union, which in the last
few years has become the highest authority on Latin American

iii
i

'

conditions; available annual reports of the American fruit
companies with interests in the Caribbean, and official publications of the countries involved.
n~

I desire to acknowledge

obligation for the information contained in all of the

above.
I f.eel profoundly indebted _to Mr. Philip Keep Reynolds,
Manager of the Publicity Department of the United Fruit Company, for most of the illustrative material used, as well
as for other valuable authoritative information concernilb
the activities of the United l!,ruit Company, material from his
ovm :private library, and :products of his own pen.
The writer availed himself of the opportunity to visit
the :pier of the United Fruit Company and Hs subsidiary, the
Fruit Dispatch Company at the port of San Francisco, where
as the guest of Mr. M. G, Henry 1 Superintendent at tl>..e :pier 1
who for twenty-five years was a resident of the Caribbean
region, I was enabled :personally to investigate the construction
of a refrigE:Jrated banana steamship, the method of stowage of
banana in the holds, and the unloading, inspection, and gis:patching of the banana cargo.
The co-operation and valuable suggestions of Dr. David
P, Barrows, of the University of California, a recognized
national authority on the Latin American countries, is also
· hereby acknowledged.

He su:p:plied many interesting first-hand

sidelights on the COlll'nercial interests of the United States
in the Caribbean, and placed at my disposal authoritative
large scale government maps of· the Caribbean region used to

iv

r!

excellent ·advantage in checking u:p on locations.

!

The lianager at the :pier of the United Fruit Company, M:r·.

[

~

t
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Rider, also granted the courtesy of an intervievJ, and

su:p:plied considerable material as well as valuable information
concerning the activities of his comp&<y, and details of
•·roVIing .American
interest in tropical fruits, :particularly
.

0

the banana.
With a deep sense of gratitude I acknowledge the care

f

I

n.

J.

'
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I
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Y1ith which the members of a special faculty committee, have

read my manuscript and

o~fered valuable suggestions.

The

kindly interest of Dr. Werner, as my :principal adviser, i.n

1 oy work from time to time, has been a great. encouragement.
Many thanks are due for many courtesies and are hereby
tenp.ered to l'.iiss Harriet Boss, Librarian of the College of

t

the Pacific, for kindly advice and helpful suggestions in
checking up on the form and arrangement of my thesis.
The writer approached the preparation of this thesis

f

I

with the background of a lifelong intense interest in the

f

economic field of

! and

I

}~erican

History, .:particularly Commerce

Foreign and Domestic Trade

Techni~ue,

and thirteen years as

a High School teacher of .American History and Economics·:
and although no :pretense is made of :presenting a work of

t[: highly

! and

:profound research, yet i f the collecting, an~lyzing,

compiling ofconsiderable material from \'Jidely scattered and

! mUlti-various

l

types of sot~ces, attended by seriousness and

enthusiasm, has resulted in a contribution that will focus
the attention u:pon and stimulate a keener and more active

r

r

r'·.

!

interest on the part of A.merican students of history and

r
k-

-~

v
economics in the wonierful achievements ana. possibilities
'
l

of t11e ·fruit industry in the caribbean, this work will
i~-

have fulfilled. its purpose.

!c

\~=

OLIVER

Tracy, California

'

I.

E.

IRONS

'
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INTRODUCTION
!n President Hoover's office hangs a map (placed there
by ex-President

Coolidg~)

of the Western Hemisphere on which

is traced a highway (as yet only dreamed), to start in
Maine and end in points in Southern South America.

That

highway, still on paper will be built some day, --a symboi
of the fruition and realization of that greater Americanism.which has as its fundamental principles that political
and economic equality referred to by President Hoover on
his recent good-will tour through the Latin-American countries.

The map referred to is as yet only a suggestion,--

an inspiration, --while the subject of this thesis deals
with highways already established and in successful opera-

'

tion,--the highways of the sea plied by great refrigerated
fruit steamships; highways of commerce of a gret,_t inland

i

sea, the Caribbean, connecting the mighty hinterland of the
countries bordering on this sea with ports of call of these
travelers of the deep.

Add to this picture the constructive

and transforming accoutrements of American civilizatlon wrought
by American capital in the tropics plus the mighty arteries
of trade within our own country reaching to the innermost
recesses of every state, and making contacts with practically
every American household, and you have the geographical,
economic setting for the 8,lready large and fast-growing
American fruit industry in the Caribbean; an industry
whose activities have been characterized by contributions

!
l

J
I

'

to our friendship and political cooperation as well as to

ix
'

I

our business cooperation and friendship.

The Caribbean

countries have realized and are coming to be more and more

['

appreciative of the fact that they have nothing to lose and

I

everything to gain by this peaceful economic conquest by their
brothers to the north, for the spirit of cooperation has

I!

Anglo-Americans have always had tools to give to Latin

t
I

erty, and later for political organization.

I

ing economic autonomy for themselves with the cooperation

'(

t
I

!

It

prevailed and invaluable mutual_services have resulted._

America,

We gave tools for the gaining of political libThey are using

the tools of our educational system, and now are establish-

of our industrial and engineering organization.

In the

Caribbean the American fruit industry has contributed and is ·
contributing a large part.

Our American merchants as well

as statesmen are at last awakening to the possibilities of
the countries of the Caribbean through which the shipping
and industries of two hemispheres now penetx•a te via the
Panama canal.

The magnificent resources of these lands

at our very doors. not separated by any geographical
obstacles, and lying adfacent to the main-traveled high-

\
!
i.'-

ways of the sea, are now being tapped to the benefit and
welfare of all concerned.
Of the hundreds of tropical products that hold a large
place in international trade, fruits are coming to occupy

\

such a conwanding position as to quantity and value especial-

If

ly in the American-Caribbean trade, as to warrant,our serious

!

consideration.

f
~

!--,_

Bananas, citrus fruits, and pineapples have

,_
!

1=-

i;

I
t
II
!

'

I
I

for years been a familiar product 'in American marl{ets;
avocados and nmngoes hcwe made their way into the markets
of the larger cities but they are not produced in sufficient
quailti ties to bring the price down below the level of luxuries.

There are great numbers of fruits in tropical countries

which have never become known Oll.tside the tropics and which
do not enter into commerce.

In the Caribbean, the banana

is king of the fruits and the phenominal rise

of

the banana

industry is one of the most interesting and fascinating
phases of modern commerce.

The United States is the largest

importer of this fruit and also has an enormous amount of
capit!l-1 invested in the Car:l.bbean in its cultivation so the
consideration of the history of the American fruit industry
in the Caribbean will mainly center around THE BANANA.

''

1

CHAPTER

Pffi'SIOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL SETTING

-

I

!
''

'

Trade and commerce have ever been among the most power-

I!

ful

t

western continent and subsequently throughout the different

'!'!:

~

~

forces in determining human history, and were e:specially

significant factors in the discovery and settlement of the

I

epochs in our national development.

:1

Lands of the Caribbean!

~

!'

I

!

The Caribbean-Sea and its com-

panion body of water--the Gulf of Mexico--the "American Medi-

I

terranean11--has been the setting for a thrilling American

''
'

drama, every scene of every act teeming with adventure and

I

romanc~)\

I

I

I-

As we review the history of the American fruit

I

industry we sha 11 begin with the scenes of the very begin-

t

nings of American History.

I

This setting includes the island

upon. which white men first set foot in the New Wor·ld, and in
great white fleets ·of refrigerated banana steamships we shall
pass through waters over which

~olumbus

sailed in his tiny

f,

'I
t
'

!

l

!
I

l!

caravels more than four centuries ago.

We shall traverse

the routes of the Spanish conquistadores who followed to search
for gold, and we shall visit countries indelibly associated
with the exploits of "knights of the sea" in the service of
Queen Elizabeth as they preyed upon the Spanish galleons.
Our visit will also include great cities, the land-locked

I

r\

harbors of which once furnished refuge for pirates and buc-

I

!
!'

aneers, and which now are ports of call for the great vessels
seeking to stow their holds with tropicr;.l fruits, the pro-

I

I

I
I
I
;,
i'

ducts of a vast hinterland developed by American capital

2
L

'l'

•

I'
I

ti

The Spanish flag has long since disappeared from the
Caribbean, and these lands that once bowed to Spanish domin-

r

ion have gained their freedom.

I

Spain and evidences of Spanish conquest are e'vBr present,

(

we shall find everywhere the signs of twentieth-century

I

progress and achievement.

'

I
l

!

!'

Although the spirit of old

The !;tills from which Balboa first sighted the Pacific,

t

and over which the wealth of Peru was once carried across

I
I

the Isthmus to .the Spanish galleons waiting in the Caribbean

I

' f

il

'

and bound for American markets.

or Atlantic, are now pierced by the Panama Canal.

11\ihere once

flourished ancient civilizations, vast banana plantations
have been established by American industry.

Tropical disease-

infes~ed jungles have been transformed into sites for new

cities of republics seeking to attain higher standards of
national existence, and in this they are receiving the indispensible aid of American interest.s that have ushered in·
a second period of discovery and exploration for the Carlbbean region- -a commercial rediscovery and re"explora tlon
following in the wake of political relations between the
United Staten and the Caribbean Islands and countries that
have always been of a close and most friendly character.
It was the wealth accumulated from the West Indles
and other Carlbbean lands which more than anxthing else
tindPrlay the prosperity of the New England and Mlddle
Colonies.

The habit of free accesss to this reglon, especi-

ally in the first quarter of the eighteenth century, enor-

3

mously stimulated the growth of North American industries
and commerce,

!l

Anotner scene of'this historical drama again called
upon the United States to play the leading role as ejector
'of Spain from the Caribbean, the very nation that using the
. Caribbean as a base, established the earliest settlements in
the United States.

As a result of the intervent:j,on in· be-

half of Cuba, we became Caribbean lando\vners, annexing Porto

of the law in both Santo Domingo and Haiti, while the cordial relationship between the United States and Panama further illustrates the friendly and neighborly attitude of the
United States toward this entire area.

The importance of·

all this for the inevitable involvement of the commercial
destinies of the Caribbean countries and the United States.
is obvious,

This was prophesied by Brooks Adams even before

the development of our policy by President Roosevelt and the
subsequent opening up of the Panama Canal for traffic in 1914.
"Should the future resemble the past," wrote Mr. Adams
several years ago, "and the conditions of competition remain
unchanged, the Caribbean archipelago must either be absorbed by the economic system of the United States or lapse
into barbarism."

Mr. Adams then went on to say:

"Now the

4

current sets toward America and the absorption of any cons.iderable islands will probably Lead to the assimilation of
the rest, for the preference of the products of any portion
of the archipelago by the United States would so depress the
trade of the remainder as to render' civilized life therein
exceedingly precarious. 111
Apropos ofAmerican commercial supremacy in the Caribbean, ,,;hat Mr. Bonsal states regarding our relations with
Cuba can easily be descriptive of American participation in
the commercial transition of the entire Caribbean region.
"such misgovernment and civic inefficiency as brought
about the expulsion of Spain from Cuba will not be tolerated
in the young republic whose destiny is so inextricably involved with ours.

I

I

Follovdng natrual economic .laws, which

cannot be deilected from their courses, American capital
and American settlers are daily increasing in the beautiful
island which well deserves its name of "Pearl of the Antilles."

An understanding of the-physiographic. charactersitics
of this "American Mediterranean," with its islands and the
countries fronting upon it, is necessary if one is to appreciate why this is such an extremely important area, especially
to the people of the United States.

As a body of water, this

area, including the Gulf of Mexico, is a')out fifty per cent

I

I
I
'

larger than the Mediterranean, with a much larger number of
islands and a continental frontage with a much greater
1 stephen Bonsal, The _,:l;meri~ Mediterranean, 20.
2 ibid.' 21.

2

r
5

promise as to the future ·producing power than tha.t of the
Mediterranean.

area, exclusive of United States

territory, is two million square miles, its population forty
million and its commerce approximately $2,000,000,000 aru1ually.
The Caribbean proper occupies that part of the ocean bed
lying immediately nort.h of S<;>uth .America and at the east of
Central America.

Its northern and eastern boundary is

considered by geographers as identical with the West India
Islands, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Porto Rico and the
Antilles group.

The Gulf of Mexico, which lies immediately

north of the Caribbean and occupies the southern frontage
of the United States, is however, so closely related to
the Caribbean proper that they may be properly considered
in conjunction in a study of the oceanic area.lying'between
North and South America.
These two bodies of wairer, nearly identical in size,
are in. combination about 1, 500,000 square miles.

The ocean-

ic currents which enter at the eastern end of the Caribbean
flow its entire elngth, passing thence into the GUlf of
Mexico, and along its northern frontage move again into the
Atlantic, carrying the warmth of the tropical zone across
that great body of water thus mod3rating their climate and
increasing their products.
These warm tropical currents are extremely important
factors in the producing power of the islands and countries
fronting upon both the Caribbean and its sister body of
water, the Gulf of Mexico.

These great ocean currents,

-

i

,,'

t
I

6

I

!j

II

resulting from the action of the trade winds upon the

I

movement of the earth•s· surface in the vicinity of the

I

surface of the water during untold centuries, and which

Equator, flow across the Atlantic from the southwestern

li

Atlantic in the tropical regions enter the Caribbean at a

J

high temperature, while they are still further heated during

I

their slow passage through that sea and in their further

:1

l

stay in the Gulf of lv!exico,

l

The presence in the

c~ribbean

of this vast body of

water at an extremely high temperature, together with the
presence of air currents from the tropical areas of the
Atlantic and charged with high degree of moisture, gives
to the entire land area ·.i thin or fronting upon the Carib.bean,. unique conditions of production, a dependable high
temperature, coupled with a d·,pendab.le supply of moisture
in the atmosphere.
As a consequence, the score of islands scattered through
this American J,iedi terranean, and the land area immediately
fronting upon that body of water, exceeds that of any like
area in its power of production of many articles of tropical growth which are greatly required by man; making this
area in fact, the Garden Spot of the Tropical World.
And this unique condition of climate, air currents, and
producing power is a permanent one.

So long as the e.arth

continu"s to revolve toward the east and the air currents

I
!

j
l

trade winds in turn result from the rapidity of the eastern

coast of that continent, and in that long voyage across the

~

j

''
'"""'

I
t

f

7

continue to flow across the Atlantic towards the west, the

[

Caribbean.will give to its adjacent land surface an absolute
power to produce"unlimited quantities of certain great products required by man--tropical fruits, sugar, coffee,
cacao, cocoa and other oil nuts, rubber, sisal, and many
important tropical forest products.

I

Untold quantities of

tropical fruits, particularly the banana, and other tropical growths, which man now requires in constantly increasing supplies can be produced in increasing quantities in
this area with its unique combination of a·:fruitful.soil,
a plentiful moisture supply, and a dependable temperature.
Is it any wonder, then, that we find this area, consisting of the West Indian Islands, the Guianas, Venezue.la, Colomgia, Central America and Mexico (Yucatan) having already
an annual comrnerc.e of approximately

~)2,000,000,000.

And

the conditions of today are only the beginning as to the
present· producing power of this wonderful area fronting
upon the Caribbean.

I

!
r

F

i

Oscar P. Austin, Trading \Vi th Our Heighbors in _!he
Caribbean, 8-10.

i
[

'
I
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CHAPTER

II

"Ali[[!;RICAN DESTINY Il\T THE CARIBBEANn

The importance of this Caribbean region is of special
interest to the United States, which has the largest frontage
upon this area and enjoys a very large and constant by growing
proportion of its trade,

All. of the land areas within or

fronting upon this body of water are, except for the United
States, tropical; and the United Stc:tes is the world 1 s

,__

1=-=--

largest purchaser of tropical proo.ucts, While the forty

,

'

million peop].e within this tropical area consume laJ;ge
quantibies of the products of the United States, of which
canned and dried fruits are big items.
Th<:l chief drawback in the former development of this
'

'

area has been;
(1) Lack of animal production for transportation

--

,=-

(2) Lack of man-power for production
(3) Lack of capital for development

All these are now being supplied with much greater rapidi ty than in the past.

The Caribbean area was the first place

in America to be studied and explored, yet its progress in

the matter of development of its producing possibilities has
been very slow as compared with other parts of the continent
_and especially that of the temperate zone, both north and
south.

The· rea.oon for this slow development can be traced

to a combination of factors of which climatic conditions
constitute the all-affecting influence.

r

t
1',

'

The enervating

Conditions in the tropics and the ease Vii th which a compar-

'

r

9

r

t

I

atively small amount of labor will produce sufficient sub-·
sistence for an individual, minimize .the need for activity
on the part of the average tropical man and have thus
retarded the development of th~ producing power of the land
in agriculture, forestry, and mining.
The problem of transportation has also been a dif;ficult
one.

The animals are no more able to. perform .full service

than man himaelf, and conseq_uently, their service has not
been available either in cultivating the land or in transporting products to the water where it might take ship to
other parts of the world.

As a result of this lack of pro-

ducing and transporting power, there has been very little
incentive to construct railroads to connect the interior
with the water's edge, and in 1920 there existed but 23,000
miles of railroads or less than the mileage of France,
whose area is about· one-tenth of that of. the countries and
islands under consideration.
Now all these adverse conditions have been changed,
mainly through American initiative and capital.

Just as

Henry l!'ord with his Fords on is said to have co.nq_uered Russia

-

~

by lifting the Russian peasant out of that morbi.dity and inactivity that conditions of life in the.old days fostered,
the introduction of the use of ti1e internal combustion engine
in the tropics has made it possible for a given q_uantity of
labor to now product many times thst prior to tile introduction of this aid to production, and its transportation may
be accomplished through t.reas in which the horse and ox did

I

10
not prove available, while .aerial.navigation makes possible
exploration in the g.reatest detail and the study of new anp.
undeveloped areas, and even aids to a considerable extent
in the. transpor'Ga".;ion of the lighter articles, and t,:e intercommu.nication between areas which formerly could only ·communicate by slow and toilsome journeys,
These new conditions will themselves not only greatly
stimulate the p:coducing power of the Caribbean area

bt~t

will

at the same time, through the aid. which they render in the
production of commodities and articles gre:3 tly demanded by
Americans, attract further capital, both for the development
of new fruit plantati'ons and the construction of transpor.ation lines to connect the hinterland with the seaboara.• l
Of all the tropical areas, this fronting upon the Caribbean
seems most likely to receive the prompt attention of .American capital, since its high producing .PDY/81' per acre is well
recognized and also· by reason of the fact that there is an
increasing and insistent demand for its fruit products in
the United States.
The growth of trade between the United States and the
land area fronting upon the Caribbean has peen rapid, especially in recent years,

Not only is our trade with the

countries in g_uestion growing rapidly ·but the share which
we supply of their imports is steadily incr\')asing.

These

*****
lsee Appendix A and B, Annual Reports of United and
Cuyamel Fruit Companies--Extent of their present and contemplated plantation and railroad operations.

ll

fa.cts as to the producing power of the land a:r.ea touching
upon the waters of the caribbean are especially important to
t11e United States, both as no':l and in the future..

All of this

area just described--the islands of these tropical waters
and the lands fronting upon it--_produces almost exclus i vel3r,
tropical growths which the temperate zone demanc\s--mu,st. have,
in fact.

In exchange they must have certain temperate zone

'products;

meats, bread-stuffs, clothing, canned and dried

fruits, manufactured articles of all kinds, for the manufacturing indust;ries d.o not th:ri ve in the tropics,

As a

conseg_uence of this condition the Caribbean countries must
look to some part of the temperate zo1i.e as a ·market for their
products, and also a.s a market in which to buy their reg_uirements of food ana. clothing and manufactures, ana. thoy naturally ::prefer to sell their goods ana. to purchase their reg_uirements in the nearest possible markets.
Such a ma1'lcet for their proo.u.cts and for supplying
their reg_uirements they fina. in the Uni tea. States, the area
of gres.test geographical propinQ.uity, one already CJ.Uite densely populatea. having a population of about 120,000,000 with
'

a high per capita consuming power and large productions of
those articles which the tropics must have.

Vessels from

their ports reach the mainlana. of the Unitea. States in a few

I

hours time, and steamships from any port of the United
States, whether on its eastern or western coast, now pass
through the Panama Canal, touching any port of the great

!
!
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tropical area. 1
It is not surprising then, v1hen we study the trade
relations of the United Ste.tes with t1J,ese troj)ical areas
of the Caribbean, to find that; nearly three-fourths of the
trade is already with this country.

The exports of the is-

lands and countries touching the waters of tLe Carib-Dean to
the United States aggregated in the year ending December, 1928,
$380. 5'16. 027. 2

That geographical propinctuity creates special commercial
as well as political relations is a rule of universal recognition now,

If

The Dectrine of Special Interest--of the Para-

mount Interest ofthe United States in the region

hor~ering

upon the Caribbean sea--is today proving its vital and vivid
reality.

Mere statement of the purpose and effect of the doc-

trine will indicate that it has a special application in the
region of the Caribbean sea, because the countries therein
lie close to us, and from the standpoint of exportation of·

fruits this is a very vital point.

In the terminology of

the vast majority of American homes in 1929, we could substitite for every mention of "American Destiny in the Caribbean, 11 the phrase "Doctrine of Special American Fruit Industry Interest in the Garibbean, 11 and not only not limit the

--***-1

see Map United States-Caribbean Region with Trade
Routes. (Frontispiece)
2
Honthly summary of Foreign Comrnerce of United States,
?.ecernber, 1928, 80, Oscar p, Austin, Trading with Our
.. eighbors in the Caribbean.

t
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meaning to any appreciable extent, bu_t actually clari:ey it;
this may appear to be a rather strong statement but subse-

cruent chapters, we think, will prove it.

Wallace Thompson, "The Doctrine of the Special Interest
of the Uni.ted States in the Region of the Caribbean Sea,'"
Almals of the American Academy, 153, 155, 156.

-
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CHA P T E R

I I I

THE BANANA--KING OF CARIBBEAN FRUITS
In world trade we associate products with countries.
In the early period of exploration and discovery the East
Indies meant spices; China and Japan even today suggest
silks and tea; the Caribbean to the King of Spain and Queen
Elizabeth meant· gold; to the thirteen original colonies of
the United States it stood for the source of sugar and molasses; to our children it will suggest BANAHAS.
'l.'he development of the banana tN.de j_s a story of both
the conquest of a taste of a nation and the conquest of the
tropics.

Among the important commercial peoples of the world,

the Americans alone are coming to realize and appreciate
the value of the banana as a food.

'l'his fact is accounted

for mainly by the close proximity of the Caribbean countries
to our doors, rendering it possible to import in small
quantities before the advent of fast rCJfrigerated steamships.
Because of the character of the fruit, bananas could be
marketed only within regions close to the countries producing them.

Even in the United States, within the memory of

our parents, the banana was a fruit regarded as a luxury,
and· commanded a price equal to or greater than what is now
asked for a dozen.

Frederick Upham Adams relates a personal

experience· that illustrates this very realistically:
"I retain a fairly vivid recollection of eating my
first banana. It was·in 1876, and I, then a youngster, was
visiting the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia with my
father as guide and treasurer. When a young man, my father
had spent some time in the tropical sections of Central

E_
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America and the West Inches, and I l;lad often heard him talk
of reveling in bananas and other fruits of those feverstricken districts.
On the afternoon of the day when I encounte:r·ed my fir-st

l

imported banana we had visited the horticultural department
of the great exposition, and there was then pointed out to
me one of the leading attractions of that exhibit, a scrubby
banana tree from beneath whose fronds actually grew a dimi.nutive bunch of bananas. lily recollection is that this was a
part of the government exhibit. In any event it was sur-'
rounded by a crowd of spectators, most of whom would have been
delighted to have plucked a banana, a strip of bark, or even
a bit of the earth which surrou.nded its roots in the huge
box which served that purpose. The. craze for the collection
of 11 souvenirs , " regardless of property rights or possible
damage, was then already in vogue, though it had not sunk
its victims to such deplorable depths of peculation as at
present.
·
An attendant restrained the bolder of those who longed
to touch or dissect this banana tree which was doing its
feeble best under artificial conditions far removed from its
native habitat. To my young and impres.sionable mind this
was the most romantic of all the innumerable things I had
seen in any of the vast buildings. It was the tangible,
living, and expressive symbol of the far-distant and mysterious tropics. · I had seen pictures of banana trees in text
and Sunday school books, and I derived from the pleasing
but--as I have since learned--inaccurate information that
the fortunate natives of the tropics have nothing to do
but roam the flowery glades and live on bananas.
I presume my father was the only one there who had ever
seen bananas growing in the tropics. He explained to me the
difference between this hot-house product and that of the
warm humid coast lands near the equator, and as he talked
the throng gathered about him and asked questions.
The "long arm of coincidence," as literary experts term
it, was extended to me that day. On the same evening we
took a walk along one of the business streets of Philadelphia. lily father was fond of fruits, and he paused at a
store and we looked over the tempting array •. He was about
to buy some peaches, when his attention was diverted to the
basket containing small cylindrical· objects wrapped in tin
foil.
'What are those?' he asked of the clerk, taking one from
the basket and looking at it curiously.
'Bananas,' proudly replied the salesman. 'Bananas just
imported from South America. They are a great luxury, sir,
and this is the only place in Philadelphia which handles them.•
'Bananas in tin foil!' exclaimed my father. 1 I presume
most of your customers think they grow that way?'
'They are a novelty, sir, and only our best customers
call for them. May I wrap up some for you? 1
'How much are then? •
'Ten cents apiece, or six for half a dollar.'

-{_-"
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, 'That is more money than the native who raised them
could earn in a month,' laughed my father.
'I will take
half a dollar's worth.'
"Back in the room in our hotel I stripped the tin foil
from one of them and revealed a substance which looked like
the bananas I had seen that afternoon, ,save that this one
was nearly black and the growing ones were green •.••...•
Two of the six bananas were in such an advanced stage of
decay that they were rejected, but we shared the others·,
They were small bananas, and it would have taken three of
them to make the bulk of one <Jf the delicious yellow bananas
now at the cheap c~mmand of practically every consumer in
the United States.
I cannot lay claim to have had the youthful start as
a banana expert that Mr. Adams had, but nevertheless I took
more than the average interest in bananas, because they have
always found great favor with me as a fruit.

I have a vivid

recollection of the first time I had the opportunity to eat
my "fill" of them, the realization equaling in every respect
the anticipation of that great event, and also managed to
to accumulate by reading and listening to lecturers a mass
of impressions, most of which I ascertained in later years to
be false.
One of my most cherished delusions, and one very common.
even now among American boys and girls and even adults, was
that the banana which comes to us is a vastly inferior

t

article. to that which is enjoyed in the tropics; that when

t

a banana is picked from its native stem, its glossy, smooth

I
II•
!
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coat is a golden yellow, and its tender pulp a food fit
for the gods.

As a matter of fact, the natives do not

permit a banana to ripen on its stem for the good and
sufficient reason that

su~a

banana is hardly fit to eat.

f.

I1
~

t

1

Frederick Upham Adams, Conquest of the Tropics, II, 20-23
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A chemical process sets in·which partially disintegrates
the

the fine flavor, and renders it insipid

and almost tasteless.

Furthermore, the rJ.nd cracks when the

banana starts to ripen on the plant and insects burrow in
the pulp and thus mar or spoil the fruit.

The natives pick

or cut the bunches from the stem at about the same perio'd
of their development that the leading importers do, and there
. i.s so little difference between an exported banana and the
one sold in the native markets that even an expert could
not be sure which is which.
Another delusion that a considerable proportion of the
general public entertains is to the effect that bananas grow
wild and that the native or the importer need only venture
into the jungle to f.ind the fruit waiting for him.

It is

possible that there are parts of the globe in which wild
banana plants bear edible fruit, but as yet none of the
banana authorities know of any such section.

Jungles of

the Caribbean, particularly in Central and South America, are
filled with wild banana plants, and there are districts
covered so thickly with the tangle of their vegetation that

.

they cannot be penetrated, but these indigenous plants bear
no fruit and do not respond· to attempts to develop them by
cultivation.

Banana fruit is the product of cultivated

banana plants, and the cultivated

bana~a

of commerce was

introduced into certain sections of the American tropics

·f
I
~;

!I
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several hundred years ago by their Spanish conquerors,'
Writers of a generation ago were guilty of confusing the

I
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with the plantain.· Unfortunately, in early litera-

ture they were not clearly disting-uished.

In appearance they

are very similar, but in both reaction of the plant-stalk
is the same after producing its single bunch or 'stem' of
fruit.

Botanically they are now distinguished according to

the nature of the fruit:

if -the fruit ·is palatable when raw.,

and plant is referred to as Musa sapienti11!!! or "Fruit of
Knowledge;" if the fruit must be cooked to become palatable,·
then the plant is referred to as !Viusa paradisiaca or "Fruit
of Paradise."
The plahtain is, and has been for centuries, a staple
food of millions of people in hot, moist countries, and in
tropical regions performs for them the double function which
bread and potatoes do for us of the temperate zone.

It

ranks in the tropics as an indispensable food product;

Philip

K. Reynolds, Manager of the Department of Publicity, of the
United Fruit Company, has this to say relative to the possible commercial importance of the plantain for the peoples
of the temperate zones:
"They are never eaten raw, but are cooked in various
ways. The green fru.it, rich in starch, wXh a hard, dry
flesh, is sliced and toasted, boiled, bake~,\ or fried as a
vegetable or used for making soup or gruel. hourishing
and appetizing in all forms, plantains will doubtless be
in greater defand in the temperate zones as they become
better known.
It is now generally accepted by authorities that the
banana was not a native of any section of the Caribbean

1

Philip Keep Reynolds, The Banan~ 12-13
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region, but of India andSouthern China.

The banana was
by Father

Thomas de Berlanga, in 1516, fr·om whence it was sent to the
other islands and lands of the American tropics.

However,.·

accodring to-Philip K. Reynolds, it is not known what
variety of edible banana F'ather Tomas brought across the
Atlantic to Haiti and Santo Domingo, and without doubt
later missionaries and explor'ers transported other varieties.

Records reveal proof of the fact that for more than

three centuries banana cultivation spread with the settlement and development of the islands and countries of the
Caribbean; and, about 1836 came the exploitation of the
variety of Musa sapientium, destined to become the choice
of American fruit lovers, and in fact the banana of worldwide· commerce.

This is the "Gros ll!ichel," roughly tra.ns-

lated as "Big lliike," the large, smooth and yellow product
of Jamaica and Central America.

The "Claret" or red banana,

another variety of this species, is grown in

va~us

parts

Of the world including the American tropics, and seems to
be popular with the public although less familiar.

The

fruit, however, is difficult to ship because the individual
bananas do not cling firmly to the stem.

Its leadership

in the commercial world is due to the compactness of the
btmch, its fitness for transportation, its superior qualities in ripening, and its excellent flavor.
t

r,'

'

Nex:t in commercial importance to the Gros rLichel, is
the Chinese, Dwarf, or Canary Island banana, known to

20

botanists as lvTusa Cavendishii.

The bunch and individual

fruits of this variety ai'e about equal in size to those
of the Gros :Michel, but are produced from amuch smaller
plant,--growing only from four to six feet high.

It has

been quite extensively produced in sections of the Caribbean region, where other types of bananas have been destroyed by a soil disease peculiar to this fruit--the Chinese
banana apparently being immune to the parasite responsible
for this disease.

Also, owing to the dwarf character of

the plant, it is preferred to the tall Gros Michel for
growing in exposed, windy places, such as in the Canary
Islands where the plantations are located largely on the
mountain-sides. 1

1 'l'he Gros Michel, at maturity, reaches a height of 15
to 30 feet.

,_

BANANAS UNDER IRRIGATION.
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HOW AND WHERE THE BANANA GROWS
Bananas are grown in practically all. the moist tropical
countries, and while they can be cultivated in sub-tropical
areas, their production to the best advantage demands a hot
climate and considerable rainfall.
sandy loam, and perfect

draina~e

They grow best in fine,

is absolutely

necessary~

In

certain districts where the soil is good but the rainfall
insufficient, irrigation is practiced but this is possible
only where an a bu.ndant water supply is available as the water
requirement of the banana is enormous. 1
The chief sources of the banana supply of the -Jnited
States for the year 1927, and the amount of their exports
in bunches are as follows: 2
Country

Bunches

1Honduras

..•.•••••..••.•.• 16, 023,000
'Jamaica ••. , ..••.••••••.••• 15,104,779

:\Guatemala ..............

~.

6,022_;000

\Mexico .................• 5,220,000

l

i Costa Rica •••..•...•....• 5,2f2,859
1

!

IPanama. • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • •

l

'Nicaragua. • • • • • • • • . . . . . • • 2, 329, 525

4, 623, 000

· ICuba. • • • • • . . . . . • •..... ; • 2, 858, 630
\'Colombia . . . . . . . . . . . . . _.... 1, 620,384

\ British Honduras... • • . • • •
I Other British West Indies

458,609
30,009

' Barbados . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

20, 857

French West Indies.. • . . • • •
pominican Repblic .••....•••

2, 750
-1,508

j

The United States and Canada constitute the world's
largest present-day b:mana market, their total annual
consumption approximating 64,285,000 bunches, exported
from the Caribbsan countries.
f

1

A small quantity (about

picture opposite page
2 See
Complied from "Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the
United States, Calendar Year 1926, vol. I, 213

;• --=---
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1;HE LARGEST MONOLITH OF THE QUIRIGUA RUINS.
The-ruins at Quh,igua consist of numerous monoliths, sacrificial stones, .and sirnila~· relics,
made of sandstone, and all in a fair state of lH'esCrvation. Each of these historic pieces
.is Pl'ofuse\y decorated with interesting carvings, hu~\Uding f,aces, figures, and various
hieroglyphics. Archmologists and scientists have stUdied these ruins, but l1ave not yet
succeeded in deciphering the carvings. Beyond the certain conjecture that an ancient
and highly deveiDlJed civilization fiouri~hed here, the story of Quirigua remains still a
sphinxlike riddle.
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250,000 bunche_s) is shipped to San Francisco from the Hawaiian Islands.

The Modern Plantation
The Atlantic Coast of Central America offers ideal
conditions for banana culture.

In this region extending a

few miles back from the Caribbean Sea, at an elevation not
more than 250 feet above sea level, where hot days prevail,
humid nights, and an annual rainfall of 80 to 200 inches,
the tropical jungle has gradually given way to the greatest
banana farms of ·the world.

The banana indus try, created by

American enterprise and capital, has applied sanitation and
preventative medicine in r ehabili ta ting these lowlands, once
the seat of the ancient empire of the Mayas.

Frank C.

Carpenter, in his book, "Lands of the Caribbean, nl paints
a very vivid word picture of a modern banana-plantation in
a jungle setting midst the ruins of an ancient civilization.
His description follows:
In Guatemala, the Motagua River flows out of the
mountains through a valley about. five miles wide extending
to the sea. The mountains are so situated that they catch
the water-laden winds of the Caribbean and give the valley
a heavy ruins of the Mayan city of Quirigua are scattered
over an area of three thousand acres ••• The real work of
excavation, however, was.begun after the tract of land on
which the ruins lie was opened in 1910 by the United Fruit
Company. This company has here an enormous banana plantation covering more than thirteen thousand -acres. The ·
remains of an ancient civilization and the evidences of a
great modern industry may by seen side by side, where
the Mayan ruins lie in the midst of a thirteen thousand
acres of banana plantations.2
1
2 Frank C. Carpenter, Lands of the Caribbean, 158-159
See illustPations on opposite ];>age, and map (Frontspiece)
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A modern banana plantation is a striking example of
extensive farming, all the more i_mpressi ve because of its
setting of primeval jungle.

J

In the transformation, within

a few years, of an untamed wilderness of tropical growth
into a vast tract of cultivated land, there is a succession
of steps wholly new to persons familiar only with farming
operations in the temperate zone.
In .establishi.ng the new plantation1 many factors must
be considered, such as climat<?, soil, rainfall, drainage,
a shipping port, the risk of damage by floods and hurricanes,
and the problem of securing labor and supplying transportation.
The area under consideration is first thoroughly explored
as to its fitness for banana cultivation.

Next come the

surveying of the land, the construction of a wharf, initial
railr.oads, bridges, tramways, telephone lines, buildings,
the clearing of the·underbrush, the digging of the main
drainage ditches, and finally the planting.

Then follow

the gradual development and extension of the plantation until
vast areas are pouring their product with regularity into
the holds of the refrigerated steamships waiting at the
loading ports.
It is essential that a supply of foodstuffs and merchandise be made available at reasonable prices.
treatment

~ust

Hospital

also be provided in event of sickness or

accident, and the general sanitary condition of the planta1

.

""''·-)"-~'-.:'' .!-'.'

The term 11 plantatj_on 11 as 'used here refers to a new tropical division, created from virgin territory; and comprising
a group of connected banana farms with the qquipment necessary
for their operation.

..
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CLOSE VIEW OF A RHIZOME, OR ROOTSTOCK, COMMONLY CALLED A "HEAD," OR
"BULKHEAD." THIS IS CUT UP INTO SECTIONS, OR "BITS," FOR PLANTING.

t

UNDERBRUSHING, LINING AND PLANT!NG~

I

l
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tion and the welfare of its employees.must be properly
looked ·a-fter in order that an efficient organizatiorl may

be maintained.
To dispatch, at frequent intervals., a cargo of from

1::-

45,000 to 85,000 bunches of freshly-cut fruit requires _a
vast area of good producing l_and, connected with the trop-

.

leal ports by extensive railways.

These in turn must be

fed by a network of light tramlines.

On the farms the

number of riding, work, and pack animals· required amounts
to thousands.
The land,, when originally surveyed, is laid out in
sections of si.ze convenient for the allotment of the work
and for the keeping of proper records of operating costs
and production.

Once cleared, it is marked out so as to

assure the regular arrangement of the plants in rows.
Pieces of rootstock, 1 weighing three to ·four pounds each
are selected and ·carefully planted in holes about twelve·
inches deep with the.eye, something like the eye of a
potato, do\roward.
feet each way.

The planting distance is about twenty

From each of the "bits!! or root, shoots

spring up on all sides, but only the most vigorous are
allowed to develop to

m·~turi ty.

These, with their inter-

mingling roots, form in time a kind of clump or "mat."
Of course some

11

bits" fail to grow, and the vacancies

are filled hy using shoots, about six months old, from
mature plants on adjacent farms.
1 Called

11

These plants are called

Rhizome. 11 --See opposite page

"-
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BANAl{A PLANTS OF T{IREE,~·SIX AND NINE -~W:NTHS' GROWTH.

BANANA PLANTATION SIX MONTHS AFTER PLANTING.
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sword suckers" and the practice is known as "supplying.

I

11

With the completion of the planting and before the ·

f

I

1=-

young plants have appeared above the ground, the larger
trees are felled, the dense growth making·this operation
laborious and expensive.
sembles a heavy forest

At this . stage the plantation .re-

devas~ated

and laid flat in a con-

fused mass, rather than a banana farm in the ·making.

To the

uninitiated it might appear that the felling of the trees on
the newly planted ground would d·"stroy the young plants,
This, however, is not the case, as the young plants' grow .
up around the fallen logs..

The enormous quantity of .felled

forest growth covers the gound like a mulch, and, instead
of being destructive, actually establishes the most favorable conditions for the growth of the banana plants.
'·Through this debris must be cut the right of way for
the.narrow gauge tramways and roads that have been planned.
Telephone wires are run to each :f.arm· so that the necessary
orders may be issued promptly with respect to cutting and
shipping the fruit.
A large force of laborers is constantly required to
keep in check the riotous tropical vegetation and to give
each banana farm its cleaning and "supplying" at the proper
time.

I

In the course of these various cleanings, much of

the ori.ginal felled growth is carried off or decays, although the stumps and logs of the larger trees may remain.
Drainage ditches and innumerable small bridges for the
tramroads require almost constant attention and repair.

I
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HARVESTING THE BANANA.
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It is a race against time to accomplish all or this,
and the uncertainty of nature's elements constitutes the
chief hazard.

1:

Owing to the heavy and irregular rainfall,

both farm and construction work are continually interrupted.
Ths most promising outlook may be turned into disaster by
windstorms, sudden floods, . or ·prolonged drought, and months
of time and labor are lost.

All these conditions necessi-

tate frequent revision of the estimate of the banana output
of each farm.

c
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Despite the difficulties of cultivation, the great problem of the banana industry--the one which has made most
demands upon the genius of modarn invention--is the necessity

I

for careful handling and quick transport of the fruit from
the plantat:j.on to the ripening room of the wholesale dealer.
1Jilhen the word comes by radio to have a cargo delivered
at the tropical port for the steamship, already on its way,
preparations for harvesting are begun.

Every effort is made

I

to have the bananas arrive at tl;J.e loading port as soon as
the steamship is ready to recieve.them, as well as to have
the fruit loaded in the briefest possible time.
Since the fruit is in various stages of development,
a practiced eye is required to select the bunches of proper
grade for shipment.
ers begin work.

At. daylight the cutters and their help-

The "selector" determines wha;t fruit is

in prime condition.

The "cutter," using a long pole fitted

with a special knife, nicks the tree a few feet below the
bunch, causing it to bend where it has been cut.

The bunch

I

BANANA PLANTATION IN PRODUCTION.

''PACKING" BANANAS.
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is allowed to swing down easily, and the "backer" receives
it on his shoulder.

·The cut-tel• .then sevei'S the bunch fr·om

the stalk, and the backer carries it to the nearest packroad or tramline, where it is loaded either on.a pack mule
or on one of the little tram cars ·which run to almost
every part of the plantation.
In one of the above ways the fruit is carried to the
main railroad and there transferred to waiting cars under
the watchful eyes of inspectors who exclude all imperfect
bunches.

On .arrival at the wharf the banana train is moved

alongside the waiting steamship.

Here a crew of laborers

transfers the fruit to the loading machines, which carry
the bunches, one by one, in an endless cha.in of canvas
pockets over the side of the ship and into the holds' where
experienced stevedores carefully s tovi the fruit.

All this

is accomplished und0r the most rigorous· inspection, and
any damaged or defective bunches are rejected.

A cargo

of 75,000 bunches is usually dispatched in about twelve
hours. (see opposite page.)
The holds of all banana-carrying steamships are divided
into several

11

decks," each partitioned into a number of com-

partments and bins of convenie.nt size.

These bins, which

are constructed of wooden bars, similar to an old farm
gate, keep the frtti t from shifting and ·becoming bruised. 1

l··

lThe method of stowage is generally two layers vertical
and one horizontal. Recent (Feb. 1929) ·personal investigation
of a cargo of bananas, and the unloading operations, at San
Francisco·port, disclosed the fact th~t some bunches arrived
in ·a paper casing as an experiment. .

,~
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In transporting banana cargoes there are three principal
opposing factors to contend with, namely.: ·heat, humidity,

I

and vitiated air.

The. problem is to carrJT'the fruit well

ventilated and within a narrow range of temperature,

For

. successful ocsan transportation both refrigerated and naturally ventilated vessels of special design are used.

As qy

far the larger number of ships engaged in the banana trade
are equipped with refrigel'ating machinery, this is the type
described here.
The holds are heavily insulated with cork, cowhair or
other suitable material.

The fruit is cooled to the required

temperature with fresh air circulated by powerful fans over
brine coils and then through the compartments.

Carbonic

acid gas (C02) is the agent used in the refrigerating machines
to cool the brine.

-~~

Refrigeration as.applied to bananas is treatment with
cooled, fresh air and should not be confused with the usual
cold stol'age operatlon, in which very low temperature·s are
essential.

Although banana cargoes are carried at a con-

siderably higher temperature than meat, the refrigerating
equipment is much more powerful.

The reason is that

me~t

is already chilled when loaded, while b,ananas are not only
warm when put aboard ship, but generate considerable heat
during the voyage.
As soon as the fruit is loaded, every effort is made
to reduce as quickly as possible the temperature of the.
holds to about 57° F., and to maintain i t at that point

1-,
i
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throughout the voyage.!

Constant care is given the fruit,

and at frequeilt and regular intervals--day and night--the
t~mperature;s in each co~1partment are carefully recorded.

Sometimes, when the fruit is beihg transported to" northern
po~ts

dur'ing the winter months, it is necessary to supply

heat to prevent damage by chilling.
Unloading is done at most domestic ports with machines
--like those used for loading in the tropics.

At some ports

the bunches are passed by hand from the holds to the wharf.
Bananas are inspected and weighed at the seaboard by
men especially appointed. or licensed to do this work.· The
I

ins'pection is very rigid and any fruit showing evidence of
damage or a degree of maturity which forecasts too early
_ripening, is not shipped to the interior, but is sold
locally.
Fas t-,~oving. trains of fif.ty to seventy-five refrigerator
cars carry the fruit into widespread territory.

As a part
1~

of i t.s service to customers, the Fruit Dispatch Company fur-

I
I

nishes caretakers, called

11

messengers; 11 who inspect the cars

and take temperatures; report on the condition of each car
in transit; and niake any changes· in ventilation, icing or

heating necessary to insure its arrival in good condition.
They either accompany the trains from ·seaboard or are stationed inland at strategic divisional and junction points.
During the warm season the cars are usually iced, with

1 See picture opposi~e page
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due

rega~d

travelled.

for weather conditions and the distance to be
Car ventilators are carried partl1 open, to

provide the right amount of fresh air to preserve the
vitalit1 of the fruit and at the same time to prevent overrefrigeration.

In the winter season the cars are papered

and more or ·less heavil1 "strawed" and heated.

If unusual-

l1 cold weather pi'eVails,.the cars for distant points are
switched into heating sheds at interior poir..ts en route and
treated with warm air.

For the further protection of banana

shipments to northwestern parts of the United States I:J.nd
Canada, car-heater stoves are provided at convenient p-oints.
The distribution of bananas in North America is in
general as follows: 1 Importations through Gulf ports are
sent throughout the southeast, south of the Ohio and Potomac
rivers,· the Central West, including the g:beat territor1
l1ing west and north of the Mississippi River, as well as
to western Canada; importations through Atlantic ports are
distributed mainl1 throughout the eastern states, the territor1 north of the Ohio and the Potomac, as far wast as
Columbus, Cleveland and Detroit, and to eastern Canada.
In the summer months, bananas find their wa1 to points
even beyond the Arctic Circle.
In important link in merchandising is the careful hand-

·ling and proper ripen.ing of the green fruit in the banana
rooms of the wholesale dealers. (see picture, opposite page).
The bunches are hung, for a period of about one week, in

1 See Appendix Exhibit J, Sales Offices,.Fruit
Dispatch Compan1
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specially equipped roms at temperatures normally ranging
fr•om 62° to 66°.

In ripening bananas, thr'ee essential

requirements must always be met:

proper temperature, humid-

ity, and ventilation.
Bananas are sold to the wholesale trade on the weight
basis.

Most retailers sell the_m by the dozen of

11

hand. 11

·

The Fruit Cispatch Company assists the trade through
its engineers who advise jobbers on the construction of
modern ripening rooms, and through its dealers' service
men who offer helpful suggestions to retailers on the
proper ca're of bananas, prepare window displays, and otherwise cooperate in better marketing.

i

I

I.

In Europe, the display of a bunch of bananas for sale
in the fruit stores is rare.

The fruit is first ripened,

cut up· into hands and packed in standard boxes before being
delivere:.l to the retailer.

This method, khovm as the "flat-

ting" system, is now practiced generally.

Great Britain,

Belgium , France, Spain, Holland, Gerrnanw and the Scandinavian countries consume large quantities of the fruit.

f

I
I
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Philip K. Reynolds, The Banana, (Broch~re) 1925,10-21
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TH:ii! BANANA AS A STAPLE Al'lmRICAN FOOD
Far older than history is the use of the banana as a
food for man.

As has been stated, credit for bringing

this valuable food-fruit to the New World :i.s given to the
Reverend Father Tomas de Berlanga, who in 1516--only a few
yeaPs after the discovery of Americal by Columbus--came to·
the island of Santo Domingo,_ bringing with him a few banana
roots from the Canary Islands.
ana into what is now Panama.

Later he introduced the' banIt is a matter of record that

when the location of a mission ha.d been chosen, one of the
first projects was to arrange for the planting of bananas
and plantains iri order that there should be no lack of food.
America emerged from the world War with a more serious
I.

I

attitude toward food production and nutrition, and a desire
for a better and more economical national diet.

This was

almost immediately expressed in a demand on ·the part of the
American people for the plain truth, and now practically
eve.ry school has inc uded in its curriculum a systematic
study of foods and nutrition in Home Economics courses.
'

The educ•.ltion of the taste.of a natio··1 to the values of
the banai:la as a nutritOus and economical food, has played
no small role in the stimulation of American initis.tive,
American capital, and American enterprise in the Cario>ean
in order to meet the enormous demand, that could be met
only by large-seal g business organizations, and the process of education that played so large a part in the
creation of that demand could only be carried on through

,;
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the .organizations of these large American Fruit Companies
who could command unlimited funds.

Hence any consideration

of the development of the American industry in the Caribbean, to be complete, must include asurvey of·the claims
made as to the food values of the banana, and the conditions
favoring its destiny as a, staple American food.
It is recognized that no single food meets all nutritional requirements.

Since meat, fish eggs anct milk usually

supply more than a sufficient amount of protein and fat needs,
the banana commands our serious consideration as a source of
carbohydrates •.
One of the most important economic problems before the
American people is the purchase of staple foods at moderate
cost.

We shall first consider the banana from the stand-

point of a food, and see how it lines up as to cost.
Carbohydrate is the energy-producing food, and practical experiments have emphasized the relative importance
of, selected carbohydrate foods, and have made evident that
in any balanced diet, the energy-giving food must form the
lal'ger part.
The banana, with its near relative the plantain, constitutes an important sorce of carbohydrate ~ood for millions of people in many parts of 'the tropics, and the development of plantations, sanitation, railroads, docks and rapid
ocean transportation in refrigerated steamships has made the
banana an available staple food for the people of temperate
zones.

t

I
!

Leading scientists and educators of the United States

attest to the great possibilities of the banana for us in

the temperate zones.

J o Rt1ssel

Professor of Economic

Geography, Columbia University, in his book, "The World's
Food Resources," says:
"The possibilities of the banana as a food resource for
the temperate zone have only begun to be developed."
A tribute to the importance of the banana has been paid
by Professor Samuel C. Prescott, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
"The fact that bananas may be obtained in ebundance
throughout the year, that they may be shipped for long distances under suitable conditions, without being impaired in
any way, that they may be used as a fruit or as a vegetable,
cooked or raw, in their normal form or dried or powdered,
shows clearly that in this remarkable fruit we have an
adjunct to our dietary which should not be overlooked."
Fawcet,t, in his book "The Banana" quotes Sir James Crichton-Browne, M. D. 1 F. R. S., as follows:.
"I. wish all our school children could have bananas from
time to time ..• the banana is not a flavou.red fruit, that is
to say, a little sugar and water with a drop of essence thrown
in, but a food fruit containing, in an agreeable form, all
the essential elements of nutrition •. As an adjunct to ·our
other foods it is of great value, being at once acceptable
to all--for it is not an acquired taste--giving variety to
the domestic table and mingljng well with other comestibles, 11
In a communication to Fawcett Sir Crichton-Browne Wl'Ote:
"Extended experience of the banana has deepened my conviction of its food value. It is a great boon to the masses
of our people, and while retaining its place on the dessert
table of the rich, has found its way into the hands of the
poor. Its portability, palatability, digestibility are immense advantages ••. ~nen in good condition it is microbeproof, and it assuredly supplies wholesome nutriment.
Laboratory experiments and actual food tests have established the facts that the banana is one of the most important carbohydrate foods and is a good source of the four
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other food elements required -by the human body.

In addition

to its agreeable and distinctive flavor, when judged on the
basis of food value, it heads the list of fresh fruits and

"~

surpasses most of the vegetables.

A comparison of the banana

with the potato reveals some interesting figures.
to Bulletin No, 28, revised

-

edit~on,

According

1906, of the United

States Department of Agriculture, the banana exceeds the
potato by abou:t 20% in fuel or energy value.

This report,

by .Atwater and Bryant, on the average composition of the
edible portion of the banana, apple, orange, and potato is
as follows:
Water .Protein
Banana .75.3
1.3
Apple
84.6
.4
86.9
Orange
.8
2.2
Potato
78.3

Fat
.• 6
.5
.8
.1

CarboHydrate
22.0
14.2
11.6
18.4

Ash
.8
.3
.5
1.0

Calories
per lb.
460
290
240
385

l

I

Interesting results are also revealed by comparing the
energy value of the banana with that of' other foods (fruits,
vegetables, milk and cereals, meats and fish) which are re-

i-

garded as indispensable in a properly regulated dietary.
The banana with 460 calories per pound exceeds in real energy
value many foods of different classes in almost daily use,
such as milk with 325 calories per IJ)Und, boiled oatmeal with
284, competitors of the banana in the fruit class ranging
from 450 for grapes to 240 for oranges, ·and most of the
vegetables and fish.
Americans are always interested in comparative costs.
A table compiled by Skinner, Sherman and Esselen, Inc., Consulting Chemists, Boston, gives the comparative costs of a
variety of foods, both of animal and vegetable

origin, based

~
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on caloric value.

On a cast basis, dry cereals ar'e in a

class by themselves.

Market prices of many other foods, such

as eggs, butter and potatoes, are subject to great seasonal
variation, in this respect differing from the price of bananas,
which is fairly ste.ble throughout the year.

How does the

banana line up with the other fooc:l.s with respect to cost when
measured in food value?

The followingtable will illustrate.

The caption of the first column introduces the average retail
store prices prevailing in 51 cities of the United States during 1925.

The items are so listed that the figures in the sec-

ond column arrange themselves in ascending order, while the
figures in the 3rd column reverse. this order of progression. 1
Costs per lb.
as purchased
in cents
Flour, wheat
Roll3d oats
Lard
Beans, dry white
Rice
Bread, white
Butter
Potatoes, white
Cheese
Milk, whole fresh
Beef, rib roast
-!:·BANANAS
Beef, Chuck roast
Corn, Canned
Onions
Pork chops
Lamb, hind t

6~

9.1
21.9
9.3
11.6
9.4
53.1
4.9
36.6
7.
20.3
8.2
22.5
13.2
6.
39.5
39.

Cost of 100
Calories
calories as purchased for
purchased in · 5 cents
cents
- 1343.4
.5
996
.5
932
.-6
842
·.7
686
628
.8
1.5
329
1.6
308
1.8
272
224
2.2
2.4
208
2.8
177
2.8
177
2.9
172
166
3.
3.2
156
128
4.1

*Bananas calculated on basis of 4.27 pounds to the dozen.
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1 As complied monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
of the United States Department of Labor and published in
the "Monthly Labor Review," Feb. 1927. Philip Keep Reynolds,
The Banana, 113-114
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Costs-per lb. Cost of 100
Calories
as purchased calories as purchased for
in cents
purchased in
5 cents
cents
Beef, sirloin steak
Cabbage
Ham, smoked
Eggs, stictly fresh
Beef, round, lean
Peas, canned
Oranges
Tomatoes, canned

41.3
5.8

4.3
4.8

57.4
32.3

5._4
5.4

35.6

5.5

92
9[

14.
10.1

5.5

.'90

9.7

6.
9.4

I'
L

t-

116

104
94

84"
53

_The outstanding fact which is revealed by a perusal of
the above figures is that, when measured by food value, the
banana is cheaper than many common foods, being surpassed

I

only by such concentrated foods as the dry cereals and beans,
potatoes, the milk products, beef Crib roast), and lard. A

\

very important fact lending added significance to the conelusions to be dravm from this array of figures, is that
many of the common foods, must be cooked before they can be
eaten, and this prelude to rendering them edible often results
in a considerable loss of caloric value.

In companison with

these foods as actually eaten, the fully ripe banana ranks
!

higher in food value than indicated by the above table and

!

'',1

may equal or even surpass the concentrated foods.
The American public in general must acknowledge it-

]=--c
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self guilty of considerable ignorance regarding the selection and proper care and treatment of bananas, which has
accounted to a great extent for erroneous ideas relative to
their digestibility.

Earlier in this thesis, I have refer-

red to certain delusions and misconceptions under which multitudes in the temperate zones have labored with reference

r

~

i

I

.I

to the conditions under which bananas are produced for world

'
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consumption, but ignorance as to how to treat the banana
after it has arrived in the American mafket and household
is now being rapidly dissipated by reason of the dissemination of expert advice and words of caution by the publicity departments of our American fruit companies,

particu~

larly the United Fruit Company, Whose publicity departme11t
is headed by Mr. Philip Keep Reynolds; in his very authoritative and very readable book, "The Banana," and also in
the brochure, "The Food Value of the Banana," compiled by
Skinner, Sherman and Esselen, Inc., Consulting Chemists of
Boston, there apiJI'! ars very timely and expert information
and advice of a most practical nature relative to the "Ripeness and Digestibility" of the banana, the substance of which
I now present as a fitting climax to this presentation of
evidence justifying the claim of the banana as a leading
American staple food.
There h'3.S been an impression that bananas are difficult
to ·digest and consequently should not be eaten by children,
and only sparingly by adults or persons with good digestion.
·This erroneous idea is mainly due to eating bananas before ·
they are ripe.

They do not differ from other frults in

this respect, which if eaten in an upripe state, are apt
to cause gastronomic insurrections.
The l:ianana is one of the few fruits that attain the
highest perfection in flavor and food value when harvested
green and allowed to ripen off the tree.

As dispatched

from the region of its production and unloaded from the

l~
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1

re'frigerated steamship at the port ofdestination, the fruit
is green and h&rd, and its c~rbohydrate co~tent is almost

l

'=.·.
't
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entil'ely starch; but, during the process of ripening, the
:>tarch in the banana gradually becomes converted to easily

I

.·digested sugars.· The peel first becomes yellow, except

f

·.·for a green tip, but at this sta_ge only a portion of the
starch has been transformed into sugars.

In this partially

ripe condition, the banana may be cooked in many

temp~ing

wa7s, but should not be consumed raw.
In the next or

11

ye llovi-ripe" stage, when a 11 trace of

green has disappeared, by far the larger portion of starch .
has been changed to sugar, and the banana can be readily
digested, but it is at its best when allowed to ripen further until the skin has bec.ome flecked with brovm; ·at th.is
stage practically all the starch is converted into sugar.
,and the delicate flavor developed to its highest point.
The picture on the opposite page is a reproduction of a
"hand" of bananas perfectly ripe.
Since low temperature prevents proper ripening, bananas
should be kept at a moderate room temperature--never in
the refrigerator, a mistake commonly made.

When fully ripe

the ice box may be used for conservation purposes until
time for consumption has arrived.

• I

I

All in all, the banana meets every one of the requirements of a staple food:

it is abundant, obtainable at all

;_

.i
.

seasons, of mod··rate cost and high food value, palatable,
and easily digested.

Furthermore, Nature has provided

it with a germ-proof casing, and it reaches the consumer

.'
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in a germ-proof package.

The wider utilization of the banana

is now recognized by economists as an important factor in
the solution of the problem of providing an ever-increasing
American population with the necessities of life.
In concluding this tribute to the banana as a staple
food and even a necessity of life, I wish to review a scene·
in American History that served as the setting for one of
the greatest tributes paid to the then-humble-but-now-mighty
. 1
banana.
The time is the year 1913, the beginning of the first
term of the administration of Woodrow Wilson as President.
His conception of· the Presid<:ncy was that it involved the
leadership of his party, with full responsibility for the.
administration of the affairs of the nation in the interests of ALL the people.
Under President liJil·son 1 s open and vigorous leadership
several vi tal and highly important problems were attacked
and solutions sought, one of which was tbat of the tarEff, to
the revision of which the Democrats were pledged.

A clause

taxing bananas 5 cents per bunch was inserted by the Senate
when the Underwood-Simmons bill came to it from the House
of Representatives, which had left bananas on the free list
along with many other important commodities.

The proposed

tariff did not abandon the principle of protection, yet it
had made some drastic cuts, especially in the necessities

1 Frederick U. Adams, Conquest of the Tropics, XVI
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of life, resulting in a threatened deficit,

Certain mis-

lead and uninformed writers and speakers ];lad given circula-

l
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tion to statements creating the impression that a "banana
trust" existed, and tba t it enjoyed huge profits,

l-···_
~~-

The United

Fruit Company was presumed to be the beneficlary of this so
called monopoly in the fruit trade because it was knovm to.
be the leading producer and shipp.: r of bananas, and consequently it was assumed that the United Fruit Company would
absorb the approximately $2,000,000 a year to be collected

As far as Congress was concerned, after many months

Ii~

of debate and numerous hearings, the real facts were finally

1

on about 40,000,000 bunches of bananas,

ascertained, and Congress learned to its satisfaction that
in the fruit trade there existed very spirited competition,
and that conditions determining the prices of bananas were

t.

'

not within the control of the importing companies, individ-

I

ually or collectively.

i.

In the meantime, Public Opinion--regarded as the most
powerful force in oc.1.r body politic, and always to be reckoned with--was arousing itself to action.

The banana was

lifted out of relative obscurity onto a pedestal by millions
of keepers of: American households and toilers, and consumers
of all classes rallied to its defense and demanded of our
law makers that it be allowed to enter the United States free
of duty.

The public knew nothing about the intricacies and

statistics of the fruit trade, and cared less about trusts
and monopolies, or the number of importers in the game; but

.·.

.
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it did realize now, if not before, that a veritable necessity of life was either about to be taken· from them, or
placed in the list of luxuries which would be practically
the same thing as far as the common people_were concerned,
The press kept faith with the public and championed its

I

'"

cause, and the banana.never lmew it had so many friends or
how welcome it was to millions of Americans who had come to
appreciate it as a great delicacy and as a food.

President

Wilson, finally, firm in the insistence tbat there should
be no neglect of duty, brought matters to a climax, and

J

i-

Congress passed the Underwood-Simmons tariff bill, which
provided that many important commodities, including bananas,
sugar, and other food products be admitted free of duty.
Mr. Frederick

u. Adams, in his work 11 The Conquest of

the Tropi.cs" throws s orne interesting sidelights _on the controversy reviewed above; and incidentally reveals the real
secret of just why.and how the American fruit industry in
the Caribbean may in truth be regarded as an industry of,
by, and for the people, and thereby making it a rather
unique American trade institution.

The utterances of Mr.

Victor M. Cutter, president of the United Fruit Company, in

!·
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"Trade Relations with Latin America" are particularly

I

apropos in thia connection.l

1

a series of addresses, now published under the caption

The reader is referred to

two addresaes, "United States Corporations_ in Latin

1 Victor M. Cutter, Trade Relations_ with Latin America,
(Brochure) 1929. See Appendix Exnibits, c, -l5-;- E, F

!
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America, "Relations of United States Companies with Latin
America, 11 and an article reprinte•.l from the "Nation r s Business," appea.ring January, 1929, entitled "Foreign Trade's
Golden Rule--You can't Exploit Your Market.s and Have Them
Too. 111 Excerpts. from Mr. Adams 1 book follow : 2
The :facts were obvious and were at the command of any
one who cared to verify them. Bananas are. not smuggled into
the United States. They pay no duty, but the port officials
keep accurate count of every bunch ~loaded at the various
ports, and the records show the number of bunches brought
in annually by the various shippers. If the United Fruit
Company had operated during its thirteen years of existence
in a manner calculated to overwhelm all competition the
statistics of banana imports would tell the tale of its
merciless rapacity.
_
In 1913, the yec~ in which the banana became a tariff
issue and a subjec~ of acute public interest, the United
Fruit Company shipped to the United States 24,975,640 bunches
of bananas as against 17,529,759 bunches, or less than 124%,
and in the same period its competitors had climbed from
4,862,449 to 17,529,801 bunches, an increased importation
exceeding 260%, or more than twice the rate of increase
enj OtJ18d by the United Fruit Company.
·
·
One of the most interesting and remarkable features
of this whole subject is the astounding retail price charged
for bananas. Bananas at 10 cents a dozen, 15, 20 and even
25 cents a dozen, are a positive phenomenon in this era of
high food prices.
Here is one of the most perishable or tropical fruits,
one requiring a fortune to attempt its large production and
importation, one which must be sold within a day or two
after it ripens, one which was justly esteemed a luxury
a few years ago, and yet it is offered for sale all over
the United States at all times of the year for less.than
the average prices charged for hardy native fruits grovm
in superabundance within a few miles of the market-places.
If this outcome could justly be charged to the operations of a "banana trust" it would glorify a 11 alleged
iniquity. If the prices charged for native grown apples,
pears, oranges, and other year-round fruits be the outcome
of competition, the sooner we sUbstitute monopoly the bet~~-~-~·.r...r.·

lsee Appendix; Exhibits C, D, F
2Frederick Upham Adams, (Conquest of the Tropics, 337,ff.
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ter. In an editorial entitled "consider the Bananarr published in the Houston Post under .date January 27, 1912, this
pointed comment was made:
"How does it happen tha.t the home-grown apple is placed
beyond the reach of the average consumer and that the
foreign-grown banana has increased in g_uali ty and decreased.
in price? The banana is a perishable fruit. It must be
marketed irnmediately on its importation, .and the business
is one which requires millions in investment and the risks
incident to fleets sailing in waters menaced by hurricanes
and northers. It is a farce when apples grown within ten
miles of St. Louis or New York sell by weight for ten times
the price charged for bananas snipped from Costa Rica or
Colombia, South America.
"There is no secret about the low cost of bananas.
They are produced and handled on an enormous scale by
companies which put them on the market without the intervention of middlemen who extort large comrnissions. These
companies have learned that there is more money from them
in selling a huge· total of product at a low net profit than
ther·e is in extrating a high profit from small sales at
prices prohibitive to the average consUJner. V/hen those in
the apple industry learn this lesson, there Will be more
orcharlis, less apples rotting on the ground, and more prosperity and happiness for all concerened. Consider the
banana."
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C- H A P T E R I V
_1\MERICAN "FRUIT COH~~;\JF.~JT" OF THE CARIBBEA!J

Just when the first banana was brought to the United
States is a matter of conjecture.

As late as the middle of

the nineteenth century travelers and natru'alists wrote of
the banana. as a delicious fruit and valuable food for the

-

tropics, but did not connect i t with the destiny of America
or the temperate zones.

The possibility of such a thing

through modern rapid refrigerated ocean transportation was
not foreseen at that time.
It is recorded by tre.dition that in 1804 the schooner
Reynard, on a voyage from Cuba, brought thirty bunches of
bananas to New .York.

Records also assert that at long and

irregular intervals small consignments of red bananas arrived. at Atlantic ports from Cuba and the Bahama Islands on
'pineapple' schooners.

By the middle of the nineteenth

century clipper schooners were bringing occasional small
cargoes from Cuba.
The actual beginning of the banana trade dates back
to 1866, immediately following the close of the Civil \'/ar.
l:n that year, Carl August Franc brought a small quantity
of yellow bananas from-Aspinwall, (at that time a part of
Colombia, South America, but not within the present Panama
Canal Zone) to New York City.

He realized good prices,

and for a time had practically a monopoly on the New York
and Philadelphia markets, his two brothers having joined·
him and the firm of Frank Brothers being organizea.. 1

l,.lhen the brothers incorporated their business, they changed
the spelling of their last name to 'Frank'.

A· 1'8"~/J years later the three }fr?-nk Brothers, \'/. L. J?athbun,

Haight, a sme.ll banana importer, formed the

CQl~poration

of

Ji'rank Brothe::.-s Con] any, later chanGed to Aspinwall };'ruit
Co!ayany.

Vfnen in 1881, the Frenc)J:, under de Lesseps,

attem~'tec1

to build a canal acl"Oss the Ist:O..mus of ?anam8., the

hi~;h

wages iriterfered with the labor SU)JlY necessary to the setting out of banana plantations.

The

~lan~ers

divarted

their attention to laboring on ti1e :french canal l)l'Oject,
r;ith the re-s:._-:..1 t that
Fruit Company

shi~;ments

practic-::~lly

o:t bananas by the Aspinvw.ll

ceased.

J.lhus it was that l'Jir.

ii'1·ank became the comDJ.ercial l>ioneer in the b'anana industry,
but he \'.re..s no't the :t"'ouncler of the banana in6..ustry as v1e
kn0\'1 it.

He formulatsc1 no •.lan anJ took no effective steps

to put bane.nas in the class of a corDJ.nodi ty anCi. not as a
high-priced

luxur~,.·

His associates t:reated th.e ·nanana as

i

. I

a specialty, and tl1e

b'J.sinss~·

he started

\:~'as

.i~-

lost sight

oi' when othel'S took the logical steps to enlarge and systematize the industry.

I'he

1

t~::o

reat founders of the bane.na industr:r-·-Caytain

Lorenz·o D. Baker ai1d l..Iino-r C. Xei th--nad.e their i'irst banana
~ientuJ.:·es

e.nQ

~~eith

Ylithin -'Gvio years ot each other, :Baker in 18?0,
in 1872.

In 1870,
:::c~1ooner

t
fI
f

Ca~t~in

Baker, the owner df a little 85-ton

:.\.'rom Cuye Cod,

too~:

a contract to translJort a

;arty oi i;old niners Tiith their macl1inery and

su~)lies

·~.J.n red miles U~l the Orinoco 'ii ver in Venezuela. On his

thrGe

4:?

return t:r.•ip from South Ame:.•4ca he sto!.)ped at :Port :.:orant,
Jamaica, f:or a load of baraboo tor New York, and also tool-c
aboard a

s:~nll

quunttty of bananas o:r

~.;he yello~J

variety.

He made a quick voyage; and in !-.!arch, lB?l set sail for
Jamaica, V!here he loaded e full cargo of· both coconuts and
bananas, anJ. set sail for Boston anC. landed his cargo there
in good conditio!"-·

conrn.er ·:d al tu!'le.nes

It is olaim9<i that these r:ere the f'irst
e~1.er

imported to :Bo.ston.

~his

venture

prove·d prof ito ·Jl e a:1d Captain Baker made several trips each

year to Ja.'7laica on a s::ta.ll

~chooner

of 120 tons, the Eunice

P. lre-;·tcoY:lb, car:-yinc cargoes o:: general nerchandise to

Jamaica and on his return trips carrying cargoes of bananas
to Boston.
At tl1is

lH~riod

schooners made the tri:9 from Jamaica

to Boston in tl:e average t:i...'11e o'f sixteen to seventeen days.
In the event o:e no delays the rruit generally ar ...·ived in
fair conuition, but, when delayed by calms and head Viinds.,
as; very frequently l1.appened, the fruit generally reacf:ed
port in sucl: a:: over-ripe condition as to preclude any possibility oi' realizinG a profit.
3y the year· 1879 Captain Baker had extended the sco:pe

of his o:perations to include the

t'urnis~~ing

o.:r

~anana.

car-

goes to ott.e:r yezsels as v:eJ.l as .r.is or.'!l, a:r!d v:hilc con-·
tinuinc

·~o

shi:9 bananas to :2oston in £is o•;.n. ships, acted

as aGent for the J"tlas Linest forwardin;s the :Z.rui t to

r:ew

York, fro::. ;·:~:ic!: place s~:Je of' 1 t was t:-enship:ped by rail
to Boston,

Early i:l 1875 he had associated l'dth himself
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one William Ande1•son as mate on his schooner Eunice P.
Newcomb who later became its master and in time as master

i
1=-

of other schooners and steamers, engaged in banana transpor-

[
r-C

tation for the Biliston Frl,ilt Company.

He acquired such val-

uable experience in this trade that soon after the United

i=I~

i

Fruit Company was 01•ganized he was called into its service
as Manager of the Marine Department, continuing as an lmportant factor in the development and operation of its extensive fleet, retiring only in 1925 from active service.
In the meantime Captain Baker with his brother-in-law
E. B. Hopkins, formed the firm of L, D. Baker & Co., to
further prosecute the fruit industry, and vdth the co-operation and aid of Sir Anthony Musgrave, British Governor, and
others who succeeded hil)i., laid the foundations of an enormous industry:

this industry which proved to be a veritable

economic god-send to the island of Jamaica, as it was res! .

ponsible for its resurrection from the ruins of its sugar
industry caused by the development of the beet sugar industry
-

in Europe and the supremacy of Cuba in the sugar trade in

i

the late sixties.
The tremendous importance of the enterprise started in
Jamaica may be realized to some extent when it is stated
that when Capill:in Bake:r first started his operations by
making a few trial shipments of.bananas between Jamaica and
Boston, all the fruit exported from Jamaica, according to
Fawcett, was to the value of only :b 728 ($3538.08}, while
the total exports of bananas from Jamaica in 1927 were

"'=

.
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21,152,000 count bunches being the share of the United States

'

I

I~·•

{---

1>
i= .•.

d'
7 75. l
value of ,/7,262,

Andrew

w.

Preston, who later became President of the

~~~

l

I

i=

United Fruit Company, was one of the participants with

i==·

l

Captain Bake.r, and acted in the capacity of a Sales Promo..,
tion Manager.

After investigation he became convinced tbB.t

properly organized, there was a·bright future for the banana
business, and being in possession of these pioneer qualities
of resourcefulness, perseverance, initiative, fearlessness,

I

L

I
I

and organization ability, later years proved that his con-

I

victions were well founded.
With characteristic initiative Mr. Preston, in colloborating with Captain Baker, proceeded to mobilize what capital
he could in New England, and finally persuaded eight other

"'-

New Englanders to subscribe, along with Baker and himself,
~

two thousand dollars each, giving this new enterprise,

i-1

called the Boston Fruit Company, the precursor of the present
United Fruit Company, an original capital of $20,000.

The

personnel of this new partnership, the rloston Fruit Company,
in 1885, was: Lorenzo D. Baker, Andrew

w.

Preston, Lamnot

G. Burnham, John F. Crocker, Edric Eldridge, Jesse H,
Freeman, Major Thomas B. Griffith, Thomas Mandell Hart,
Isaac N. Keith and Edward D. Mandell.
1 Commerce Year::Book, 1928, II, Foreign Countries, 663.
Foreign Connr.erce and Navigation of the United States, 1927
I, 213. In 1867 the Governor of Jamaica, Sir John Peter
Grant, pointed out in his annual report that the value of
all the fruit exported from the island of Jamaica during
that year was only 1 628 although no country was better
suited by nature for the production of fruits.

...

i

r,,
I
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The decade from 1880 to 1890 was an important period
of transition and development for the American
try in the Caribbean.
steadily

incre~sed

fruit indus-

Banana importations by various firms

both Gulf and Atlantic ports being used.

Changes taking place in ocean transportation W&:r'e reflected.
in the gradual disappearance of the schooners and the appear,ance of steamships.

The Jesse H. Freeman, the J.ateEt and

largest type of schooner of about 500 tons, in 1883, was 1
equipped with auxiliary steam engines, and carried a cargo
of 10,000 bunches regularly to Boston.
ish steamer

Ms:r:m~JC:

In 1888 the Brit-

of about 700 tons, under charter service

of the Boston Fruit Company, was purchased by that Company
a.nd carried cargoes.of 20,000 bunches. 2 Competition was
keen from 1885 to 1889 when the United Fruit Company was
started: competition to secure the fruit of native proprietors,
in the planting of new plantations, in transportation and

,f__-

marketing.

i

'

However, the keen business sagacity and far-

sightedness of Mr. Preston asserted themselves to good
advantage by adopting a policy of securing the most extensive source of supply possible and the widest possible
market outlet; this. would better enable them to absorb the
shock of possible hazards and reduce their effects to a

1 Captain Baker's vessel of 1870, the Eunice P. Newcomb
Ylas of 120 tons.
2 Capacity cargoes of from 40,000 to 50,000 bunches are
not uncommon now.

1---

r--1-

l~

Fj----
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minimum. 1

These precautionary measures were charactei'istic

of the administrations of both Mr. Preston and Mr. Keith,
The policy of the Boston Fruit Company was tending towand large-scale production so rapidly in order to meet a
continuously increasing demand, and also to avoid dependence

.

on any one produci.ng region or limited consuming market,
that the partnership was transformed into a corporation with
Captain L. D. Ba.lter as President and Andrew VI. Preston as
the Boston Manager.

It took under its wings :>everal sub-

sidiaries, extended its sources of supply from Jamaica to
San Domingo and Cuba, and to the Ports of Boston, Philadelphia, and New York, and added Baltimore as a port of destination.

Ships of 1100 and 1400 tons and cargo capacity

of·30,000 stems were pressed into service, and in 1898 the
'Admiral' group of specially constructed banana steamships
were built by a Philadelphia firm; the tonnage of each of
these was 2100, a carrying capacity of 40;000 bunches, and
accommodations for 53 passengers.
:Mr. Phili.p Reynolds, calls attention to the fact that
honorable mention should be made relative to the activities of

w. w.

Hurlbut and Company, steamship agents and

brokers of New York •
. 1 Floods, droughts, hurricanes, especially the latter
are too frequent visitors in the Caribbean. In May, 1927,
12,000,000 banana trees were blown down by a hurricane in
Co~ombia, with an approximate loss of $7,800,000
;·-:··
•

L'

•

•- _,

.. '

.
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In 1879, this firm chartered the first steamship ever
chartered for the West Indian banana trade. Particularly
during the period from 1880 to 1900, it. was the

~-;rincipal

factor in planning and arranging tonnage for the various
banana importers, The firm name was Ja ter changed to
Bennett, Walsh and Comp my, and is today Bennett, Hvos lef and
Company,l
·
·
As the scenes to this thrilling drama of the American
fruit industry in the Caribbean unfold before our eyes, we
cannot fail to notice a very conspicuous and picturesque
member of the cast of characters,--Minor C. Keith.

His role

is unique in that he not only participated in laying the
foundations of this remarkable industry, but is still active
in the service,

The reader will recall the fact mentioned

in the earlier part of this chapter, that Minor C. Keith
and Captain Bakermade their first banana ventures within
two years of each other, Baker in 1870, and Keith in 1872.
He is often referred to as the best known man in Central
America, though not a native of any one of her five republies but only a plain American resident of New York City.
He accomplished the seemingly impossible with an almost
uncanny display of superhuman effort, and really made the
commercial development of that section of the Caribbean
possible.

Every one admits that a large share of the

pro~perity

of the five republics of Central America is due

to the vast enterprises initiated by him,
At the age of twenty-three he went to Costa Rica, where
he joined his three brothers in an attempt to construct a
railroad from Port Lamon to San Jose.

f

ing of this line reads in minature like the trials and

[

I
'

The story of the build-

1 Philip K. Reynolds, The Banana, 50

i
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catastrophes that befell the French and British in their
attempt to build the Panama canal, and the seem:i.ngly unsur-

mountable obstacles that threatened for a time to balk the
efforts of the United States.

His porsonalj.ty so fascinated

men, and his untiring energy and omnipresent enthusiasm were
so contagious, that men working with him and for him refused
to desert under the: most trying circumstances.

It took

nineteen years to build a little over one hundred miles
of railroad.
Young Keith went into the banana business in order to
have available for his railroad freight in paying quantities.
·He secured root-stocks and suckers from Carl B. Franc with
which to make the experiments of raising bananas in the
Costa Rican jungle.

\Vhile waiting for returns on his invest-

ment in this banana venture to materialize, he initiated
New Orleans as a port of destination and possible market
outlet, by making an initial shipment of a few hundred
bunches of bananas purchased in Colon.

~---

These were sold in

New Orleans at fancy prices and a large profit was realized.
He continued to make regular shipments until his Costa
Rican plantations started to produce, and railway facilities
were made available, when he drew from his Costa Rican source
of supply, shipping to New York.
At this time the banana market commanded high prices,
Which limited the market consumption to an amount annually
0

~'

not more than 300,000 bunches.

No one dreamed of its

later becoming such an important factor in the American

,_
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' i

food supply to the extent that the importations of 1928

' i

into the United States reached a grand total of over

:

64,000,000 bunches.

---

l

Keith gradually extended his sources of supply to
include Nicaragua and Honduras, and also acquired banana

'::,-:
j=-

interests in the vi.cini ty of Santa Marta, Colombia, where.
the United Fruit Company has novr extensive plantations.
The bulk of Keith's bananas found their destination at
the New Orleans and New York markets, where he became the
biggest factor in the business. Mr. Keith saw what a great

\:
!

future was in store for the banana and builded for it.
In 1898, after a continuous residence of twenty-seven years
in Costa Rica, Minor Q. Keith held the controlling interest
in three banana enterprises, which formed a part of the
foundation unon which the great business organization of
the United Fruit Company was reared, and in such a manner
did he furnish the inspiration and encouragement that acted

,__

as the stimulus for other American "Big Business" interests

l'

now playing a part in the American Fruit industry in the

lI;:;

I

Caribbean.

l'

Il.:

rl

l

j

!
'

;

1

See illustr.ation on

opposit~ page

Frederick Upham Adams, Conquest of the Tropics, III, IV
Philip K. Reynolds, The

~anana,

III.
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American "Big Business" Mobilizes !':Or The "Conquest"

II
t

Today most of the important industries are conducted
on a large scale--oil, sugar, electrical appliances, ships,
tobacco; and foodstuffs are proving to be no exception to
the rule.

Other lines of business have done likewise.

The

advantage of large scale. production are numerous, and are
found both in the producing and marketing of-goods.
Notwithstanding that toward the end of the nineteenth
century the number of companies engaged in the American fruit
industry in the Caribbean had increased as did the size
offue cargoes, the supply was not adequate to meet the
demands of the trade, and the problem of distribution was
becoming a real serious one.

Only those intimately .asso-

ciated with and altogether cognizant of conditions in the
tropics are in a position to appreciate the hazards which
confront the cultivation and marketing of tropical fruits.
The growth of the banana industry has been phenominal.

It

expressed itself in 1898 in a steadily mounting demand that
could not be met, either by reason of the nonavailability
of fruit for shipment to the consuming sections, or inade-quate distribution and marketing facilities; because often
sales had to be handled from the ship's side, and such conditions did not always guarantee the disposition of all the
fruit, thus resulting in waste and loss of money.
Finally in 1899, the United Fruit Company was incorporated, --the result of the consolidation of the interests of
the Boston Fruit Company, headed by Andrew

I.

w.

Preston and

l
I
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Lorenzo D. Baker, whose area of supply was mainly the West
Indies, and the companies controlled by l'iiinor C. Keith.

I

During the year previous a sales organization, the Fruit

!

Dispatch Company, had been created to improve merchandising
conditions.

This company is now a subsidiary of the United

Fruit Company.
At the time of the organization of the United Fruit

I

Company, it is interesting to mote the 'line-up' of firms,
corporations, and persons who constituted the

11

dramatis

personae" of the American fruit industry as far as production and importation were concerned.

The American consum-

ing public is beginning to play more of "a major role.
Following is the cast: 1

f

Boston Fruit Company (inclusing subsidiaries whose stock
it had previously purchased.)
Tropica;L Trading and Transport Company, Ltd. (Keith interests)
Colombian Land Company 1 Ltd. (Keith Interests)"
Snyder Banana Company \Keith interests)
J, D. Hart Company
J, M, Cebalos & Company
Orr and Laubenheimer Comrany, Ltd.
Carmors, McConnell & Company
New Orleans Belize Royal Mail & Central American Steamship Co.
Aspinwall Fruit Company
West Indian Fruit Company
Monumental Tradtng Company
West India Trading Company
Henry Bayer & Son
Camors-Weingerger Banana Company, Ltd.
J, B. Cefalu & Brother
S. Oteri
The Bluefields Steamship Company, Ltd.

1 Philip K. Reynolds, The Banana, 51, 52. Frederick U.
Adams, Conquest of ~TrOpics, 70

I

-
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W. L, Rathbun & Company
w. w. & c. R. Noyes
John Kerr & Co.
J. H. Seward- Importing and Steamship CompB.ny

Without doubt there were other firms and individuals
involved in the fruit industry on a small seale, but the
above list is the roll of all those figuring in the trade
to any extent.

The first four

we~e

merged into the United

.l

,,

Some have retired, others have been absorb-

>1

ed by the companies which now compete with the United Fruit

l

Fruit Company.

-~

I

'

j

Company.

1·j

Prior to 1889 we may regard the banana industry as

)·

I
I

passing through its infant stage, and it had had many and
capable nurses:

but on entering the adolescent period of

its growth, its demands were many and various, which even
the some odd one hundred and fourteen companies composing
its staff.of nurses and guardians could not cope with.

The

family budget could not marshall the needed funds, and most
of the corps of nurses had no practical' knowledge of how
to raise such an infant.

As a result of the consolidation

represented by the United Fruit Company, ample capital and
resources were for the first time made a vail able for large
scale production, essential to a stable, servicable industry.
New territories in the tropical jungles in widely separated localities have been transformed into extensive
healthful banana farms, thereby insuring a widely scattered
source of

~upply ~f

fruit for the market in the event of

losses by hurricane, drought, or flood in any single area,
This policy of wide diversification of sources of supply
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is one of the outstanding reasons for the success of the
United Fruit Company. 1

As a result of these accomplishments the entire business
from plantation to wholesaler is today elaborately organized.
In spite of the bananas highly perishable nature, the dealer
and the consumer throughout the c.ountry are now abfue to secure
without delay and at reasonable prices a regular supply of

I

the fruit the whole year round.

It is a fact that bananas

are shipped during the summer months even to points beyond
the Arctic Circle.
The United Fruit Company is engaged .in the production,
transportation and marketing of tropical products, principally bananas, sugar, cacao, and coconuts,

It also conducts

an extensive freight and passenger business, but its activities in the Caribbean operate around a highly d">veloped
and extens.ive technical-scientific core, such as lighthouses,
radio stations, hospitals, and aerial navigation facilities.
Aeroplanes are employed advantageously in the Caribbean
region, especially in Central and South America, ever regions where the travel is very rough and slow through virgin
jungles, forests, and mountainous regions; they are adapted
inter-~lantation

for

mail and supplies.

transportation of persons, equipment,
Under the conditions that obtain within

the area of its tropical activities, the United Fruit Com1

See Map--Frontispiece; showing Banana Cultivation areas.
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.pany has found that the areoplane is not onl:y the best
but the cheapest form of transportation, as it enables its
officials and emplo·yees to make their ovm roads and their
own bridges.

A flying field has been established at Tela,

Honduras.
Its ports of entry in the United States are:

Boston,

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charleston,· New Orleans,
Galveston, San Francisco, and Los Angeles: and in Canada,
Halifax,l

Its tropical divisions are located in Cuba,

Jamaica, Guatemala, Honduras, Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia,
and the Canary Islands.

I
I

I

AGricultural

~-ratio~~

The land owned and leased by the United Fruit Company
4.::•

in its various tropical divisions comprises 2, 045,800 acres'-approximating roughly 3,000 square miles--an area more readily comprehended when compared with Delaware 1 s 2,400, square
miles and Rhode Island's 1,250.

Of this territory 472,100
2
acres are cultivated and improved as follows :

In
In
In
In
In
In
In

bananas
·166,'750_
sugar cane
92,250
cacao
49,450
coconuts
8,300
other miscellaneous products
3,860
pastures
104,950
tovm sites, roads, lots and fire lines
46,550

The fleet of the United Fruit Company, knovm far and
Wide as the "Great Yfuite Fleet," numbers one hundred steaml

Los Angeles has recently been added to the list and it is
Planned to include Portland and Seattle in the near future;
~ee Map Showing transportation routes. Also Appendix Exhibit J
' See Appendix Exhibit A- -Annual Report 19:?.'7, United Fruit Co.

.!] __
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ships, nearly all of which are of the refrigerator fruits
and passenger type, e:s:pecially built for s'ervice in tropical
waters.

The regular passenger, freight, and mail service

maintained by the Company has resulted in increased travel
and commerce between the United States and the Caribbean ports.
This constant, dependable service available to

man~-

facturers, merchants and shippers: .and includes infol'ma tion
as to proper packing, cooperation in moving goods from any
interior point to the

seabo~H'.d,

the preparation of shipping

documents and prompt delivery at destination which export
trade demands.

The newcomer in the export field derives

much help from the Company'· s experience.
The company is represented by the principal tourists'
steamship and railroad tlcket agencies in the United States,
Canada, and Europe.

It maintalns its ovm freight offices

in various cities throughout the United States and has

freight representation in the princlpal ports of Great Brlt.:.
ian and the Continent.

1hrough bills of lading are issued

'!,----

to the European shipper serving the tropics and to the
tropical merchant disposing of his products in the European
Market.
During 1927 the Company's steamships made 1,284 round
trip. voyages and steamed a total of 5,374,400 knots.

The

company during that year shipped from the tropics to the
United States, Canada, and Europe, a total of 49,845,000
--~

bunches of bananas.

Its banana shipments to the United

States and Canada represent about 50% of the total banana
_imports of these countries.

i
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In addition to the transportation of the Company's
bananas and other products, the fleet carried in 1927 to
the Caribbean countries 777,000 tons of freight and brought
from those countries 144,500 tons.
ported 59,000

These ships also trans-

passengers and 227,500 bags of mail.

Guate-

malan and Costa Rican coffee. ·planters reached the North American and European markets through'this service.
The Company owns and operates sixteen hundred miles of
railway in the tropics, which, if.extended in a straight
line, would reach from New York to St. Paul Minnesota,
In Honduras, through another subsidl.ary, the Tela Railroad Company, it_ operates a passenger and mail plane between
the Atlantic Co.qst and the capital, Tegucigalpa.· This aeroservice is maintal.ned primarily for the Company's benefit,
but it also is available to the public.

The Government of

Honduras uses this plane as a means for transporting firstclass mail.

As Tegucigalpa is not connected by rail with

the Atlantic coast, this plane reduces the time of the·
trip from two or three days to about two hours.
Sales

Subsidiar~

Its selling subsidiary in the United States and Canada
marketing its bananas and other tropical products, except
sugar, is the Fruit Dispatch Company with 53 branches, a
1
·beautiful piece of elaborate organization.

1 See map opposite page , "Banana Broadcasting System. 11
AFso Appendix Exhibits J and K

l

:j
I

I
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British Subsidiary
..f:t

British subsidiary, Elders & Fyffes, Ltd. has numer-

ous branches throughout Great Britain and the Continent,
obtaining its bananas to some extent from the Canary Islands,
but principally from the American tropics.

Its fleet of·

32 vessels is an importnat pe.rt of the Great Yfuite Fleet,.
The ports of entry for its banana cargoes are as follows:
in Great Britain--Avonmouth (Bristol), Leverpool and Hull,
and on the Continent--Rotterdam and Bremerhaven, Great
Britain, Belgium, France, Spain, Holland, Germany and the
Scandinavian c01mtries now consume large .quatitities of the
fruit.
The Radio

TelegraQ~

Subsidiary

Through another subsidiary, the Tropical Radio Telegraph Company, there have been established at various points
in the tropics and in the United States powerful radio telegraph stations which serve not only the company but also
the general public.
Other Activities
The United Fruit Company has many other activities.
Through its commissaries in Latin America it does a large
merchandise business.

In conjunction with its passenger

business it ovms and operates in Jamaica two excellent hotels.
In Cuba it ovms extensive cane fields and two large raw-sugar
mills, the product of which is transported in its ovm ships
and is refined and distributed by its subsidlary, the Revere
Sugar Refinery at Boston.
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~cal

and Sanitary Work

Before the advent of the United Fruit Company, commercial operati.ons along the Caribbean shores and the adjacent
lowlands of Central America were almost impossi.ble on account of the dread tropic diseases in those areas.

Real-

i.zi.ng the necessHy of first making the jungle safe for
man to live in, the company has transformed the zone of
its tropical operations into modern sanitary and healthful
communities, and has established eight large modern hospital and field dispensaries.

Including employees, about

150,000 people receive the benefits of this medical and
surgical service.
To assure the fullest utilization of its facilities
the United Fruit Company maintains a radio-medical consulting service by means of which merchant shops secure
free medical advice from.the Company's hospitals or from
its steamships carrying physicians.

This service is

widely used and has been a factor in saving human life
and ameliorating suffering at sea.
Personnel
The United Fruit Company, inclusive of its subsidiaries,
has about 70,000 employees representing almost every known
vocation.

For the benefit of its personnel in the tropics

it maintains water works, electric light and ice plants,
laundries, and bakeries.

It has also provided churches,

schools, baseball grounds, tennis courts, golf courses,
and swimming pools.
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Research
The United Fruit Company carries on extensive research
in health problems and· in the fields of production, transportation, and sales.

Its soil analysis work constitutes

I=

le=
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what is probably the most extensive soil investigation
ever underta:{en by any commercial organization.
It has ins·talled in Central America an experimental
agricultural station--the most extensive of its kind in
the Western Hemisphere--where a great variety of tropical
plants are studied under natural conditions.

It has intro-

duced new crop plants as well as improved agricultural methods.

I

Ii
i

In its various lines of research it is closely allied with
and has the active cooperation of many scientific institutions
of high standing.
Financial
A perusal of the first and last annual reports of the
United Fruit Company discloses some interesting comparisons:

1900
Capital and Surplus
$12,53<:;,200
Lands Owned and Leased (Acres}
236,201
Railways Owned and Operated (miles}
112
Tramways (1A:iles}
Cars
289
Locomotives
17
JJive Stock
14,166
Steamships Owned
10
Stockholders
361

*

1927

$181,02~8

2,045, 773
1,602
671

7,024
199
40,632
72*
25,549

3 new ships, completed and put into service by
Elders & Fyffes, Ltd., early in 1928, plus chartered tonnage, bring the total fleet to approximately
100 vessels. In addition, oro.ers for three new
t~~i~~-m~~~ ~}di§~ ~J:d Fyffes, Ltd. were placed in

8

1

See Appendix, Exhibit C for list of ships
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The. authorized capital stock of the Company is 3,000,000
Shar-es of no par value, of which 2,500,000 shares are issued.

There is but one class of stock and nofunded debt.

With an

earning power which has been tested under varine; conditions
for nearly 30 years the stock of the Company _is highly re-

..

garded by the investing public.
Economic Policies
It is the fixed policy of the United Fruit Company
that its officials and employees in the tropics speak the
Spanish language, and that while those who are not citizens
refrain from all political activities and affliations they
support all that is best in the social and cultural life of
the countries in which they work.
The United Fru\ilt Company purchases more than half of
its suppiy of bananas from independent planters;

It also·

has an annual payroll in the tropics of $24,000,000.

These

-"

·','
!--::::---

facts, together with its medical and sanitary work, and
the-maintenance of dependable, constant communication and
transportation, do much to promote the financial well-

·J=
'j~
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being of the Latin American countries in which it operates •.
In the application of modern methods in the tropical
operations of the United Fruit Company, an importa.Yl t part
has been and is being played by its present head, Victor
M. Cutter.

His thol'oughness, industry, and progressive

l

t:
l
i""-

l
l

I
I

ideas won him early recognition and rapid promotion.

•

After filling the various positions in the tropics,

'i
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'tPhilip Keep Reynolds, Some Facts Regarding the United
Fruit Company (Bulletin) 1928 See also Exhibit K.
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including that of liianager, he was made General J.Ianager of
Tropical Divisions, and then transferred to the General
offic~,

Boston, as Vice President in charge of Tropical

Divisions.

Upon the death of Andrew W. Preston, Cutter,

at the age of forty-three, was called to the Presidency
of the company he had served so faithfully.

His most recent

publicly expressed views on Latin-American Trade Relations
have recently been published in a brochure. These have
occasioned wide-spread comment nationally, and have been
given extensive circu_lation.

Some of this material is herein
1
reproduced as exhibits in the "Appendix".
The United Fruit Company accounts for the major part
of American fruit interests in the Caribbean, but keen
competition does exist and approximately forty percent of the
industry .must be accounted for by other companies, firms, and
individuals.

However, illuminating details of the activities
')!

of competitors of the United Fruit Company, as far as the
writer was able to unearth, were consp.icuous by their s-carcity.
The Cuyamel Fruit Company of Delaware with headCJ,uarters
at New Orleans, and its subsidiary, the Cortes Development
Company, have somewhat extensive enterprises in Honduras
and IUcaragua, with reserve virgin lands in other Caribbean
countries, from which it plans to begin shipments in 1930.
At this time it an·ticipates supplying the western trade with
weekly steamer shipments either thru the port of Los Angeles,
or San Francisco.
1

The annual report of the

*****
See Appendix, Exhibits C, D, E, F
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Cuyamel Fruit Company for 1928 is submitted as·Exhibit B
in the "Appendix."
The Department of State, Washington, D.

c.,

reports

the existence of a Standard Fruit Company, with general
offices at New Orleans, but no information concerning its
activities has been received at present writfung •

.

The attention of the writer has been called to the
existence of the Broggmans-Bluff Fruit and Lumber Company,
now engaged principally in extracting lumber in order to g
gain access to the banana lands of Nicaragua near the

I

Honduran frontier.
No account of American industrial development in the
Caribbean would be complete without honorable mention of
the great financial institutions--the sine qua non
the

huma~

enterprises.

of all

In all our trade relations with

Latin-America, The National City Bank of New York takes its
place thru the 40 branches it has established thruout the
Caribbean region and by means of its comprehensive organization furnishes service for all of these various trade
movements.

In this development and in the cultivation

of closer business relation and friendships, the National
City Bank of New York and the International Ban.l.ring
Corporation take an active part andprovide for their
clients at home and abroad the most efficient credit
trade and general banking facitities furnishing a worldwide service thru its world-wide organization.
1. Summary of Reports from 11 Commerce Year Book", 1928, vol.
II, United States Dept. or-commerce.

.i.l
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. Introducing The Fruit-Producing ~and~ The Caribbeanl

--The principal agricultural products of the

· AMAICA

British 'Nest

ndies are bananas, sugar, cacao, coconuts, limes, cotton,
offee.:' •••••• Jamaica has 81,000 acres in bananas.
ananas.--The formation of an association for cooperative
arketing gave better stability to the Jamaica banana industry but the collapse of the two companies operating in
t. Lucia left it with no marketing agency.

Total exports

f bananas from Jamaica were 21,152,000 count bunches in
1927 as compared with 18,301,000 bunches in 1926; those to
jthe.ynited

Stat~s

I.

increased correspondingly, and were nearly

i

half the total.

HONDURAS.
The year 1927 was one of improvement for Honduras.
The balance of trade was exceptionally favorable in 1926-27.
The apparently unfavorable merchandise balances of most
i

previous years are accounted for by the fact.that bananas,
the principal export, are given an arbitrary valuation far
below the actual value.
record during 1927.

Banana shipments reached a new

However., business in the capital and

other centers not dependent upon banana was somewhat restricted.
Bananas--The major industry, banana growing, centered
along the north coast, accounted during the fiscal year for
approximately 77'/o of the total exports, being valued at
$13,581,000.

The calendar year 1927 was a record for banana

I

VIEWS OF PORT LIMON, COSTA RICA.
This is the principal eastern port of the country and is splendidly equipped with docks and wharves. There are also facilities for loading the frequent
cargoes of bananas and the large -shipmentS of coffee. Considerable activity has developed at the port, and the lively nature of the town draws to
it the laborers from the neighboring plantations. Limon is but an Qyernigbt sail from Panama and many tourists to the Canal include a visit to
this country in their itinerary.

'II' I
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shipments; 19,088,000 bunches were exported, of which
16,023,000 went to the United. States, an<l 2,939,000 bunches

_t.o the comparatively new British market.

Nev;; plantings were

ma<le which whoul<l increase pro<luction in 1928, depending
hov1ever, on the pre.valence of' the Panama dis,ease, climatic
~onditions,

fires, windstorms, and grasshopper plagues.

The growing of bananas for export is the industry of.
greatest importance "in international commerce.

The increase

in recent years in the consumption of bananas makes this a
subject of wide interest.

The exports of this fruit from

Central Americanhave trebeled in recent years, and constitute
about SO% of all the bananas imported into. the United States
,,,:.Puerto Cortes, Ceiba, Tela, and Tnujillo are the main
shipping points. 'The shipments from Puerto Cortes have a
value of several million dollars a year. 1
!_,_ __

COSTA RICA
The economic

situ~tion

in Costa Rica in 1927 was excell-

ent, although the principal crops' bananas arid coffee, were
10~&

smaller than in 1926.

Bananas.:::. The year 1927 was one
/

of continuing uncertainty in the banana industry.
'·

Early in

the year a hurricane blew do·;m about 10,000,000 bunches in
Colombia and vessels which had carried Colombian fruit were
diverted to Port Limon 2 for several months. A new service

I

f

was inaugurated on the Pacific Coast, carrying bananas to

{

the San Ii'ranciscci market.

No ·large plantings were made

I

'

dm'ing the year and the exhaustion of old lands caused a
1

*****

~ Pan American Union. ·Am. Nation Series, No. 12, 1927
-See picture opposite page

LOADING. BANA:N:AS.

Pe.nama

Ban..U'nas ar':" Lroug;llt io market fro:rr.. various points in the RepubWc by mums of the native canoes, or_ dugouts.

Tl'i"'
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10% drop in production, exports declining from 8,561,000

bunches valued at ~i6,421,000 in 1926 to 7,869,000 bunches

j
j

1-,

l~
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valued. at $5,902,000 in 1927.

~::;

l-

Plan~ings

in new areas appear imperative if the indus-

try is to continue, since with the lapse of years lands have

L-
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become exhausted and today there are no further tracts
suitable for bananas close to existing transportation
facilities,

The present contracts regarding taxes on

bananas expire in 1930, .and production on existing farms
Will have so declined by 1935 that it will hardly be sufficient to mainta.in .the organization.

In December 1927 a

plan was formulated to organize a cooperative asso·ciation
of- :Planters.

Whereas the growers receive $1.60 for a count

bunch (9 hands) from the present purchaser, the cooperative
association assert that the profits, based o.n present
prices will bring a return to the planters of from :l\0,95 to
$1.70.

PANAMA.
Preliminary work was begun on new banana plantations.
Bananas: --Banana growers enjoyed a. fail:i!:ly prosperour> year
in 1927.

l

Altho the ravages of the Panama disease decreased

production in· the Bocas del Toro district from 2,349,000
bunches valued at $1,239,000 in 1926, to 1,849,000 bunches,
valued at $981,000 in 1927, the total exports of bananas
from the Republic amounted to 4,623;ooo bunches, valued
at ;ti2,987,000, compared with 4,531,000 bunches, valued at
$2,632,000 in Hl26.

This increase was ov1ing to greater

~--
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production in the comparatively new area on the watershed
of Ga tun Lake neer the Canal Zone,

Production in this ·

region increased from about 200,000 bunches in 1922, to
2,1775,0QO in 1927.

New banana land developments on the
i.

r

Pacific Coast in the provinces of Los Santos and Chiriqui,

.!=-~

involving an expenditure of approximately $12,000,000,
are expected to offset the waning'production in the

~ocas

del Toro district.
Bana exports from Cristobal:--The last 3 months of 1927
successively extablished new records in banana shipments

lI

from the port of Cristobal, December breaking all recorods
with 336,172 bunches, or 9,355 bunches more than in the
previous

hie~

record month of November.

'

The total banana

shipments oU.t of the port of Cristobal during the yerr
1927 brought the Govermnent $26,994.72 from export tax.
The banana shipments out of the port of Cristobal during
the year 1927 amounted to 2,699,472 bunches.valued at
$2,117,665.54, an increase of several thousand bunches
over 1926.

As this business according to the press, was

developed from nothing five years ago, and as it is only
within the last three yeB.rs that any great amount has been
exported, it is a remarkable record.

Pan American Union

(Bulletin) April 1928.

'3@A
The principal agricultural products are sugar and
tobacco.

Other products are cacao, coffee, pineapples,

citrus fruits, etc',.,.
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CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE.
Many varieties of citrus fruits al'e indigenous to Cuba. Over 20,000 acncS are
de:vO'ted t(dheir--cUltivil.lioii. "The ·sour· a.nd bitter- oranges-are foun"[fgrOWmg
wild in-.:ilmoSt every- forest of the island. The lime is also found in more or
less .. abundanee scattered over rocky hillsides. But it is the sweet orange and
the gra;pefr~it t~at ~re of great commercial importance.
""--'~· '"' '""""·--"--·

~
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Fruits:--Shipments of fruits in 1927 were generally lower
than

th~

year before as a result of the hurricane in

October, 1926, which destroyed a large number of trees.
Exports were valued at $3,010,000, 14% less than in 1926,.;
Grapefruit exports, particularly, fell off, as the storm
destroyed practically all grapefruit destined for Spring
shipments, while damage to the trees and subsequent dry
weather delayed the bloom and consequently the picking
of the 1927-28 crop.

Products and Industries:--The extent of Cuba 1 s fruit and
vegetable industry is not realized until the subject is
carefully studied, when it is seen that quanti ties of

\

pineapp_les, oranges, grapefruit, and tropical fruits,
are exported.

Bananas have been coming from Cuba for centuries.
Fruit Exports to United StatesL-~927 1 _

Bananas (free)
Bunches
Dollars

Grapefruit (duty)
Pounds
Dollars

~~~~--------·~~

2,858,630

~~1,477,701

749,680

--'---------,;p:::o:-:u-=n"'dr.:s:-----;D"-o::"l'l'ar::-::::::::s--cra:Tions
8,3ffi3
462
.
Limes (dut.)
.Qranges(dut.)
45,850
689
131
Olives (dut.)
Pineapples·
.
(dut.) .......... . 2,091,050
Pineapples
'prepared or
preserved (dut.)
252 '740 ••• 25, !789

16,882
Dollars
140

NICARAGUA.
Agriculture;--The principal agricu1tural products are
1

Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States,
U. S, Dept. of Conunerce, 1927 :213-214.

L
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bananas and other fruits, coffee, coconuts.
which received a setback in 1926,

l=h

had no relief until the declaration of peace.

j::

Producers have

!~"
l~

since extended every effort to rehabilitate .the plantations
affected by revolutionary activities; results may be expected
next year.

I=

l

Fruit .culture, especially
bananas, is receiving·
-

attention in Nicaragua.

The market for bananas in the United

I

States is almost unlimited, and the English market is developing into worthwhile proportions.

!

F

These two facts account for

l'

the great development in banana culture in Costa Rica, Jamaica,
Columbia, and elsewhere around the Caribbean Sea.

'

Eastern

Nicaragua is well suited by soil and climate to the banana.
It is only a question of labor and transportation.

The develop-

ment of the banana in Nicaragua has been steady, and in recent
years exports represent a Pleasing increase.

Less attention

has been given to pineapples, citrus fruits, and coconuts.
The cultivation of pineapples and citrus fruits in Nicagagua
will, no doubt, follow banana production and be closely
associated. with it. (Pan ~· Union, Am. Nation Series, No.
14, 1927.) 17, 19, 22,
Fruit Exports To~Th~e_U~n~i~t~e~d~S~t~a~t~e~s__-_1~9~2~7~
----Bunches
Dollars
Bananas (free , • 2,329,525
$1,337,723
N!flARAGUA--(Survey taken from Pan American Union
Bulleti.n April, 1928; 409)
Banana Cultivation:- A contract has been signed with 43
farmers in Chinandega and Leon for the establishment of a
company on the Pacific Coast, to be called the Western Fruit

I

Association, which will devote itself to cultivs.ting and
exporting bananas.

Each farmer agreed to plant 10 manzanas

'

'

'
!i·
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(manzana equals 1.r12 acres) with bananas this year, the
planting to be tlone on land near the railroad or the shore,
in order to facilitate transportation to Corinpo.

A boat

will call at that porp whenever 2,500 bunches are ready for
export.

It is p:v.oposed to ask the Government to pass laws

protecting the banana industl:'y. (See picture of port of Corin.to
opposite page,)
Radiotelegraphic Service:--Last N111vember the President
opporoved a contract between the Government and the Tropical
Radio Telegraph Gom'.,any, 1by which the latter engages to
maintain telegraphic communication by means of its wireless
stations between the interior of the Republic and the Department of Bluefields.

This contract is of a temporary nature.

Economic Projects:--The Minister of Promotion recently
stated that the Government considers the following three
projects of vital importance for national progress:

The

erection of healthful homes for workers, these houses to
be purchased by monthly payments; the construction of a
good highway system; and the loans f'or Pacific Coast farmers
Who desire to raise bananas.
GUATEMALA
Bananas:--Banana exports increased in value about 8%, the
quantity, however, advancing much less.

Considerable

progress was made with the new plantations on the Pacific
Coast, which bid fair in time to rival the extensire deve1opments on the Atlantic lHttoral.
1 subsideary of United Fruit Company

,I

;,; -

?5

Banana Exports into United States
Quantity ( 1000 bunches)
1913

1925--1926
2,?5~ 5,348
5,906

Value (thousands of d!bliars)

T92'7--1913-f925
6,022
826
2,674

1926
2,?81

192'7
3,011

COLOMBIA1
Bananas:--Second crop of importance.

The producing area is

·centered around Santa Marta on the c.aribbean Coast, where an
American company2 has about 50,000 acres under cultivation,
and a like amount is cultivated by individual landowners who
sell their crop to the company.
produced are exported.

Practically all the bananas

Twelve million banana trees were blown

down during May, with an approximate loss of $>?,200,000.

How-

ever, 8,454,000 bunches were. exported as compar,e'd::wi th 10,898,
000 bunches in 1926.

Exports to the United States decre~sed

while exports to Europe showed a marked increase,

The import

value of· Colombian bananas at New York during 199'7 averaged
88 cents per bunch.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.
Altho 192? opened inauspiciously, favorable crops and
high prices during the second half contributed to unusual
prosperity.

The.balance of trade VIaS favorable and the

aggregate trade exceeded any previous normal year.

E~ports

of all major products, excepting sugar, were larger than in
1926 and brought higher prices.

The Dominican fruit indus-

try is at present confined to small production •. Bananas,

r-
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limes, lemons, and "other fruits, natural or prepared" are
exported, (See picture on opposite page.)

ls ee also Appendix Exhibit
.
N
2u nited Fruit Com~any.
.
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CHAPTEH V
t--

REstJJTI'J Ai'lll CONCLUSION

I have preoented the fruit'enterprises of Americans in

;-

i_::; __

:'-

the Caribbean as I have investigated and studied them.
my enthusiasm has seemed to have overstepped its

If

bo~Dds,

!~=

it

is because of a genuine pride and admire:tion for these great
American enterprises which ar-e performing great services in
a technical and scientific way as vJell as making invaluable
contributions to the economic development of the Caribbean
lands.

i

~-

.AJ.1y fair minded reader and student who analyzes the record
and accomplishments of the American tropical fruit industry,
is bound to render a verdict of

"~lell

\

done thou good and

faithful servant".
We have noted that the drama of American ;History had the
lands of the Caribbe<tn as its upsts.ge setting., and the
prologue foretold a common American-Caribbean commercial

-I=

destiny and development.

1.

The action of this thrilling drama

then progresses to the time soon after the Civil 'ilar when
American resourcefulness, fearlessness, perseverance, and
initiative, begins to function slo'Nly but surely, transforming apparent insurmountable adverse physical and economic
conditions into sources of a new staple American food,--the
banana--destined to be cast in a heroic role more potent for
good will than anyone dared realize.
An astonishing and significant panarama unrolls before

I~

I
I

I"
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oux"eyes,

From small beginnings and spasmodic but relent-

less individual enterprise represented by such intrepid
pioneers as Carl B. Franc, Captain Lorenzo D. Baker, .Andrew
VI. Preston, and. l.Iinor C. Keith, the banana trs.de developed

into an industry of great magnitude, u_ntil, in the hands of
the Boston Fruit Company,
l!,ruit

Compan~r

th~

precursor of the present United

and subsidiaries, supplemented by nUJ[Jerous

other fJnerican tropical fruit interests, it ·has assumed
proportions of great and far-reaching importance in interAmerican-Caribbean relations.
VIe have follov1ed the romance of the banana from tropical
jungle setting to the American table, depicting the highly
specialized system of production, the elaborate and beautifully executed system of distribution, all involving the
application of the highest q_uality of technical and scientific skill in solving the problems connected with the successful and effective-functioning of an enormous organization
.with a highly constructive and humanitarian progl?am.
What of the future of the Maerican fruit industry in the
Caribbe_an?

No more fascinating and profitable field of.

human endeavor is open and waiting for the rising of American
business men and foreign traders than the tropical fruit
industry in the Caribbean, and not the least consideration is
the opportunities for serivce in connection therewith.

The

opportunities in the Caribbean for our exporters and importers are of steadily increasing importance.

The vast virgin

!= --

t
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vast virgin territory holds agri.cultural wealth of great magnitude.

These lands of the Caribbean possess Undeveloped pror

:J.uctive power beyond what was dreamed of in the days of tre
Spanish dominion, and the pioneers of the

b~nana

--

L

!
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industry aftel'

the Civil V/ar little realized what fruitful fields the tropical
jungles v1ould become.

Il·_

J<:ir. Victor M. Cutter, President of the

United Fruit Company, vividly portrays the possibilities in our

j=

i
i
i
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future trade relations with Latin .America in the following ex1
cerpts q_uoted from his recent addresses. He states:
There has been a tremendous increase in the transportation
and communication fs.cilities; plantations, mines, and oil resources have developed; the old predjudices against trade and
industry have broken down; and the entire JJatin-1\.merican area
is fully awake and ready to take its rightful plaue as one of
the great areas of the world. The intHuence of the motor car
has been felt and has brought about for the first time in Latin
America the era of road building. This one factor alone is
needed to release the vast potential resources of the richest
undeveloped countr;i.es in the world. It is safe to predict
greater developments in the next ten years in Latin .America
than we have witnessed in _all the years since the Spanish conquest.
In answer to the q_uestion,

11

~
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1"/hat shall North .American

business men do to win South .American trade?"

he goes on to

say:
They must realize that greater efficiency is needed in
foreign than in domestic trade. -There must be built up what
is now entirely lacking--a :Horth lunerican :personnel eager to
g~ to foreign fields that will understand the social and
cultural life and the language of Latin J.Jrterica as well as
the business facts. North Americ2ns must learn that building foreign trade is an art--and that art is long • • • • •
It is built by thorough investigation of cond_itions, sound
and efficient management, and the rendering of -service-all of which is not incompatible with proper financial
r:ewards.

~ictor

M. Cutter, Trade Relations with La tin Arnerica(Brochure) , .
series of public addresses, 24, 25.
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. According to I:lr. cutter

1

,

the car1b.bean offet·s a virzin
l

opportunity, he makes the

folloYJi~1c; s"'cat~ment:

As to 6pportu:lities in ·tile 'c:ropics ·for· bus:i.nes.3 con.:
ducted on the modern American principle, the fact is that
so far ·we have only scratched the·surface. Before ti1e vJar,
the investments of tl:e UnHed StatE)S in I,a~in America
.approximate a little over a billion Jollars. S:oday our
investments are in excess of five oillions. In spite of
this there is. still current a great deal of rni.sunder·s ·tanding
as to the na tu:ce and character of the market .. ... , ..... .
Conditions are favorable. Nearly all Americans have a
badly exaggerated impression of unstable political conditions, and an almost total lack of appreciation of the ancient
art and culture to be found in t:'le Central American cities.
They are inclined to believe that economic .stability is at
a low stage, when the truth is tha~ most of these cities
of Latin countries compare favoni.bly ·.•iit;l those of the United
States :Cor peace, order, and contentment. If it \'Jere otherwise the United.. :F'ruit Company could not have succeeded.

i..::_
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Thus we se·e t;llat all through the islands and countries
bordering t:he Caribbean are o:ppor·tunities for sellin2;, for
buying, for ueve;Lo:pment and :produ.cing tLe ::.·rui ts needeu for·
1\rnerican a.nu Caribbean consumption.

In all this there is

need for a continuance of an intelligent, appreciative, and
unseli'ish coope:c·ation, •t;ith the inevitable result that the
Caribbean countries will not only take their place among the
prosperous and important food-producing regions of the world,
but there will emerge a new national consciousness for these
countries that is bound to have a very favorable reaction
on all I,atin American republics.
1

Victor H. Cutter, "Foreign Trade's Golden· Rule", i'rom a
brochure reproclucj.ng an article appearing in fll{ation 's
Business, "Ja.nuary ,1929., 47-49.
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EXHIBIT A

1

TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT
TO THE STOCKHOLDERS
OF THE

1

.

UNITED FRUIT CO:D!D?ANY
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED
,;.,

·December 31, 1927

DIRECTORS

T, Jefferson Coolidge

•

.Manchester·, Mass •

•

• • • • Boston ' Mass •

Channing H. Cox • • •
Victor i'ii. cutter.
Crawford H. Ellis •

• • • •

• • • Norwood, Mass.

· Reginald :!<'oster •

Robert

J!'.

Newton, l\[ass •

New Orleans, La •

• •

W. Cameron · Forbes. • •

Francis R. Hart

• •

• •

Manchester, Mass.

• • • •
•

•

Herrick •

•

Boston, Mass.
Milton, :Mass •

• • •

William K. Jackson • • • • • • • • Che~t~ut Hill, Mass.
George

c.

Lee • • •

Kenneth K. McLaren

•• • • • •

Vlilliam Newsome • • • •

w.

Palmer • • •

William

s.

::>:paulding

Henry Stockley

..

Daniel G. Wing •

1

• •

Boston, Mass.

• •

Boston, Mass.

• • •

Beverly, Mass •

• •

• •
•

i,;-

r

Jersey City, N• J.

• • • •

Bradley

Westwood, rilass •

• • •

• • • • •

Courtesy of United Fruit Company

2 See also Exhibit K for 1928 data

London, England.
Boston, Mass.
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General Offices of the United Fruit Co.
1 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.
January 10, 1929,
To the Stockholders:
The Board of Directors submits herewith its annual
report of the business of the United Fruit Company and
its subsidiaries for the twelve months ended December
·31, 1927.

INCOME
The net income for the fiscal year was $19,621,340.'70
after provision for insurance, taxes, and depreciation.
Of this amount $9,998,988.00 was declared in dividends
and tho bala.nce, $9,622,352.70 was added to surplus account.
• An extra dividend of

1~3,

749,215.50 was paid April l, 1927,

out of the earnings of previous years.
CAPITAL BETTERMENTS
Appropriations have been made this year in the sum
of $6,882,402.53 for capital expenditures during 1928,

In

addition there remain unexpended appropriations previously
made in the sum of $5,224,857.82 for v1ork now in progress.
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DEPRECIATION
Charges for depreciation in 1927 amounted to
~

$8,727,317,69,

In depreciating tropical properties a

=-

1

--

life is assigned to the cultivations according to age,
location, soil, and other conditions.

Pr·operties tribu-

tary to or used in connection with such cultivations,
including lands, buildings raiblays, and permanent improvements, ar·e assigned a life for depreciation corresponding
to that of the cultivations.

A life is assigned Company

ships commensurate with their class and past experience.
INSURANCE
The Company carries substantially all of its own
insurance and has an insurance fund of :$10,000,000
invested in United States Government Securities.
INVENTORIES
Inventories of material, supplies, and merchandise
for sale are based on cost.

These stocks are kept at a

minimum consistent with the rer1uirements of the business,
BANANAS
In spire of severe windstorms and floods, with consequent material d2mage to plantations, the Company

l=
l

I

L
i
•

shipped during the year from the tropics 49,845,147 stems
(including fruit produced on Company farms and purchased
from private 'planters), an increase of 1,788,053 stems

I
I

over 1926,
The Company has begun development work on the Pacif.ic
coast of Panama.

Railroad construction and planting are

!-

88
under way.
The 1Company has made several purchases of land in
Jamaica, and is increasing its produced fruit in that
country.
The Company now has 166,'746 acres cultivated in

r
i

bananas and owns substantial

re~erves

of virgin land in

I
l

several countries.
STEAMSHIPS

i

The Company added to its fleet six of the new steamships

under construction which were referred to in the

II
i

i

annual report for last year.

Three of these ships have

been placed in the European service and three in the
American service,

The Company now has under construction
v

three ships which are for the European service and which
are to be delivered in 1928.
Additional passenger quarters have been added to the
S.

s.

Calamares.
Radio direction finders, which enable ships to deter-

mine their exact position at all times, are now installed
on most of the Company's steamships, and the remaining
ships will be equipped in the near fut"Lwe.

The use of

direction finders in conjunction with radio beacons has
reduced the steaming time of the vessels and effected an
economy in operation, and added to the safety of our
passengers and ships at sea,

Continued economies have

been effected in fuel oil consumption and the steamships
have been maintained at the usual high standard.

II
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During the year the Company's ships made 1,284 round trip

[_

voyages ·find steamed 5,374,399 nautical miles ..

i:-

'

FREIGHT AND

,_

r-

PASSENG~qs

The Company has continued its policy of affording
ample steamship transportation facilities betV/een the
countries in which it operates_ in order to further their
agricultural and· commercial development.

This development

has resulted in increased travel betvreen the United States
•
and Caribbean ports, increased e.xports of raw products from
Central and South America, and increased imports of manu/

factured goods.
In addition to transporting the Company's fruits and

other products, the fleet carried during the year, 69,023
passengers, 922, 24r1 tons of freight,· and 227,511 bags of
mail.

·
COMMUNICATIONS
During the past year a radio telegraph station was

opened at Preston, Cuba, thus bringing the Company's tv10
Cuban sugar divisions into radio communication with other
stations and with the executive offices.
All of the Company's vessels are now

eq~ipped

with

the latest type of tube transmitters, which greatly incr•ease
their working range.
The practice of rendel'ing free medical service by
radio to ships at sea has been continued.

GENERAL
The Dealers' Service Department of the Fruit Dispatch
Company has assisted customers in developing improved methods

90

of ripening, handling, displaying, and selling UNIFRUIT
bananas, with gratifying results.
l

National Advertising has been continued in accordance
with market requirements.
The Company has inaugurated a weekly steamship service
from tropical ports to San Francis co, in accordance with
its policy of delivering the best quality of frtiit by
direct steamships to each market as its growth and requirements justify.

The Company also resumed direct weekly

shipments through the port of Charleston, South Carolina,
in order to serve properly this growing territory.
The importance of research work in our many

diff~rent

operations and the results already obtained have led to
the installation of an adequate chemical and physical
labo~atory

at Boston,

A conference of executives was held at Swampscott in
October at which personnel problems and major policies of
the Company were discussed.
In spite of adverse·crop ahd weather conditiOns and
increased competition in marketing, the results achieved
by the executives and entire personnel have been satisfactory.

The Company appreciates the efforts and cooperation

which made this possible.
The C()mpany now has 25,549 Stockholders.
Respectfully submitted by order of the Board of
Directors.
:.~

Victor M, Cutter,
President.

t:
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CONSOLIDATED STAT1!,1\IENT OF
INCOME
For the Year Ended December 31, 1927
1

• ~~21, 058,013.80

Net Income from Operations
Other Income: .
Interest, etc.

...•

•

• •

1,806,595.79
$22,864,609.59

Total Net Income

3,243,26~

Less: Estimated Taxes

$19,621,340.70

Profit for Fiscal Year

*Dividends:
April 1, 1927 $2,499,223.00
~~1.00 per share, Paid
11
n
n
"
July 1, · 1927 .2,499,909.00
2,499,920.00
11
11
oct. 1. 1927
n
n
2,499,936.00
tf
II
" Payable Jan.3,1928
-~98,998,00

Balance Profit for Fiscal Year

-~622,352.1Q

-----

NOTE: This does not include the extra dividend, (pl.50 per

~

Share, of $3,749,215.50 paid April 1, 1927 out of the
earnings of j;)re-vious years •.

AUDITORS 1 CERTIFICATE

.

~·

ELLIOT, DAVIS & Company
Certified Public Accountants
Boston, Massachusetts,
January 7, 1928

!
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BALANCE SHEET
31, 192'7
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities:
Branch Office Drafts
Accounts
Reserve for.Taxes
Dividend Declared

$1,729,768.23
3,778;241.44
5~788,866.39

B,499,936.00
$13,796.812.06

Employees' Stock Purchase Plan

1,257,503.29

Deferred Credits to Operations

1,400,626.53

Reserve for Deferred Liabilities:
Costa Rica Ry. Material Account $ 243,125.00
II
11
11
Replacgment Reserve 370,473.12
Other Deferred Liabilities
184,349.41
Insurance Reserve
Capital
Capital Stock and Surplus per
Balance Sheet at December 31,
1926
Dequct: Extra Dividend ($1.50
per Shar'e)--Declared Feb.l,l927
Add: Net Profit for the year
ended December 31, 1927
Deduct:

Dividends

797,947.56.
,10,000,000.00

$175,155,59i.56
3,749!215.50
$171,46'1,476.06
:~

19,621,340.70
$191,027,716.76

'

---=9'-''...:.9.=.9.§.z.988.00

Capital Stock and Surplus as at December
31, 1927. represented by 2,500,000 shares
(no par value) outstanding

$181,028,728.76
$2os,28r,618:-2o

'
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FIXillD ASS~~TS
31, 1927

Rail \'fays
and

k ~iquipment

0
6

fb

I__
,_:)

$489' 520.34
873,960.00
4,560,091.91
733,838 ..85
2,4:33,648,04
361,105.16
262,782.35
796 '775. 83
616 161.75

Tr ,~~"i7ays
$300' 232. 00
2,158,191.10
10,194.449.21
1,424,203.55
10,500,485.26
212,982.32
2,224.00
2,224,177. 0!1
277. oo

w:.'la.rves'
Boats
etc.
$701.00
41,525.00
75,069.0D
80,136.80
4.47' 721.00
170,060.00

Sugar .
Mills

8,795,095.07

341 '925. 74
174,337 48

---

Total
Fixed Assets
$7' 538' 690.81
8,509,408.39
42,105,190.62
4,615,696.11
23,757' 502.40
·3,672,884.21
395,872.18
8,202,<~65. 22
1, 26,1 B2t,. os

(aCi2s~oi9. s4 $27;oi7-;-22C48-,~1. :::;31~ J~?6~o2 $s, 795.;69s. o7 $uo;o52~5:33:99

$1,143,109.88
$11,039.00
$631,082.00
'"""7-:'9-79?._,_1.;1..Q.. 06, __
. ----..::::.~-- ___ _;~§~Q._
$2,141,519.94
~p11, os9. oo
$631,371. oo

$4,938,457.25
b-1..85,19301
$7,123,650.46

$145,222.79

$41,269.8,2.

$13,375,12!4.09 $27,028,310.48 t)l,962,84.7.02 ~:8,795,096.07 ~;ao7,737.263.AO

I=

i

t

.

$31,212,8_~~.56

• • • • • • • •

•

•

• ..

• • • • • •

• •

•

(>===8~1=3=9~·::0:0:0:,=1=2=2=·:o6=0
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ST.i\.'rElviENT U.S' .
RAI:IWAYS O:Jl,illD Al~D OP.IT!RATED
Decernber 31, 1927

lc-

Railways.

l\iiiles: of Road

Tramways

Miles Ownedt
28.55
93.67
54.96
342.87

5.35
272.64
_._.._

•

109.79
45.9.53
32.98
280.31

H7.7l
182.97
11.58
43.82

Total Owned, , • , •••

1,402.66

Uolombia • • • • • • • • •
Costa Rica • • • • • • • •
Northelrn Railway c 0 • ••••
Cuba • • • • • •· • • • • •
Guat ernala. • • • . . • • • .
Honduras • • • • •
• •••

Jamaica

•

.Panama

•

• • •
•

•

•

•

•
,

•

'

Miles Operatedt
'7,40

Costa Rica. , - • • • • • •
Costa Rica Railway •
~amaice, •
• . • • . . • •
Total Operated • •
0

Total 1Iiles Owned and
Operated

188.01
11.20
199.2J.

7.40

1,601.87

671.47

160

12

•

. ·· . • • • • ,

Number of Loco:notivea
Owned
•
Operated
0

0
0

• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •

Total Owned and Operated

llumber of Cars
Ov1ned • • • •

Operated • • •

.. ... .. .. .. ·-. ..

To:ta1 Owned and Operated

27

...]g7

4,905
59-1

5,496

12

9"[
STATE!lEHT OF
LANDS AriD CULT NNE IONS
December,31, 1927
Cultivations

-~

Bananas:

Acres

Co;tombia •
• • • • • • •
_.
Costa Rica • •
• •
•
• • •
Guatemala •
• •
•
•
•
Honduras
• • • • • • • •
•
•
Jamaica • •
• • • •
• • •
Panama • •
•
• •
• •
• • •

• •
•
• •

•

~o

T.otal Banana Acreage

• •

29,070
13,~65
28~253

79,824
4,924
9,977

• • • • • 165,713

Sugar~

Cuba • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • •

.

• • • •
• • • •
• • •
• •
• • • •

92,241

Cacaot
Coata Rica
Guatemala
Jamaica •
Panama • •

• • • •
• •
• • • • • •
• •· . •
•
• • • • • • •
•
•
•
•
•
•
Total Cacao Acreage •

•

•

•
•
•

25,968
103
133
23,235
49,43.9.

Coconuts • • • • • • •· • • • • • • • • • • •
Other 1viiscellaneol!l!s Products • • • • • • •

8,304
3,862
Pastures.~ •
•
• • •
• • • • • • • • • 104,946
Towl)Sites, reacts, lots, fire lines, etc. e. • • 46,536
Total Impro-ved Acreage • • • • •

472,074.

All Lands Owned and Leased
(Owned • • • • • • • • • • • 437,297
Impro-ved Lands •• (r~eas ed •
• • •
• • ·2@,685
(Total· Im:>J~yv_ed •
• • • • 469,91)2
(Owned •
• • • • • • • • 1,455,956
Unimpro-ved Lands (Leased • •
• • • • • •__119&35
('~otal ImiJroved
• • • • • ~~575,r/91
T~otal·

ImiJroved and UnimiJroved Acreage. ,2,045,773

-~-....,_-

~

!
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STATEUEN'l' OF STEMKSHiffi

American Service

name
l;fame ·

Gross- 1.I'onnage·

..

..

San Jose•
Limon .•.
Jflsparta
Cart ago •
Parisrniria •
Heredia •

•

••
••

Abangare.z- • • • • • • •
Turrialba •
·-

• 3.,309
3,266
• 3,304

.. ..
..
•

·-.

..

Atenas ...•.•.. ·-·-· ~~ ..
Santa 1Ie.rta

., •

4,611

4,611

••
•••
• •••

4,611

4,572
• .•.•• 4,572
•·• •o-o'
4,572

• •

4,60.1

• ........ . . ....
z·e..capa • . • • ••
•
• • . .. • ••
•
Carrillo ••
.....
S:ixaola . .. . ..... . _ ........ .............

4,589
4,568
4,539

Tivive·s •......
.
Saramacca. • • • •
•
Pe.stores.
••
•
Suriname ••..
Coppename
...
•
Calamares
• • ••••
•
San Mateo . . . . . . • •
L€rVis.a ......
Camden ( Te.nker)
.La Pe:rl!:'o , •
·San Pablo • •
• •••••••

7,24!11
3,228

.. . . . . . t-

Thieta:pan •••••••

..

..

4,559
•...... 4,53.9
• • ,; . ., . . 3, 21?

• • • 7' 242
• 3,203
. . . . . • 3, 251
• ••

..
.
.
. .. ...•
....... . • •

.. .......

..

2, llS

6,653
•• 3,679

•

3,305
•
..........
7,183
Toloa . . • • . • . • • • .
•
Ulua •.._...
7,181
·•• ••
•
San Blas ••••••••
3,628
•·
••
San Bruno • • ,
•.•••••.•.• 3,627
•••
3,627
San Gil • •
•
• ••
•
Mayari
• •• 2' 802
• •••
·. .. . • . . . . . 2·,802
Macabi ......
••
1fanaqt+i , . • • • .. .•
2,802
a "
•• •
.JJaravi •... , . . •
•
•
2.,802
·- ·San Benito • • • • •
• 3,724
La Playa . , ....
• • ••• 3.,682.
La };!e,rea •• • •
••• 3,689
·••
• ... 2,012
Ellis •••
•••
• ••
•
Castilla ••
• . . ·-·.. 4, 087
••
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o
•
o
• ••• •
._
. •••.... 4-,08~
Iriona ... ._
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Ships
41
31

Total AL1erican Service
Total European S~rvice ••
Total Owned :E'leet • • 72
Chartered :E'rom Other Companies. 21
Total Owned and Che.rtereO. 93

=

Gross
Tonnage
169,772
15_§)..1812
329,584
. 31,627

361,211

I
I
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UNITED ]'RUIT COMPANY

Basgenger Offices
Bdston, ;vrass ••••• 19 Broad St.
New York, ){, Y. 17 Batt-ery Place
Uew York, N. Y., 332' Fifth Ave.
Chicago, Ill.;
203 South Dearborn St.
New Orleans, La., 321. St. Charles St.
San li're,ncisco, Calif. 1 433 California St.

Peeight Offices

Bast on~ IAass.. • •••••••• Long \'Jharf
lilew York, 1i. Y. • •.•• 17 Battery Ple,ce
Hew York, l:J.Y., •• Pier 9:, lTorth River
Chicago, Ill., ••. 140 S •. Dearborn St.
He-vr Orleana, La., 321 St. Ch~i!!les. St.
San Francisco, Calif., 433 California st.
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EXHIBIT B
ANNUAL REPORT 1
TO THE STOCKHOLDERS
OP THE

CUYAliiEL F:RUIT COMPANY
of

Del~?-Ware

For 'l'he Year Ended
December 31, 1928
DlllRECTORS
Waddill Catchings

New York, N. y,

Robert Lehman • ,

New York,

Alfred F. Dantzler

.

.!

• • •

.

.

La •

New Orleans,

La.

New Orleans,

La •

New Orleans,

La •

• • ·]'lew Orleans,·

La.

New Orlee.ns,

La.

• • • •.

Joseph W. i .. ontgomery •
Paul H. Saunders •

•

Y.

New Orleans,

•

. . . • '' •
Alvin Howard • . . • • . . . . • •
Otto J. Mayer • . . • . • . • .
Jose R. Banos

l'·

•

Edgar B. Stern •

•

New.Orleans,

La •

Jacob Weinberger

•

New Orleans,

La •

Samuel Zemurray • • . • • • • • ·• New Orleans,

La.

1 Courtesy of Cuyamel Fruit Company
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EXECUTIVE COI\'rfiiTTEE
I

Samuel Zemurray, Chairman
Paul

Saunders

R~

Edga1• B. Stern
-'

CUYAI\lEL FRUIT COMPANY
General Office, Masonic Temple
New Orleans, Louisiana
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Samuel Zemurray • . • . •
Paul H. Saunders •

• •

. . . ..
•

Jacob 'Neinberger • • • • •

•

• • • President

•• Vice-President

• • .Vice-President

Jose R. Banos
• • • • • • • • • • • • Vice-President
•
Joseph

w..

Montgomery ••.• , ••

• •• Secretary

Phil E. Fulcher • • • • • • • • • • • •

Treasurer

LAW·DEPARTI\!ENT
Monroe and Lemann
•

General Counsel - - New Orleans,La.

TRANSFER DEPARTMENT
TRANSFER AGENTS
Canal Bank & Trust Company • • •

•

~

New Orleans, La.

Central Union Trust Company of New York •• New York,N.Y.
REGISTRARS
Whitney-Central Trust & Savings Bank •• New Orleans, La.
Bankers Trust Company • • • • • • • • • New York, N. Y.
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General Offices Of The
Cuyamel Fruit Company
Masonic Temple, New Orleans,

La~

February 26, 1929

,--

'

TO THE STOCKHOLDERS:

~-

I shbmit herewith the Annual Statement of Cuyamel
Fruit Company, Cortes Development Company (the stock ofwhich is held in trust by Trustees for your benefit)
-

and their subsidiary companies, as certified by Messrs.
Price, Waterhouse & Company.

This statement shows the

result of operations for the year 1928 to be as follows:

Combined earnings for the year ending December
31, 1928, after deducting all expenses incident to operations, L"lcluding repairs and
maintenance, taxes (except Federal Income
Tax) and all other charges or losses, but
before deductions below • • • • • • • • • $3,092,251.41
Depreciation on farms, railroads, machinery
and equipment, steamers, furniture and
fixtures •• • • • • o .$974, 718.27
Interest paid, including
-amortization of bond
discount • •
• 294,738.66

.. ...

Reserve for doubtful
accounts

120,000,00

Combined net earnings for year 1928
Provision for Federal income tax
Net credit to surplus ••

o

1,389,456.93 .
$1,702,794.48
_ __::1;.:::3.::5, 69 5 • 59
• • •

$1,566,998.89

These net earnings of :;i5.22 per share have been
made after charging off extraordinary expenditures for
exploration, research and development of over $100,000

I

!
J

l

i

f
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*~236,393.90

and after absorbing a loss of
Division of our business.

in the Sugar

The net profit before Federal

Income Tax on the Banana end of your business for the
year was $1,939,188.38, compared with $1,887,740.81 for
the year 1927 o
The earnings for the year 1928 have been added to
the Surplus and UndiYided Profit Account, as were the
earnings of 1927, making a net increase in this account
since January 1, 1927, of $3,438,148.03, or $11.46 per
share.
In the same period there has been put back into

the property the depreciation reserves for the two years
charged to Income Account amounting to a total of
$1,931,983.68, or a total addition to property and work-

ing capital of (\5,370,131.71.
These funds have been used in part for the installation of irrigation, drainage, purchase of refrigerator
ships and banana lands and increasing the acreage planted.in bananas as indicated below:
ACREAGE IN CULTIVATION IN BANANAS:
At the close of the year 1928 the company had under
cultivation in bananas a total of 34,869 acres as follows:
In Honduras • • •
Other Divisions •

•
• •

o

o

• 22,419 acres
o 12,450 acres
34,1869 acres

The acreage und"r cultivation at the end of the

I
l

l

f

jc

l

r

i

year 1927 was 26,641 acl'es.

This increase in acreage in

bananas of over 30% will begin to be reflected in the

l
I
I
I

I
I
I
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company's output of bananas during the year 1929.

The

increase in acreage in cultivation is net, the company
having dropped from its list of uultivated lands a considerable acreage in Nicaragua and in its. old Cuyamel
Divisionlin Honduras because production therefrom did
not justify the expenditure.

This is a continuation

of the company's policy of confining its operations to
soils of such fertility as are likely to produce firstclass bananas in paying.quantities.
NEW DEVELOPMENT :
Notwithstanding its reserve of virgin banana lands
in its divisions located in Honduras and Nicaragua the
company has deemed it wise to ezrend its operations to
other countries in order to minimize the risk of unusual
climatic conditions wt,ich may prevail in one o.r more
sections.

It is therefore now enr:aged in the develop-

ment of two small divisions in locatlons where lt has
carefully tested the soil and cllmatic conditions and
expects to begin shipments from these tvlO developments
in the year 1930, at which time i t anticipates beginning
to supply the western trade with weekly steamer shipments
either through the port of Los Angeles or San Francisco.
IMPORTATIONS:
The total importations for the year 1928 were
8,868,384 stems, compared with total importations of
8,973,945 stems in the year 1927, which shows a slight
decrease in the number of stems imported, but the
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beneficial results of irriga.tion and cul ti va tion to which
your company has given special attention is shown by the
fact that the weight of the bananas imported during the
year 1928 was 409,293,6'74 pounds as against a total weight
of large!) shipment in 192'7 of 391,603,310 pounds, and
there has been a decided improvement not only in the weight
but in the quality of the fruit resulting from irrigation
and cultivation.
IREIGATION WORK:
I

The work on banana irrigation outlined in our report
of last year has been practically completed in the Honduras
Division.

The company has made a tot·'l expenditure upon

irrigation and drainage of $2,591,'7'7'7.'70 since this work
began, and it now has approximately 15,000 acres of firstclass vega or river bank banana larcds thoroughly irrigated
and drained along the Ulua and Chamelecon Rivers.

The

benefits of both irrigation and drainage are now evidenced
by the increased weight and better quality or our shipments from this division.

The average weight per stem

from the Honduras

in 1928 was 50.34 lbs. against

Divisio~

45.44 lbs. for the year 192'7, and the improved quality of
the fruit was reflected both in the demand and the price
received.

We feel a,s,ured that the expenditurss for irri-

gation and cultivation will bring results fully justifying them and that the wisdom of the company's policy in
this regard has been completely vindicated.
IMPROVEMENTS :
In addition to the expenditures for

mainte~ance

and

c

~

;-

i
I

1
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operation the company made total expenditures; including

Il
l

jc

irrigatl.on, ships, new planting, etc., in the year 1928

of $3,115,867.20.

1-

l~

'

'l'-

[

NEW SHIP§,:

l

Of the above amount mentioned as being expended for
improvements,

~~1, 389,112,78

has been expended on two new

nefrigerator ships now und2r construction in England.
One of these ships,_the Toltec, has been launched and
will be delivered in :Pebruary, and the second ship, the
Aztec, will be delivered early in April.

These ships

will have such capacity, steaming radius and speed as
i

to be especially suited for the European trade.

I

pany has made arrangements to charter an additional ship

I

The com-

now under construction of the same size as the two ships
above mentioned and these three new refrigerator ships
and the two refrigerator ships already in the service Ofthe company will give to the company a fleet of five
refrigerator ships, sufficient to make a weekly delivery
of bananas to Europe in case the supply of fruit and the
market conditions in this country rendered it advisable
for the company to enter the European market.

The com-

pany, however, does not contemplate taking this action
at this time as it is of the opinion that the market in
in the United States will absorb at fair prices the fruit
the company will be able to deliver during this year.

j=

I

Ii
l';

lI

1
I
!
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GENERAL:
A careful review

ments and financial condition as well as the condi.tion of
its banana plantations leads us to hope that the year 1929
~

will be one of unusual prosperity.

The company has by ir;,.

rigation, cultivation and drainage protected its operations
in its principal ·division as far as is humanly posdble
from chances which effect an agricultural operation and
feel that the stockholders have reason to look-forward
to very satisfactory results in the future.
Respectfully submitted,
Z.

Z~~URRAY,

President.
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CUYAMEL FRUIT COMPANY
CORTES D:<;VELOPMENT COMPANY

Combined Statement Of Earnings
i

I-

·For the Ye.ar Ending December 31, 1928

I=

Combined earnings for the year ending December 31,
1928, after deducting all expenses incident to operations,
including repairs and maintenance and all other charges,
but before deductions below:
From operations • • • • • ·• •• $2,'786,279.5'7
-:

From other sources:
Interest received $112,'719.76
Miscellaneous.
__}3,252.09
_

185 1_~'Ib.§.!

$2,9'75,251.41

Deduct:·
Depreciation of farms, railroads,
machinery and equipment, steamers
and furniture and fixtures
~~9'74,718.2'1
Interst paid, inclurling amortization of bond discount
294,'738.66
Provision for Federal income
1928

ta~

135,795.59
$1,405,252.52

Combined net earnings for the year
ending December 31, 1928

•

$1,566,998.89
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CUYAMEL FRUIT COMPANY
COWI'ES

DEVELOPMENT

_C_o_m_b_in_e_d Statement _o_f

~Su~r£p=lu~s

COMPANY
and UnKvided Profits

December 31, 1928

Surplus and undivided profits of combined companies
as at December 31, 1927

$4,884,228,96

Net earnings of the combined companies for the
year ending December 31, 1928

1,566.998.89
$6,451,227.85

Deduct-··Adjus tments in respect of Federal
income. taxes of prior years, etc.

9,558.25

Surplus and unrlivided profits of combined
companies as at December 31, 1928

$ 6,441,669.60
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CUYAMEL FRUJ;T COMPANY
CORTES DEVELOPMENT cm~p ANY
Combined Balance Sheet
December 31, 1928

ASSETS
Current and Working Assets:
Cash and certificates of deposit$1,343,749.23
Accounts and notes receivable,J.:." L":_ ..
less reserves
1,194,707.24
Due from officers and employees
30,851.20
Inventories
·
Sugar and molasses stock
· at market value
$13,438.92
Merchandise,at cost 289,978.34
Cattle--marketable,
at market value
77,557.00
Materials and supplies
at cost
783,335.00 1,164,309.26
Advances to planters
83ld~l.751'
;p4. 565,008. 68
Note:(The figures above to not include
the growing crops (bananas and sugar
cane) which the officers of the company estimate to have a current value
as of December 31, 1928, of at least
$3,000,000.
Other Assets:
Advances to Honduras National
Railroad, including interest
103,890.93
Advances to Commissioners of the
Port of New Orleans for the
reconstruction of Desire
Street Wharf
55,187.55
Sundry stocks and bonds and
755,729.08
914,806,56
other advances
Fixed Assets:
Concessions, rights of way and
undeveloped lands in
6
Honduras
· ,,3,
000,000
Less-Amound written off 3,000,000
Lands (Tropical), at cost
3,309,497.44
Farms, railroads, sugar mill
and equipment (Tropical),
cost Less reserve for depreci13,587,897.55
ation
Steamers, including steamers
- under construction, at cost
Less reserve for depreciation
2,918.079.80
Furniture and fixtures in New
Orleans at cost Less reserve
for dep:'eciation
20,366,67[/19,835,841.46
Deferred Charges:Including bond discount
676,428.53
Shipments and Other Items in Transit
32,556.70

'$'26 ,624' 641. §"3
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CUYAMEL FRUIT CO!cfiPANY
CORTES DEV:O:LOPMENT COMPANY

Combined Balance Sheet
December 31, 1928
LIABILITIES

Current Liabilities:
Accounts payable
$451,930.35
Accrued pay rolls
146,634.53
Notes payable
6,663.50
Drafts outstanding
23,890,83
Accrued interest payable
63,549.00.
Provision for Federal income i;,;
tax
135,795.59

828,463 .so

Reserves:
For banana cargo insurance
For contingencies
For exploration and research
work

353,625.91

123,849.74
217,.532. 92
12,243.25

Funded Debt:
First mortgage 15-year 6%
sinking fund gold bonds,
due April 1! 19~0:
Authorized ~~7, 500,000
Outstanding
4,861,600
·Less--Purchased in
anticipation of
sinking requirements
25,000
4,236,600.00
Due on steamers under cone
struction (payable over
six years)

640,200.00

Deferred Credits

4,876,900,00
24,411,36

Capital:
Capital Stock
Surplus and undivided
profits

13,499,671.26
6,44b_669.60 .
$19,941,340.86

Note--The capital of the Cuyamel Fruit
Company is represented by 300,000 shares
of capital stock of no par val·e. The
shares of stock of the Cuyamel Fruit
Company carry a prorata beneficial interest
in the capital stock of the Cor·tes Development Company.
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KGUBIT 0
UlHTED STATES CORPORATIONS HT LATIN AMERICA

By Victor iii. Gutter
(_~

auuress delivered before the Institute of Politics,
Williamstown, Hass., August 7, 1925)
I am pal'ticularly glad to have the opportu:c1ity to say

a few words today on the aims and policies of industrial
corporations of the United .States in Latin-America for the
reason that I strongly believe in the closest possible relations between the United States and the countries to the
south of us.

]ely remarks will apply mainly to the Caribbean

region and the smaller of the
but apply

~q_ually

Latin-l~erican

countries,

well to the more powerful countries fur-

ther to the south.
I hold no brief for imperialism and depreciate any
slightest ~mpe:dalistic ·tendency on the part of the United
States towards Latin America.

I have, howevor, no patience

with theorists who hold that commercial relations do not
bring closer understanding between peoples and who would
confine the relations of the United States with other countries of the world to cultural and intellectual interests.
This is clearly impracticable and has been from the beginning.
of time.

Cultural and intellectual harmony between nations

has invariably folloYJed conunercial and industrial relation-'!hips which h<cVe enabled them to acq_uire the physical comforts and mechanical device::; rd1ich give leisure for cultural
and intellectual pursuits.
If the United States by refusal to invest capital, which
we have in abundance, . should discourage industrial develop-
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ment on the part of its citizens in Lai;in _1\Jnerica, it
would help to shut the door forever on public improvements, railways, roads, harbors, improved. L1achimery· and
all other forms of industrial and commeroial development
of the g1'eat masses of the peoples to the south of us.
There is no denying the fact that in the. past financial operations, loans to governments, monopolistic
concessions and 1.L'1Scrupulous expoli tat ion have ·.created
friction.

But today vJith the consciousness of govern-

ments, bankers and business men aroused to the folly of
unjust or ineCJ.uitable business men transactions and the
realization of the necessity for SCJ.uare dealing, rendering of service and development of industries without the
slightest idea of exploitation, there is little danger of
anything but mutual gain from commercial relationships.
There are three essential bases for our rela'oions
with Latin-America:
First:

A sound

~nd

consistent policy on

the pa:ct of our s·bate Department,
including proper diplomatic representation, which vlill insure
mutual :respect as betv1een our government and peoples of Latin America.
Second:

Reliable ban1cing connections between our country and La tin J.Jnerica.
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Third:

Sound policy and management of high
character by any United States citizens or companies entering commercial relations with Latin America,

STATE DEPARTMENT AND DIPLOJviA.TIC REPRESENTATION
Permit me in the beginning to emphasize the importance to our industrial corporations doing business in Latin America of the attitude of our State
Department to each and every one of these countries,
Whatever attitude the State Department may take with
respect to any one of these countrllles is, I believe,
construed by the other countries as an interpretation of our policy toward all.

The repeated declarat-

ion of our Executive Department through the Presidents and Secretaries of State, as well as Congressional resolutions upon the subject, make it clear
beyond any doubt that the United States has no desire to dominate the politics of these countries,
annex any of their territory, or by any act or deed
diminish or destroy their free and independent existence as sovereign nations.

We need first of all

this clear cut understanding that we are dealing with
sovereign governments without any thought of political or commercial domination and I firmly beli.eve that
we must avoid even the appearance of attempting to
dominate them.

. I

'

I
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Especially important is the need of establishing a defi.nnite diplomaJ0io :policy

tow~rds

l=-

1~-

Latin

i-=--

America as.regards our businessrelations and then,
having established such a policy, to maintain it with
unerring firmness and without vacillation,

.:
1--

It has

i

too often been said in the past that greater respect
has been accorded by the Governments of Latin America

'

to Britons, Germans or Frenchmen and their property
than to the citizens of the United States,

1-

If this be

true, then it has been brought about by the absence of

1

a definite d proper diplomatic representatives and by

I

the absence of a definite diplomatic policy firmly upheld and maintained on the part of the United States,
I do not believe that our State Department should
tell American business. men that if they go to foreign
countries, they go there on their own responsibility
' '

and without the hope of any protection from their own
Government.

This is weakness which the Latin (or any

other) mind despises.

Throughout the history of these

countries they have always respected strength and firmness,

Napoleon and Roosevelt are popular heroes in

Latin America today.

If our citizens going to these

c.ountries (or any others) deserve the protect ion of our
Government, they should have it.
Lest I be misunderstood, let me say that I do not
believe that our State Department should plan a commercial invasion of any Latin-American country,

1:

r

'1

r I I

i

I

•I

I
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Commercial activities should be the result of indivefforts in establishing and maintaining the mut-

idt~l

ual respect that comes from honest dealing between
man and man,

Whenever our Government departs from this

principle, results harmful to us and our business relations with these cottntries, anft to the best interests
of these countries themselves must follow.

Let me ill-

ustrate.
In I9I7 our State Department notified the count-.
ries of Latin America that it approved of the policy of
government ownership and operation of systems of radio
communication.

This idea was immediately adopted

throughout Latin America wlilth the net result that radio
companies were not allowed to develop radio communication, and because of the lack of technical and financial
resources in the governments themselves the growth of
radio in these countries has been greatly restricted and
must needed development has not taken place,

Govern-

ment ownership has since been repudiated, at least tatiitly,

by our Government,

If this repudiation has

been as clear as the original notification I believe we
would have had greatly improved communications with
Latin America,
I do believe that our State Department should have
the same interest in United States citizens and corporations in Latin America as our Government has in indi·-

•
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viduals and corporations within its borders; this for this

reason that any legitmate business

should be able to

stand on its own feet and only an·irrespo:O.sible or predatory firm or individual would evince any desire for dip' or portection. Those who must often
lomatic intervention
seek it are more than likely to be those who least deserve it,

Irresponsible indivj,duals or companies (there

have been too many soldiers of fell? fortune in Latin
America I am sorry to say) are those who more ·often complain the loudest against some supposed wrong at the
hands of the governments of these countries,
Too great stress cannot be laid upon the necessiDy
of our State Department neming as its diplomatic and
consular representatives to these countries men of tact
and understanding, men who speak the Spanish language
and who have proper appreciation of ther racial sensibilities and cultural achievements,

It is not enough that

our diplomatic representatives should have been successful or unsuccessful politcians in their home communities

in the United States.

It is not enough that they have

been loyal servants of the party in power.

In seleut-

ing these representatives .it must be realized thet they
stand before the people of the country to which they are
accredited as the embodiment of the ideals and culture
of the people of the United States,

They will be called

upon to associate with highly cultivated and intelligent
citizens and statesmen of these count rues.

Nothing

could be more unfontunate for the prestige of our Govern-
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than that the representative of the United States should
fall short of the culture and intellHence of the best
citizens of these c ou.ntries.
From a business point of view I venture to su.ggest
as a definite policy toward La.tin· America:
I.

Continuance of the policy of not assuming re-

sponsi 1:ttli ty for loans, of non-interference as between
competing United States companies, of supervision and
regulation of loans and contracts made between our citizens and foreign countries to secure c onfo1•mi ty to our
commercial treaties and

polic~r

and to provide eq_uitable

treatment for foreign people, especially the weaker
governments.
2.

Support of the Moroe Doctrine in so far as it

applies to non-interference with any of the American nations and provided it does not carry as a corollary control or domination by any one country and that the Doctrine be completely separated from any trace of economic
imperialism.
3.

Proper diplomatic representation.

4,

A policy based on the official statement of the

State Department of July 29, 1918, which says:

"The

Am.erica.n Goverrment ·will be winning to aid in every way
possible and to ma2ce prompt and vigorous representation and to take every possible step to insure the execution of eq_uitable contracts made in good faith by its
citizens in foreign lands."
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5,

Publication by the State Department in some suit-

able way of a definite statemrnt of :policy for the
guidance of our citizens.

BANKING CONNECTIONS
As regards our banking- connection with Latin .America, it is undoubtedly true tnat financial operations
and loans to governments influence :political control
and cause far more friction between governments than
the investment of money by industrial concerns or the
deveolpment of commercial enterprises.

I

For this reason I do not believe·that our industrial corporations going into Latin America should com-,

bine a banking business with their own :particular line
of endeavor,

Certainly if no banking facilities are

available and industrial companies are called upon to
make loans, they should be made on a banking basis and
should not be tied to special :priveliges or contracts.
It is, neverthelef3S, fundamental that intimate banking relations should be established between the United
States and Latin America, not as an especial aid to
United States industries or bther corporations but
as a distinct field of business, which underlies every
other business.

In short, it is the function of banks

and ban..ters to make financial arrangements with governments and to handle fuoans, but not the function of
industrial enterprises.
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. In the Caribbean bountries,2which are largely undeveloped as yet and whose crying need will )le for
.capital for development of their :potential wealth, it
ia evident that relations of our corporations with
thosw governments must be close, but it is essential
that the business of our corporations shall not )le complicated by loans to the various governments exce:pt
under

ext~eme

circumstances or in an emergency,

Such

loans invariably lead to at least the a:p:pearance of
:political influence, and it should )le a cardinal :princi:ple with all com:panli:es entering Latin Ameri.ca to kee:p
out of :politics.
This has been the rule in my own Company since we
started o:perat:i,ons.

In one instance we went so far

as to remove our headquarters from the capital of a
country, where conditions were most favorable, down to
the coast where our :plantation operations were located,

This simple move has eliminated all questions of

:political influnce.

;

. '·
ii

j \I
'

'

. f:

BUSINESS AIMS AND POLICIES
Of the thre.e bases mentioned---sound diplomatic
:policy, :proper banking connections, and sound business
:policy conducted 1ly men of high character, the later
is most important,

It is quite true that largely a-

mounts of capital abroad may require :protection, it
is also true that if handled well it will be conducive
to :peace and not to war.
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Men cannot undertake and conduct mutually profitable
business on

e~uitable

terms and become enemies,

Our

own c.ountry was largely developed l?Y outside capital
and. we should. apply this policy to the countries which
are still undeveloped., not altrusistically but on
sound business bases and. terms.
In foreign trade, just as in diplomacy, we need.
more internationally minded men and a firm, sound
icy.

Any

cl.is~ussion

~ol

of aims and :policies of United

States companies in making foreign investments and de-,
velpprung industry in Latin America or elsewhere must
necessarily be platitudinous.

The aims and policies

are indentical with those of properly conducted business in.our own country.

There are, however, a few

limitations and responsibilities which we !lo not care
incur·at home.
When a company starts operations in foreign business it should investigate conditions thoroughly and
determine in advance whether operations can be conducted at a resonable profit in strict accordancw with the
lusw of the country.

If more attention were paid by

American firms to investigation and. in preparatory work,
there would be fewer failures to report.

In the dev-

elopment of industries or plantations in virgin territory there is usually involved the building of public
works, light systems, railways and wharves.

For this part of the program no monopolistic concessions should be sought; they are always a source of
trouble, both to the government and to the company
ooncerneil.

There should, however, be contracts or

franchises With as many conditions definitely fiREld
as can be mutually agreed upon.

.

This gives a sound

economic basis for the establishment of an industry
and is just as necessary in Latin America as it
would be to obtain a contract or franchise for the
building of wharves, railways or other utilities in
the United States or Great Britain.

The greater

the number of.definite terms which can.be fixed by
mutual agreement for a long period of years, the
greater the probability of satisfaction to the government and to the company concerned,
The word "concession" has come to connote unfair
privileges obtained in a doubtful manner,

Doubtless

there was justification in former years for that
which is denoted by the current use of the word; but
certainly today no individual nor responsible, well
managed company would desire any unfair or monopolistic concession which would certainly prove a boomerang over aperod of years,

On the other hand, Latin-

American governments should not welcome with open
arms large amounts of capital and should not offer
extravagant terms,
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I

They should carefully investigate the records and re-

. i

!;

sponsibility of companies or individuals apply in for

,_

I-

F

contracts or franchises, and. should grant only such

F
;\~

~

terms as may be reasonably expected to prove mutually

i

I

j,

satisfactory over a long period of years.

!-'

There

\=

i

should be no idea of inviting capital and then gradually
taking it away by increasing restrictions.

i

Once an

!

agreement is made it should not be aggraviated by

!
I
i

meticulous interpretation of the technicalities of

I
II

law or legal procedtU'e through which there may rise

l

I

confiscation of property or denials of justice.

!

It is a f'u."ldamental rule VIi th my company, and
should be with all companies, that they enter any Latin

'

.

American country prepared to do business. in accordance
with the laws of that country without exception.

Vie

. I

have never yet had to call onlour State Depa1•tment

I
I
I
I

for pl·otect ion and i t is a good rule that it shall not

I

be called upon for anything short of a denial of justice,
confiscation for property, or protection of the lives of
our employees, just as any company W:Juld call on our
onn government in our own country for the same reasons.
In short, the State Department can be of greatest
assistance to our industrial comrJs.nies by careful
conduct of its policy in Latin Jl.nerica and without any
necessity for special protection.

I

!

'

:).24

Comprrnies entering Latin America should be prepared to rende:· ::5e1·vice nnCt to discard. i(};eai:l of ex-

ploitation,

.

It is not only necessary as a matter of

policy, but is good business in undeveloped. regions,
to improve sanitation, establish hospitals and. even
churches and. schools v;here rey_-uired., and. in general
to end.eavor to raise standard.s of living.

Many mining

comJ)anies, oil c o:nl)anies, as well as agricultural
enterprises---in ac,d i tion to my own company---have
spent large sums in thi.s necessary work, which has proved. of great advantage to the Latin Am·erica.n countries and. profitable to the companies.

It has in-

creased. distribution of the comforts and. good. things
of life and. helped. to establish a feeling of weilbeing and. properity. which must preceded. intellectual
and. cultural development.
The management should. consist entirely of men of
high character, good. education, and. high id.eals, who
are capable of appreciating

the thoughts and. customs

of other peoples and. who can conduct business with
courtesy and without prejud.ice.

Hy company has one

thousand. college men in Latin America. •
Careful attention should. be paid to details of·
the conduct of business.

For instance, the v;ord.

"American" should not apply monopolistically to citizens of the United. States,
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The use of the word "native 11 as applied to citizens
of the .Latin republics is not proper; they are Americans. a.Yld have been for a longer period than citizens
of the United States,

I believe that over half of

the difficulties enco.untered by our firms in Latin
America have been caused by the _companies themselves,
due to the fact that their representatives have been
unfamiliar with local customs, :practices, social usage,
and business methods, and have lacked :mowledge of the
Spanish langu2.ge.

You will realize the reception which

would be given in our country to any Spanish speaking
:person who entered business on a large scale here,
refused. to learn English, and tried to reform our
cutorns and soc isl usage.

Our btls iness men have in the

past largely looked upon Latin America as an El Dorado
where they could enter business with possibilities of
vast profits whenever conditions were a bit dull in
our own country.
Generally speaking, there has been no idea of continuous development work through good times and bad, with
the same application and industry necessary to make a
success in our own country.

Y/e should look upon these

counties today as countries of vast potential viealth
where reasonable profits can be abtained. by adhering to
the same strict principles of business integrity which ·
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would be

re~uired

in any country in the.world; and

where the sarne pl'elit;1inary investigations, careful
management of unimpeachable character, and close study
of economic conditions, are just as necessa·y as they
wouUt;;be anywhere in the world.
The only difference between Anglo-Saxon and Latin
peoples is in temperament and customs.

The remarks I

have made apply e g_ually vJell to our corporations entering France, Spain, and the other Latin countries of Europe,
In conclusion, I can only emphasize again the fact that
there are no startling conditions in Latin .lunerica which
reg_uire different business procedure than in any other
part of the civilized world; that with proper diplomatic
policy and representation, with good banking connections,
and with. business men of integrity and character engaged
in foreign trade and development, our corporations will
be given a fair opportunity in any Latin-American country
and there·should be no difficulty in establishing mutually
satisfactory political, economic and social relations.
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EXHIBIT D.
RELATIONS OF UNITED STATES COJ.!IPANIES WITH
LATIN AMERICA

By Victor M, Cutter
(An address delivered before the American Academy of political and Social Science, Philadelphia, April 23, 1927)
The rapidly increasing trade relations with Latin
America, now totaling about one billion dollars, and the
present diso.ussions centering on Mexico and Nicaragua,
make interesting a consideration of the methods, management, and policy of United States companies engaged in
trade with Latin America.

We should first consider the

conditions under which such companies must operate.
Notwithstanding the fact that all of these countries,
without exception, have enormous potentioal wealth, they
are as yet not fully developed, and are largely agricultural.

The ear of manufacturing in Latin America is be-

ginning and will doubtJ.,ess progress slowly, but for a long
time to come these republics will remain agricultural and
in need of capital for development.
The standards of living in the few cities of Latin
merica are comparable to our own, but that of the masses
re low and their consuming power---whioh has increased
oticeably during the last few years---can only be raiscl. slowly over a long per-iod of years.

The Latin-Ame:Hcan

ountries are thinly populated, Jlj.ainly with Indiaill. people
cattered over vast areas, the majority of whom are still
lliterate.

Allowances must be made for racial and social

iff'erences and for customs, laws, and religion.
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The past few years have wi tnes.;ed the beginning of an
era of educating, schools, road-building, and extension of
wireless and cable cormnunication, all due to increased coiDmercial intercourse with United States and EUJ.'ope, made
possible by 'vhe Panama Canal and the steamship lines >vhich .
have been established in recent years.

Banking facilities

have been greatly extende_d and loans for public works,
railroads, and other permanent developments have enormously increased.

With the exception of but four of the Latin-

American republics, trade with the United States gained
in 1926.
In the United States we have. enjoyed great prosperity.
Our facilities for production have so greatly increased
that for the first time in our history production is outrunning consumption and we are in need of expo1•t markets
as never before.

vre need badly the oil, nitrates, coffee,

sugar, fruit, hides, ha.rd woods and many other diverse
products which can be furnished only by the republics to
the south.
On the other. hand Latin 1\.Inerica. reg_uires capital and
the introduction of our methods of production, our splendid
machinery and railway eq_uipment, in addition to our manufactured goods.
The mutual need is very clear and the stage is set for
a great increase in our trade relations.
No business wo1·th while has ever been built up. without
difficulty.

'J:here are many factors which will hamper the
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development of

s~tisfactbry

trade relations with the

countries directly south of us •• There is instability in
a few of the governments; there is fear of imperialism-economic as WElll as political; there is resentment of
foreign invasion of capital.

On the part of the United

states there is the possibility of an indefinite foreign
policy changing with each succeeding administration; there
is a lack of adaptability on the part of our people, who,
after all, have had comparatively little experience in
foreign trade and cannot as yet be called. internationallyminded.
United States companies generally fail to appreciate
\

t,he value of foreign trade built up in an orderly way
according to mutual economic needs of our own ciou..'ltry and
the c'ountries which we desire to trade wi'oh.

Our efforts

towards increasing foreign business have in the past been
largely sporadic and vigorously puxsued only in times of
depression.
None of these difficulties are insuperable from any
point _of view.

Latin-Ar.1erican governments are becoming

more stable and all but very few have already reached a
satisfactory position.

There should be no resentment in

Latin America at having to borrov1 capital.

The United

States itself throughout is hmtory has been indebted to
foreign capital for most of its development.

A creditor

nation must alVJays be helpful rather than harmful,· other'-·
I

·l
l

'

·~
1:- -.•

l'

wise it would destroy the value of its investments.
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There should be no fear of imperialism as an economic
policy is, valueless.

About one per cent of the foreign

trade of Great Britain is with its African possessions.
Our own Philippine Islands have never been profitable from
an ettonomic point of view.

Indo-China, under the protect-

ion of France, has most of its import and export trade
with other countries.

From a political pOO:lt of !tiew imper- ·

ialism is discredit•d and is not the policy of the United
.States government or people.
~or

It is now merely a bogey

narrow-minded propagandists.
Wise laws governing trade and commerce, which will

control but hot hamper development, are necessary in every
country.

The trend of taxation, eSIJecially on the part of

undeveloped countries, should be away from tariff on imports
and exports, in order to avoid restrict ion of trade,
There should be no fear on the part of Latin-American
countries of diplomatic or other intervention,

It has been

clearly demonstrated that the State Department of the United
States will not countenance unjust claims nor approve contracts or franchises likely to lead to diplomatic difficulties or hamper proper development of our foreign policy.
United States companies should not engage in foreign trade
in any part of the world if they expect to be obli.ged to seek
protection or invoke diplomatim' intervention.

On the other

•. hand, there must be mutual respect for universally recogniz. ea. international law which has as a basic principle the
1Protection of life and property.
~

'!r.'·

'~

l
~

~

'
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United States companies engaged in foreign trade must
make a more careful survey of opportunities than has been
the case in

pa~t

years and must determine all factors in-

vmrved before starting business, just as well-orgainized
companies do when operating in our own country.

They

should not depend on concessions or special priviilieges for
their profits, but should stand o-n the merits of the business. itself.

It must be remembered, however, that where

public workd are involved just and eg_ui table franchises
and contracts are necessary to attract capital for development purposes.
In mercantile pursuits, banking, and. all other_ ordinary forms of commercial intercourse, there should be no
need for any special relations.

All that is necessary is

a study of the laws of the various countries in which it is
proposed to trade and. a determination as to whether these
laws afford sufficient protection and a stable basis for
figuring future profits.
Large companies, and not small, are needed for trade
with undeveloped countries.

I

The risks are to great in for-

eign trade for small amounts of' capital except
sser mercantile pursuits.

in the le-

Undeveloped countries should

welcome large developments backed by large capitalf for this
.means responsibility and permanency.

There. is nothing to

be ashamed of in size, because size in any company demands
just dealing, efficient management, service to customers
and benefit to countries involved as well as to stockholders of the company.

'1
]-.·
·,

~
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The era of exploitation is over and that of industrial
and commercial development has arrived.

It must be remem-

bered that all past troubles involving diplomacy have been
caused by small, irresponsible companies and individuals,
and by unjust concessions, sometimes improperly obtained;
or by entrance of foreigners into countries where governments were unstable and revolutions frequent.

Fortunately

these conditions do not exist today except in the minds of
uninformed persons, and all the Latin-American governments
have passed laws which protect against monopoly.
There are many large companies doing business in Latin
America today•

Vast amounts of capital have been loaned

and very few difficulties have been encountered where the
compap.ies were responsible.
An example is my own organization, the United States
Fruit Company, which does not operate in Nicaragua, Salva.dor, nor Mexico, but is in all the other Central American
countries as well as Colombia, Jamaica and Cuba.

It has a

larger investment in Latin America than any other United
States Company, and has never had to call for a warship.
Vfuen the company was· formed, it had minor difficulties,
due to the inexperience of some of its officials not
in sympathy with Latins and ignorant of the Spanish
language.

For more. than a decade this Company has had

no serious difficulty because its contracts and fran'

l

I

·-~

i

{
-~

chises are not exclusive nor monopolistic.
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It has maintained a policy of encouraging long term contracts for the products in which it deals with the citizens of the countries in which it operates.

It employ-

s as many citizens as possible in its business.

All

of its officials are of the highest character and are
never appointed until they have at least a working knowledge of Spanish.
United States companies must have even bet_ter operating melhhods and management more efficient and of higher clmracter in Latin America than in our own country.
These companies must be internationally-minded and must
realsize that the word "America" includes Latin America,
Canada, and Mexica just as much as it does the United
States.
Un4er the conditions uutlined improvement in trade
and business relations, as well as educational, social
and cultural progress, in inevitable,

The aroused con-

sciousness of reputable United States firms and business
transactions,_ and the realization of necessity for sq_uare
dealing, rendering of service, and development without
exploitation, make certain mutual gain from business relations with Latin America.
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EXHIBIT E
DESTINY AND DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA
By Victor M. Cutter
(An address delivered before The Bond Club of New York
at the Banker's Club, Marcy 29, 1928)
'
The subject is not unimportant because it involves
CUba, Mexico, Central America, and the whole continent of
South America, with present to.te.l popula tiort of over
eighty-five millions and with a present impoJ:>t and export
trade of some two billion dollars annually.

It involves

an area of more than twice the size of the United States,
less than half explored, but which we know is capable of
supplying the. entire world with food.

The available lands

in this area lie in the tropical zone to a greater extent
than those of any other continent.
which we need.

They have the products

They lie at our door, and their destiny and

development are of the greatest importance in the future
business of every one present, and in fact to every citizen
of our country.
Look for a monent at the background and present conditions of this vast area.

For over three hundred years

it was under Spanish rule, and was exploited and ruled
for profit and not for cultural or economic development.
It must be remembered that a great percentage of the
population was and still is Indian; that only a handful of
the early Spaniards had any education; that all of the

I

Il
j

1. ·.
1
!
-~

Latin-American republics are young; that they have had
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·and are having a difficult time in educating their people,
in assimilating and raising the. cultural and economic level
of the bulk of the Indian population; that their

gove~n-

mental problems have been hampered by lack of communications; and that in consideration of all the difficultie·s,
their progress during the hmdrec years of their freedom
has been remarkable.
It must also be remembered that only during the past
quarter-century have means of communication developed to
a sufficient extent to make possible reasonably efficient
administration of law and order throughout the vast ter•ritories in question.

At the present time their govern-

ments are more stable than ever before.

Only in a few minor

instances are there likely to be serious political disturbances.
With means· of communication at hand and law and order
established, the whole of Latin America is on the threshold of an economic development which will astound the ·
world.

It is certain that greater economic progress will

be seen in the next ten years than during all the years
since the Spanish Conquest.
Under these conditions it it time to discuss Latin
America in terms of industry and commerce, rather than in
terms of culture and politics.

In the past, discussion

has centered around the Monroe Doctrine, revolutions'· politics, cultural relations, and academic subjects which are
only of value after means of transportation and commumication
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and sound commercial relations have been es-tablished.
vVhile our relations with Latin J\merica have undoubtedly
been hampered by a handful of politicians in their countries
and in ours, they have been hampered more by some of our
own citizens, probably with good intentions, but highly
misinformed.

I refer to the type of radicals who take

particular pleastiTe in discussing our foreign affairs in the
forum type of meeting and who are not embarrassed by a lack
of knowledge of the facts, and also to that class of
people who are always willing to criticize our own
Government and Administration, also w-ithout knowledge of
the facts.

They are vociferous without having any invest\

ment or real interest in Latin America, and their voices
have had undue influence.
At this particular time when the resources of Latin
America are being developed and improved transportation
and coMnunication are bringing us into closer contact that
ever before, there is greater possibility for harm from
loose criticism, playing politics, criticism of our own
Government, and hurtful propaganda than at any previous
time in our history.
A foreign loan is not necessarily an international
complication nor is a United States citizen abroad to be

1
j

consid::red as a possible diplomatic incident,

Our

whole people, and our Government, want nothing of other

1

--~

'
f

:

peoples except friendship and an opportunity for our citizens
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to do business and to live and hold property in security,
according to the laws and without desire to call on our
State Dep·artment for protection or diplomatic intervention.
It is time for business men, not to engage in propaganda,

but to state the facts, and even better, to act, to study the
situation and prepare to. increase our business relations
with the vast trading area in Latin America ... which is of
the greatest importance to our bankers and business men.
No sensible business man of today is imperialistic
because imperialism is an outworn policy from an economic,
political, or any other point of view.

Our Government has

on several occasions plainly stated that its aims are not
imperialistic.

It has also stated that it is ready to

protect its citizens and their property in.foreign countries
when they deserve protection.

There is nothing imperialis-

tic or aggressive in this pronouncement, and in fact it

is the established policy of every sovereign nation.
Imperialism is beside the question when the people of
two great areas, one manufacturing and exporting, the other
exchanging its agricultural products for manufactured goods,
have mutual need of each other.

This is especially true

when a country like the United States is in a position to

t

loan to Latin America, with its vast undeveloped resources,

JI

the large amounts of capital necessary in any broad ·plan

f

of economic davelopment and progress.

!
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Are we business men to be deterred from \ilaking these
loans, from can7ing on our developments and giving
possible assistrmce to Latin America just because a handful .of our ovm pacifists and politicians cry imperialism,
just because the European countries which gained territory
after the Viorld \Jar, while we ciid not, cry that we are·
imp erialistic, knowing full well that this obviously baseless propaganda is their only uaapon to inter•fere

;~i th

the

developrGent of our dlrade relations VIith Latin America?
It is fair to ask whether we shall loan money s.nd export our splendid machiner'Y and equipment to Latin America, just as Europe until revent years did to the United
States, or Withhold the legitimate help which we can
render, thus retarding the progress of Laten America fof
many years, and, because of lack of confi.dencc run the coElmon sense and integrity of the business men among our
citizens, leave this area to be developed by the citizens
of other countries,
Have we less c ondidence in the business men of the
United States than in those of Europe?

There is no doubt

that our business men know that unfair mehhods, monopo~
listie concessions, and economic imperialism are impossible bases for building of mutually profitable business.
Our financ'iers and indus 'erial is ts of today kno\"1 that permanent development and mutualJ.y profitable trade can only
be built when the terms are f 9;ir to both parties.
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We know that the governments and ·business men of Latin
America know goods, values, and fair terms, and that they
are ready to trade.
Under these conditions it is time to quit talking
politics, revolutions, racial differences, imperialism,
and all bunk, and to take action along mutually beneficial
econo)lli c lines.
TJwre is time only to outline a few of the possibilities of Latin-American development, using my own Company'
as an example, not for adver·tising purposes, because this
is not needful, but s i.mply because it is to be the most
familiar illustration.
The United Fnuit Company, starting some twenty-five
years ago, with ten million dollars capital, has increased its business in Latin A.merica so that itscassets today
are over two·hundred million dollars.

Of this amount it

has invested today in Latin lunerica over one hundred and
fifty millions.

This business has been built mainly on

the production and importation of bananas and sugar with
the merch,andise, shipping, radio,- and other activities
which go with it.
oountri~s ~nd

It does business in nine tropical

sells its products all over North America

and Europe.
The risks in developing an agricultural business in
the tropics are very great, as

sho~m

by the fact that

about one hundred and forty other companies organized
along the same lines, to handle the same products, are

---~··.
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now in what might be termed the "Banana graveyard".

The

founders of my Company had the vision and wisdom to establish their business on a basis which would be just as
profitable to the people of the countries in which they
operated as .to the Company it self.

It has paid a total

of one hundred and twenty-six million dollars in dividends.
And as:against this sum which the Company has paid to
stockt:wlders, it has now an annual expenditure for labor
pay ro],ls of twenty-five milHon dollars a year in Latin
America, or two and a half times the annual dividend.
Ther.e are harbors, railways and hospitals,

There. is

weekly steamship service and constant radio communication.
Bakeries and modern laundries have been established.

Ex-

tensi ve sanitation work has been carried out; malaria and
hookworm campaigns have given excellent results •. These
expenditures have not been due to charity nor philanthrophy,
but represent common-sense business procedure on the theory
that improvement in standards of living and service to the
public are profitable.
There are many nationals of Latin

l~raerica

who count

their wealth in the thousands, hundreds of thousands, and
a few in the millions, as a result of contract relations
and co-operation with the United Fruit Company.

It has a

long record of unbroken contract relations which have thus
·far invarialbly

resu~ ted

in great prof i"G to its contractors.

The Company purchases about fifty per cant of its tropical
products from the people of the countries in which it operates.

It is the only com:pany which has definitely: obligated
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itself by contract to

th~s

extent.

In addition, the Latin American countries in which the
Company operates have profited greatly from frequent steamship connections, making possible greatly improved passenger,.
freight, and postal service.
tax~s.

Large sums have been paid in

Manufactured goods have been made available to· the

laboring classes in the coast towns at. lower prices than
ever before, making possible an appreciable improvement in
the standards of living.
The success of the Company has been largely due to
foresight, planning, and organization, with especial emphasis on adaptability to customs, laws, and language of
the countries in which it operates.

No man is today pro-

moted to a responsible job unless he has a working knowledge of the Spanish language.' Above all, the CompanJ 1 S success
in Latin America and in its relations with the people and
governments has been due to the high character of.the
men employed.
The success of the United Fruit Compan1 proves conclusively that it pays to establish definite relations on a
mutually profitable basis, rather than to trust to speculative buying of supplies, exploitation, or profiteering at
the expense of La tin America.
VI/hen the Company started operations twenty-eight years
ago, there were crufficulties with unstable governments and
in the jUJ:Igles of the costal plain of the Caribbean, where
the Company had its operations, there were yellow fever and
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malaria, lack of sanitation, venomous snakes, and all the
other unpleasant factors which accompany pioneering in the
tropics.

Conditions are greatly improved today, but it is

true that there are stiJl difficulties •. There is unwise
legislation, not unlkke that in our own country.

It is pro-

bably true. that commerce and i~dustrial development in Latin
America present somewhat greater difficulties and require a
I

higher type of management and character than elsewhere, but
increased communications are rapidly diminishing the difficulties.

Certainly there is nothing insuperable in success-

ful conduct of business in Latin America today.
In giving you this outline of the United Fruit Company
and its work, I have pointed out only a single d'welopment.
There are hundreds of opportunities awaiting American Capital, skilled engineers, our motor cars, and machinery.
Power and light for a whole continent is waiting f·or development.

Railways and tranways are being extende:i.

ing is in its infancy.

Road build-

Outs ide of sugar, and coffee, agri-

culture is on a large scale practically unknown.

Cotton,

tobacco, cocao, wool, and rubber all await development.
Mining contracts are available.

Oil in some of these coun-

tries, is present in abundance.

Merchandise and banks still

offer great opportunities.

Department stores are unknovm.

There are only a few opportunities.
Banking connections, which are of particular intei'es t
to you here today, are not yet sufficient.

'Ne have lo'aned

abroad a total of about eleven billions since the World War.

t

1.
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Of this amount the loans to Latin _1\merica in the last few
years have been large, as you all know.

-There is still an

opportunity, and will be for years to come, to employ a
part of our great wealth in the countries which need it.
For, the next few years at least, capitai will be our principal ,export.

!

Loans should go to countries ·where United States indus-

I.•

trial companies and developments are welcome, and where such

'

companie,s are desired and assisted, and where the money is

'
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wisely expended for utilities in development of natural
resources and roads.
Capital should not go where it is wasted or where
United States trade and exports are not welcome, where our

''

industrial and utility companies are not allowed to operate

r

on equal terms, because in this case our own capital will

~
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aid in developing for European countries a market which is
naturally ours, and as soon as Europe has money to lend, our

t

banking business will diminish and disappear.

1
'

coordinate our foreign industrial development and banking.

}

I
-~

Our preoccupation with the development of our o;vn
country and resources has been so great that we are still

l
,,

provincial.

f

at home is beyond criticism.

;·''

·;.
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We must

Our vision and foreaig}1t as regards business
Yet this is not sufficient.

The vast increase in om• productive power forces us to
export.

The wonderful recent improvement in communication

.;
"i•'

and transportation by land, air, and water places the markets

I
(

-~

5

of the world at our door and makes it essential for us to
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consider the entire world as one market.
We lack men trained in f'oreign banking and trade to
meet this situation.

We are not yet internationally-minded.

We must not let our surplus goods rot, but must put them
into the world markets.
exports.

We must loan money to finance our

We must export and loan where we can develop the

best permanent trade.

We need wool, minerals, oil, sugar,

coffee, fruits, and agricultural products from the countries
to the south of us.

Those countries need our manufactured

goods, motor cars and machii;lery, our skilled men and capital.
Out best and natural

m~et

is Latin America,

This is a brief outline of the situation today.
destiny of Latin America is yet to be decided,

The

Its economic,

political, and cultural d3velopment is now in the formative
stage.

It is a comparatively simple matter f:Or us to co-

operate with Latin America so that this area will immediately
gain all the benefit's of' our industry, experience, organization and capital upon terms profitable to both, and yet
leave their rights and resources unimpaired.
It lies in our hands to decide whether we shall play
an honorable, courageous, and helpful role in the development and destiny of a continent.
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EXHIBIT F
FOREIGN TRADE'S GOLDEN RULE
You can't exploit your markets and .have them too.
By Victor M. Cutter
(An ariticle appearing in "Nation's Business,"
January 1929
Until a few years ago most of the goods sold by American
business.concerns in foreign markets represented production
in excess of home market requirements, .in the manuf'acture of
which the foreign consumer was not considered until the merchandise was ready for sale.

The distribution or such surplus

abroad was generally regexded as a temporary measure required
to meet an emergency which the producers hoped would be . short·lived and would not occur again.
That, in a nutshell, was the chief reason why many American business men, highly successful at home, had difficulty
for so many years in making progress a broad.

It represented

the fundamental difference between American methods and those
of Germany, England, and other European nations that had
succeeded before the war in virtually monopolizing the South
and Central American markets.
The basic difference was one of attitude, and while that
remained unchanged nothing that we could do to imitate the
successful methods of our European competitors had any great
effect.
The economic reason that sent European manufactureres
>:

into Latin America and other markets foreign to them was
essentially the same as ours.

But though we regarded it as

temporary, to them the capacity to produce more then home
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needs was a pel'manent condition.
rather than temporary outlets, and
immediate profits.

They sought permanent
long~time

rather than

Consequently they were able to excel

us even in some instances where their merchandise was
y

inferior to ours.
In every phase of the business cycle they thought of
the foreign consumer as a regv_lar customer.
As president of the United Fruit Company during the
past four years, and previously in otber positions, from a
time-keeper up, for the same Company, it has been my privilege
for almost a quarter of a century to observe at first hand
the changes in our point of view toV!a:rd foreign trade.
The most obvious is the shift in attitude which has
brought us to see the foreign market as the European sees
it--as a permanent outlet for our goods.

This has given

rise to a series of equally obvious changes in plan and
method, the net effect of which has been to eliminate the
handicap under which we formerly were operating,

We have

discovered that such items as the length of credit and the
form of package required, once looked upon as insuperable
obstacles, are· merely matters of detail.
This changed attitude has brought us abreast of our
competitors, and even fe.r ahead of them in many markets where
their dominance once was almost complete.

This is parti-

cularly true in SIJll a king of the Caribbean conn tries.
Geographical advantages, American aggressiveness, and
the change in our point of view toward foreign trade in my
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opinion, however fall far short of explaining the tremendous progress we have made since the wa·r.

I believe

the real cause lies in what might be called a domestication
of the foreign market,
In foreign trade what I have in mind represents a complete
reversal of the ancient theory of exploitation, the guiding
principle of both buyers and sellers for thousands of years.
More and more the old definition of the ideal. commercial
transaction--one in which both interested partie's are benefited--is being put into actuaL practice.

A large propor-

tion of our business now is done in accordance with this
idea.
The Dominating Proportion
. 1\!ost economists agree that in this country this proportion is the dominating one.

It has become so much a part

of our business creed that we take it for granted.

When

great American corporations, which have built up tremendous
organizations and revenues at home by this simple formula,
go into foreign trade, therefore, it is natural that they
are inaugurating anything save sound business principles,
Sinceone of the corner stones of their success is
permanence, they. are willing to build for future profit.
Most of them are doing business on the small margin of
modern American merchandising principles.

In order to show

a profit, this requires consumer confidence.
It is obvious, both from this general outline and from
our export statistics, that the modern American development
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of foreign markets in something altogether new in world commercial history.

Hot only have we caught up with the European

in the sense that we are now offering fixed and stable values
instead of questionable bargains, but we have gone a step
beyond to domesticate curselves by setting up permanent
establishments which may continue to thrive and prosp_er''
only as there is prosperity ,in the countries in which they
operate.
We have identified ourselves directly with national economic interests, and the effect of this is partly reflected
by the vast expansion of our trade with Latin America in
recent years.
From 1910 to 1914, for example, the sales of American
goods to these countries represented only 14 per cent of
total exports, whereas in 1927 they accounted for 17.4 per
cent.

Analysis of our exports from another angle is even,

more enlightening.

A quarter of a century ago, according

to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, finished
manufactures accounted for only 24 per cent of total exports
from the United States.

Since then the gain in this most

valuable form of merchandise, which represents the best
skill and craftsmanship of the country, has shown a steady
increase until in 1927 it stood at 42 per cent.

The major

part of this, increase has been in recent years.
It required 22 years to increHse the 1900 figures by
ten per cent, while we have made an eight per cent gain ,in
the past six years.
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The United Fruit Company is a producer.and buyer of
foreign merchandise, rather than a seller.
of peculiar interest,

I

therefor~,

Its record is

in the light of present

day developments, if only to show that the.principle of
c

mutual profit not only .works in foreign trade, but works
both ways, in buying as well as in selling,
The Company was started by a group of hard-headed
Yankee business men only 29 years ago, when the idea of
exploitation was still thought to be fundamental to foreign
trade.
This conviction was so widely held that when the company
set out to adapt. itself to the countries in which it
opera ted many veterans predicted that the plan would fail·.
This. prophecy was strengthened by the geographical,
political, and commercial complexities of the banana business.

The Company had brought under one management the

largest agricultural development in history.

It was produc-

ing a highly perishable commodity in farm units which had
to be scattered in each country so tbat all its plantations
might not be destroyed by the tropic storms.

Today the

Company has plantations in seven countries--Colombia, Costa
Rica, Guatemala, Jamaica, Panama, Honduras, and Cuba.
Health and Good Business
The Company·had one great advantage in that it could
not take out of any of these countries more than it put .
in.

It was not in the same position as the producers of

oils, minerals, and forest products.

We took the least
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desirable jungle land along the r i.ver bottoms, for which there
was no other- COITilllercial use than the raising of bananas.

In nearly evfOry instance this land was shunned as unhealthy,
swa:rming as it was vii th mosquitoes.
There was no philanthropy in the fact tba t it was
necessary to build up a medical and sanitary service that
costs thousands of dollars annually.
business.

It was simply good

United Fruit Company doctors v1ere making tropical'

jungles healthful before the building of the Panama Canal
1,

compelled the United States Goverrmwnt to transform the.

Iil

Isthmus into a health resort.

f

We early learned that laborers

·must be kept in good health if our plantations were to be
systematically worked,

As a result of our effo1•ts yellow-

fever and small pox have disappeared from our plantations,
hookworm 'is under control, and we are beginning to bring
malaria and dysentery under control.
The

Foundation of Success

These and other material contributions, however, do
not constitute the foundation of United Fruit Company's
success in the tropics.

For this we must look to the human·

relations created as a result of the fundamental policy of.
adapting the Company to the countries in which it operates,
.and of identifying it with the national well"'being.
In the early days we planted vast areas to bananas
because we had to have a substantial guarantee that our
expenditures for steamships, railroads, and tramways
were warranted.

We could not depend upon a small and
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irregular supply of fruit.

We still continue to grow

large quantities of bananas, but today we also buy from
planters who are citizens of those countries.
In 1927 the Company paid out in the Caribbean cow1tr:les
in which it owns plantations the sum of $23,972,739 in wages,
of which mo•"e than 75 per cent went to the nationals.

.

Direct

purchases of fruit from national planters amounted to a
sum approximately equal to the wage expenditure.
The scale of wages paid by the Company is high, and
the effect has been to raise the
where.

st~~dards

of living every-

The result has been to build up in what had be€m

regarded before as a casual and precarious industry a labor
force of 65,000 men led by management groups which represent
.the real strength of the corporation.

The land farmed by

the Company represents an area about twice the size of
Rhode Island, and the Company owns and operates 100 ships
and 1, 500 miles of railroads.

From a via tors to 1Nheel-

wrights, there are 262 types and kinds of occupations on
our pay rolls.

The majority of these employees are nation-

als of the Caribbean countries, and I am convinced that the
growth of the Company to its present size would have been
impossible without them and without the foundatlon policy
of mutual interest and benefit.
Our farms are scattered through four Central, one
South American, and two West Indian locales, meaning that
each farm or group of farms in each country is a selfcontained unit with men, implements, wharves, railroads,
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tramlines, telephone systems, even hospitals and recreation
centers.
The administrative problem is multiplied by just the
number of places in which fruit is raised,

Coordination

of an organization to operate under these conditions on
the exacting time schedule which the Company must maintai.n
would

not be possible if our Company did not enjoy, in

each country, the confidence and good will generally given
only to the home industry.

To all intents that is what

it is to each of these COlmtries.
Good Person':lel
This is the attitude which is now govern:tng various
other large American corporations that have built up big
markets in Latin America during the past few years.
All have discovered what the United Fruit Company
learned; that personnel is far more imp6.rtant in a distant
post than it is at home.
When I went into the tropics a quarter of a century
ago I was one of the first of a group of young Americans
sent in .to replace the white riffraff which had previously
filled minor executive posts.

There was a tradition that

only these veteran floaters knew enough about the psycholbody of the peoples of these countries to get along with
them.
The United Fruit Company challenged thls contention and
soon learned that one of the great stumbling blocks to.progress
in the tropics was the type of white foreman employed.
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There is no difference whatever, fundamentally, between
the psychology of foreign peoples and of those of our own
country.
Reaction to fair and honest dealing is the same in
both cases,

The Latin and the Anglo-Saxon are alike in

· tna t they look with suspicion on the exploiter.

An industry

going into a new territory must expect to dissipate that
suspicion by its own actions.

Once good will is established

it becomes the basis of stability and continuing profits.
A Virgin Opportunity
As to opportunities in the tropics for business conducted
on the· modern American principle, the fs:ct is that so far
we have only scratched the surface.

Before the war, the
\

investments of the United States in Latin America approximated a little over a billion dollars.
ments are in excess of five billions.

Today ou1' investIn spite of this there

is still current a great deal of miaunderstanding as to the
nature and character of the market.
Our Company points with a certain amount of satisfaction
to the

~act

that we have under cultivation 85,000 acres in

Honduras, 35,000 acres in Guatemala and 30,000 acres in
Colombia, these being some of our largest plantations.
But in reality these farms, large as they

a~e,

represent

but an infinitesimal part of the cultivated area in these
three countries.
The policy of encouraging the native grower which has
been fundamental with the United Fruit Company unquestion-

"

--------------·
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ably has helped much in these developments •
•
As I have said, we now buy almost as much

r~·-uit

under

contract with nationals ovming and operating their own
plantations as we raise on all of our own land.
Here is a specific example of a corporation indentifying itself with national interests.

It is all the more

significant in view of the fact that banana cultivation is
attended by many hazards,

c~ief

among them being wind

storms which frequently destroy entire crops in a given area.
Balance Up the Risks
Therefore, when we depend on a national planter for
a supply of_ fruit, we must strike a balance between the
various risks, exactl-y as we do with our own farms.
'

That is,.we guarantee to buy without any-guarantee that
we can get delivery.

Our ships are run on schedule, and if

a crop is lost in one area it must be made up in another.
The United Fruit Company thus I£l rforms a service for
the national. grower which he is unable to perform for himself,
by guaranteeing his market.

His risk is, therefore, reduced

to the natural hazard of the elements which all alike must
face.
Conditions are Favorable
Nearly all Americans have a very badly exaggerated
impression of unstable political conditions, and an almost
total lack of appreciation of the ancient art and culture
to be found in the Central American cities.
They are ihc11med to believe that economic stability
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is at a low stage, when the truth is that most of these·
cities of Latin countries compare favorably with those of
the United States for peace, order, and contentement.
'
·~

If it were otherwise the United Fr'l).it Company could
not have succeeded.

We take pride in our contributions to

communication through the development of radio stations:,
in what we have done for transportation by our fleet and
railroads, and in our hospital and sanitati6n work.
But to bring these efforts to their present fruition
we had to have the cooperation of a civilized, peaceable
and intelligent people in each of the countries in which we
are operating.
i

'
·•·,

We have. contributed oriDly to the material aspects of

~-:)

civilization.
That the ethical appreciation already was there is
shown by the whole-hearted cooperation which has been
given to our efforts to share in the community responsibility.
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EXHIBIT G.
TALES OJ!' THE GREAT WHITE FLEET

1

.

(The "Buckman," the "Watson," Some Other Ships, and the
House Flag of the United Fruit Company)
.Although the ".Admirals," by their graceful lines,
their speed and their long service, did much for the profit
and the good name of the Fleet, they did not establish a
universal type of ship for the fruit trade.

The two ships

that followed them, the Buckman and the Watson, were shorter,
broader and deeper ships.
They had accommodations for twenty-four, that is, half
as many passengers as the ".Admirals," and a cubic capacity
greater by 5,500 feet.

They carried approximately 40,000

bunches of Jamaica bananas, and had a speed of 13 knots,
fruit laden.
They were named, respectively, after the late Mr. Cecil
Buckman, President of the Buckman Fruit Company, and 1IT. R. J.
Watson, former President of the Quaker City Fruit Company and
now Division Manager of the United Fruit Company at Philadel:-'
phia.
Unlike the previous ships of the Company, which had been
built abroad, the Buckman and the Watson were built on the·
Great Lakes by the Craig Shipbuilding Company of Tpledo.
They were 253 feet long, 22 feet deep, with 38 feet beam, and
were of about the same size as the Beverly and the Belvidere.
They were owned by the Wheeler Steamship Company, and were
launched in 1901.
From the time they were built until 1904 they were under
1 ''Unifruitco", March 1929, 4.60
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charter to the United Fruit Company.

They were later sold

to the .Alaska Pacific Steamship Company, now the Admiral Line,
and are still in service of that line under the names of the
Admiral Evans and the Admiral Watsoll;.

As !vir. Wats:on modestly

states, "The navy looked up its records and found that there
was an Admiral by that name."
.Aside from the fact that t'hey were good ships, and a
credit to their builders 2nd the growing shipbuilding industry of the Great Lakes, the chief distinction of the Buckman
and the Watson is that they were the first ships to carry the
new insignia, stack and flag, of the United Fruit Company.
The insignia of the Boston Fruit Company was a buff
stack with a black "B", and a flag, divided in three triangles,

c.

red, white and blue, bearing the initials B. F.

~hese

were

first carried in .1888 by the Marmion, subsequently named the
Bowden, and by all the Company's later ships.

They may be

seen on some of the ships that have been pictured in this
series of articles.
In .April, 1899, a few weeks after the United Fruit Company was incorporated, :Mr. Preston and a party of directors
made a trip from New Orleans to the tropics on the

s. s.

Anselm. Miss Bessie Preston, now Mrs. Cutler, was one of
this :party, which included also the Messrs. L. G. Burnham,
M. C. Keith, Francisco Sevilla and Henry Dumois.
During their conversations on board, all agreed that
the new Company should have a new flag and the task of

·i

designing it was given to l'!Iiss Preston.

It

was fortunate

assignment, and the present House Flag of the Company is

:- .
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Miss Preston's design.
'

'

"A thing of beauty is a joy forever,n
At the same time a new stack design--buff background
with banli of vertical st:Hpes, vermillion and white--was
adopted, and bscame known as the "Barber Pole."

It prove a.

unsatisfactory because at even a moderate distance the colors
could not be distinguished.

When, about a year later, in

June 1901, Captain Anderson was appointed Superintendent of
the Marine Department, one of his first official acts was the
adoption of the present diamond stack design, harmonizing
with the design of the flag.
With its incorporation the United Fruit Col!lpany acquired,
a number of ships tbat had been owned and operated by other
companies.

These ships, of which there were nine, are lie-

scribed as follows:
Anselm: An iron screw steamship, gross tonnage 1,562,
built in 1882.
22.9 feet.

Length 271 feet, breadth 33,8 feet, depth

Compound engines and a speed of about eleven

knots when loaded with fruit.
~eakwater:

An iron screw steamship, gross tonnage

1,065, built in 1880,
depth 19.3 feet.

Length 201 feet, breadth 30 feet,

She had a speed of about eleven knots

when loaded with fruit.
Foxhall:

Steel screw steamship, 'gross tonnage 843,

length 190 feet, breadth 28,2 feet, depth 12.8 feet.
Compound engines and a speed of about lOt knots fruit loaded,
Olympia:

An iron screw steamship, gross tonnage 1,657,
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length 280,9 feet, breadth 34.1 feet, depth 22.9 feet.
Compound engines and a speed of about 11 knots fruit loaded.
S. Oteri:

An iron screw.steamship,· gross tonnage 948

length 231.4 feet, breadth 31.2 feet, depth 16.4 feet.
Compound engine. and. a speed of about lOt knots, fruit loaded,
S, Pizzati: A wooder screw steamship, gross tonnage·
1,027, length 206 feet, breadth 36 feet, depth 20 feet,
Stillwater: A steel screw steamship, gross tonnage
1,020, length 200,5 feet, breadth 30.1 feet, depth 22 feet,
Compound engines and a speed of about lGt knots when loaded
with fruit.
Sunbeam:

A wooden screw steamship, gross tonnage 547.

Length 132,6 feet, breadth 30 feet, depth 10,8 feet, Compound
engines,
Sunrise:

A ·wooden SCl'ew steamship, rebuilt for use as

a coattal boat.
The Scythian, a steel screw steamship that was damaged
by fire off Cape Cod in June, 1900, and purchased by the
Compa.ny at the United States Marshal's sale," was added,
and a new company, the Belize Royal Mail and Central American
Steamship Company, the ent.ire capital stock of which was
owned by the United Fruit Company, was organized,
Three of these ships, the Breakwater, the Stillwater,
and the Scythian, were reconditioned at the Atlantic Works,
Boston, at a cost of $6D,OOO.each, the same sun that was
paid for the purchase of and later for the reconditioning
of the Marmion, the first steel ship owned by the Company.
lifone of the ships were ne'IJ and their careers in the
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in the Company's service v1e1•e short.

Their statea speed is subject to

qualification~

It

was probably like that of the "L. D. Baker," whose Captain
said, "She made ten knots as fast as she coulo.• "
However, the Company kept them in fair condition,
used them to their full capacity, and they did all that was
expected of them.
the Company's flag.

IIl
-t

l

They were a part of the fleet and carried
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EXPOR'rATIOJ:T 01!, B.A:TANAS SINGE" TIL'S THCEPTI01{ OF 'EIJE HIDuSTRY
COSTA RICA

Total exportK,
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l
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1.

1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899.
1900
1901
1902.
1903
1904.
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1.922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928(first three months)
Source:

Anuario Estadistico.

bunches

110~801

420,000
401,183
595,970
889,517
854.588
990~898

1,034,865
.1,133,717
1,178,812
1,278,647
1,374,986
1,585,817
1,692,102
1,965,631
2,331,.036
2,962,771
3,870,156
4,174,199
5,139,063
5,800,096
6,065,400
7.283,000
8,872,72.9
10,166,551
10,074,599
9,365,690
9,097,285
9.,309,586
10,646,002.
·n,n7,833
10,162,91.2
1.0,521,648
10,058,738
8,689,516
7,129,655
7,270,624
8,652,473
8,318,581
7,771,619
7,455,114
8,087,~01

8,348,. 72
8,560,910
7,869,175
1,728,175

\
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EXHIBIT I
San Francisco Keeps Pace with Other
Improving Banana Stevedorin~ O~erations
· · By R. A. C. H1ll

by

Now that the Western Division has completed its
first year and the various departments are functioning
smoothly and efficiently, we find ourselves at the
point where we are working as a unit to promote the
Company's business on the Pacific Coast.
The present article purposes to outline banana
stevedoring operations at San Francisco.

This service

covers the discharge of banana cargoes arriving at this
port, and sees that the fruit is properly classified
and loaded into nreefern cars or trucks, weighed, billed,
and dispatched to the po;Lnts of destina·tion.

In the

intervals between steamers we are kept busy inspecting,
weighing, papering and strawing empty cars for the next
cargo.
On November 6, 1927, the

s, s. Limon, Captain

Petersen in command, came steaming through the Golden
Gate and up to the newly constructed Banana 'rerminal,
carrying our first cargo of approximately 23,000 stems
of Limon fruit.
With the except ion of s orne of the old timers-Bill Montgomery, the other six boys who had come from
New Orleans to give us our start, and our Manager, Mr •.
Rider--we were all novices in this phase of the banana
game.

Their job was by no means an easy one, as none

l Published in nunifruitcon, issue March 1929, 470-472
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but Mr. Rider had had any domestic seaboard experience.
Those of

n~

who had worked in other Divisions, domestic

or tropical, or in b"rui t Dispatch branches, found it
necessary to start at the bottom under the tutelage of
our southern friends,

After several weeks of hard work

-and numerous lessons in classifY.ing the different sizes
of fruit, Bill Montgomery felt we could handle the job;
so he and the other boys returned to their duti·es at
New Orleans.

We owe them a lot of thanks for the wonder-

ful start they gave us.

Now, with months of experience

behind them, the :personnel of the Western Division, composed of men from the Eastern, Southern and Tropical
Divisions, and f1•om the West, work together like one large
family.
The new terminal includes warehouses and the Company's
offices, which face the water front.

On either side of

the building there are two :platforms, each spotting twelve
cars--with the exception of one platform, which has eleven
cars--making a total of forty-seven cars that may be
worked at one time.

Be:fore the platform conveyors had

been installed and we were staging the fruit out of the
ship~

lines of men were constantly to be seen, each man

carrying a stem of fruit from the ship down the platform
and into the proper car--a distance of 200 feet or more-and then returning to the ship for another stem.
was slow and hard work.

This

In a few we¢:lcs, however, the

platform conveyors were installed, and these cut the
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carrying distance to about 40 feet from shipside to
con\reyor end.

Then the method was adopted of d.ischa:rg-

ing by hoisting over all, in what are known as scows,
or large padded. crates, each holding 30 to 45 stems.
The scows are landed on four-wheel trucks and pulled
to the conveyor ends.

This system speeded by the opera-

tions and eliminated much of the rough handling which
causes scarred fruit.
Last August we installed two Schutt type camelback ship conveyors, which we are working out of Number
2 and. Number 3 hatches.

With these machines, one scoop,

and two 40-foot flat conveyors, we have further speeded
up the discharge of the ships and eliminated still more
of the handling.

•

Using scows in the other two hatches,

we discharge cargoes of 35,000 stems and load them into
cars in less than eight hours.
Mr. J, T, Davis, of the New York Divis ion, had

much to do with the improvements made.

Not only did he

help us install our new conveyors and demonstrate the
method of operating them, but from many years of experience he was able to show us how we could cut down on
labor and still accomplish the same amount of work as
formerly.
.

We now handle a ship with approximately 50

.

longshor·emen on the platforms,
'

,.'

For the sorting, car inspecting, and checking,
about fifty men ar€ engaged on the platforms.

Due to

the lack of work when no steamer is discharging, it
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has been very difficult to train men to properly cla;;;sify.
bananas.

In the intervals between steamers we find

enough work for the best of these fifty men--about fifteen
in number--to hold them until we need them for sorting,
meanwhi:!.e keeping them occupied in cleaning up the platforms, cleaning the ship, ana. papering and strawing cars.
When a steamer is discharging, one of these men, stationed
at the he:,: a. of the platform conveyor, classifies. the
fruit as it passes.

Another man opposite him, called a

"sticker," places colored tissue in each stem, classifying
the fruit.

Still another of the men, stationed about

twenty feet below the first two, on the conveyor side,
:P\llls off specials and corrects any errors that No. 1
sorter may make.

Our system of marking is as follows:

Fnuit marked with yellow tissue goes into the car with
the yellow flag which represents nines.

Green tissue

represents eights, red tissue sevens, and white tissue
sixes.

The car inspectors attend to the packin€;, check-

ing and counting of the fruit.
Within the comparatively brief.period since the
.inauguration of the San Francis co Division, the Volume
of cargo, incoming and outgoing, has grown to such proportions that it nas become necessary to provide additional. facilities.

A nev1 shed with 10,000 square feet

of storage space has recently been completed, and from
indications still further space will be req_uirea. shortly.
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EXHIBIT J
FAC'.l'S CONCERNING THE FRUIT DISPA'i'CH COJ,IPANY1

The J?ruit Dispatch Company has its general offices in
Hew York City, where are located the President and other
executives.
For sales purpoies, the United States is divided into
three sections; the Eastern Division with headquarters at
Hew York City, the Southern Division with headquarters at
New Orleans, and t.he Western Division with headquarters in
San Francisco.

These three cities are the main ports of entry

for banana cargoes, but in addition, fruit is brought into
Boston, IKass., Baltimore, lKd., Philadelphia, Pa., Charleston,·
S.C., Galv.eston, Texas, and Los Angeles, Calif ••
Roughly speaking, the Southern Division embraces the £;Iiddle
West and southern sections of the country, the Eastern Division
embracea the more populated,

north~eastern

section, and the

Western Division, the territory west of the Rocky Mountains.
The Ji'ruit Dispatch Company maintains 51 branch sales offices,
scattered throughout the larger cmties in the country. These
branch offices solicit business from the whol,.esale fruit and
produce dealers in their territory. They wire orders into
their Division headquarters.
As a cargo of bananas is dische,rged from the steamer at

seaboard, careful selection is made, and the fruit is loaded
into refrigerator cars for shipment to the various branches.
These cars move out in blocks, ten cars or more to a train.

:~
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A banana messenger accompanies. each shipment, in order to
protect the fruit by regulating temperatures, ventilation, etc ••
I am listing below for your information the names of the
cities in whiclj.we maintain branch offices ................. .
EASTERN DIVISION

SOUTHERN DIVISION

Bal t lilmore 1 }<id.
Boston, Mass •.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Columbus 1 Ohio.
Detroit, Mich.
Hartford, Conn.
Montreal, P.Q.<
lrew York, N. Y .j.
Parkersburgh, w. Va.
Philadelphia, Pa ••
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Providence, R.I.
Richmond, Va.
Scranton, Pa.
Syracuse, ir.Y.
Toronto, Ont.

ArlantiD,, Ga.
Butte 1 Mont.
Charleston, S.C.
Charlotte, N.c.
Chicago, Ill.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Denver, Colo.
Des l!oines 1 Iowa.
Dubuque, I a.
Evansville, Ind.
l!'ort 'Nayne, Ind.
Fort Worth, Texas.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Indianap.olis 1 Ind.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas City, ]Io.
Louisville, Ky.
Mem!;iliis, Tenn.
Milwaukee, Wis,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Uebr.
Peoria, Ill.
Raleigh, N.C.
St. Louis, Mo.
San Antonio, Texas
Sioux City, Ia.
Springfield, Ill.
Wichita, Kan.
Winnipeg, ]fl:an.

\VESTERN DIVISION
Los Angeles, Calif.
Salt Lake City, Uta.h
San Francisco, Cal.
Seattlet Yfash.

Yours truly,
J,Scott Rider

1 Copy of a letter received from Mr. J.Scot.t Rider, 1~anager
of Western Division, Fruit Dispatch Company, San
Francisco, Calif., under date of April 8 1 1929, arid
hereby reproduced through his courtesy.
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Princ5.p::t1 3usiness
See pacie 31, (Ste.:'"ohn in Cano.da is nov1 listed ~-s one of the ports of
entry) and bxhlbit J Yfith illustrative map.

115 ri cultural Ope m tio!ls
The land owned and l€!9.sed by -the TJni tetl :P'ruit Company irfi ts various
• · •
nc~es

t rop:tca
compnses
· , 2"5
o
· 1 d":CV1Sl011s
· ·
·
2 , 477

-J
Of this territo,.,

495, 77Z,acres are cultivated and improved as follo\\'s:
Banana~

Sugar cane
Cac-ao
•

••

•

•

..

•

•

•

Coconuts ~
•
•
•
Other n'is cellaneous n·oducts
Pastures •
•
•
To\m si-tes, roads, leis, fire
{lines

168,198

92;04-7
45,99 7

•
•
•

9,172
117,272

•

55,360

. 7 J 72 7

The United Fruit Company purchases more than haH of its supply
It also has an annual payroll

of bananas from indepen·dent planters.
of $2[;000 1 000.

Transportation
See page 32.
During 1928 the Company's steamships made 1 1 383 round -l;rip voye.ges and
steamed a total of 5,945,636 natttical miles.

The company during that

year shipped from the tro;:>ics to the 1ilnitec1 States, Canada and Europe, a
total of 55,513,819 bunches of bans.nae.
States and Canada represent about
1

53~

Its banana shipments to the United

of the total banana i.mports of

Publicity Department, United Fruit Company, April, 1929\Brochure), Supe1~
sedes inf9rmation taken from monograph under same ca;:>tion dated ·
November 14, 1928, and incorporated elscv;here in this thesis,30-35,

1.6\!

those countries.

In addition to transporting bananas and

other products mentioned above, the fleet during 1928 brought
from the Caribbean countr•les 156,618 tons of freight and carried to those countries 883,884 tons.

~~hese

ships also trans-

ported 72,203 passengers and 246,917 bags of mail.

Coffee

planters of Central America and Colombia reach the North
American and European markets through this service.
The Company owns and operates 1,642 miles of railway in the
tropics, which, if extended in a straight line, ·would reach
from Washington, D. C., to Denver,' Colorado.
Personnel
It is the fixed policy of the United Fruit Company that
its officials and employees in the tropics speak the Spanish
language, and that while those who are not citizens refrain
from all political activities and affiliations, yet they
must support all that is best in the social and cultural life
of the countries in which they work.
Sales
Sales of bananas and other tropical products, except
sugar, are handled by the Fruit Dispatch Company in the
United States and by the Canadian Banana Company, Ltd.in Canada. 1
Research
The United Fruit Company is engaged in research worl;
covering the more important phases of production, transportation, sales, and health problems.

In its tropical divisions

1 See Exhibit J, and Map opposite page

•
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it maintains agricultural experiment stations, where large
scale investigations of a great variety of

~oils,

tropical

plants, diseases and pests are conducted.

At the Company's

principal experiment station in Honduras the general collection
of tropical plants--carefully studied under natural conditions-is' probably the largest of the kind in the American tropics.
As a result of this work to date, the Company has introduced
new crop plants and greatly improved agricultural methods.

The

commercial collection of Panama of different varieties of
bananas, secured from·the Far Ewst and elsewhere, is the most
complete in the world,
a
j

well~equipped

The Company also maintains at Boston

laboratory and technical staff.

In its various

lines of research the Company has the active cooperation of
many v.ell-known scientific institutions.
Purchasingl
The Company's large scale operations and diversified
interests require a highly organized purchasing depar'tment
with branches in many large commercial centers of the United
States and with direct representation in foreign countries.
A great number and variety of products from all parts of the
world are purchased.

This necessitates a close contact with

world markets on many products, including all kinds of foodstuffs, textiles, clothing, hardware and equipment, ranging
from a pin to a iqcomotive.

In addition to the actual buying,

the purchasing department also has supervision of the merchan
dise and materials used and sold in the various tropical
~·{~.!'·-~·-~·-

1This section logically follO\~~ "the section on "Sales and
was so placed in the original of this exhibit.
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divisions of the

Compan;,r.
Engineer>ing

Closely _allied with all physical operations and work

of' the Company, especially development, production, transpor>ta tion, purchasing and research, ts the engineering department with its technical background and skill, insuring
the maximum of unity and effGrt throughout the organization.
Financial
·A perusal of the first and last two annual reports of the
United Fruit Company discloses some interesting comparisons: 1
1900
Lands Owned and
Leased (Acres • • • 236,201
Rallways Owned and
Operated Mlles •
112
Tramways (Miles)
Cars
289
Locomotives • • • •
1'7
Live Stock
14,166
Steamships Owned
10
stockholders
361

192'7
2,045,'773
1,602
671
'7,024
199
40,632
'72
25,549.

1928
2,47'7,285
1,642
680
'7,'743
205
44,540
100
26,219

The authorized capital stock of the Company 1s
3,000,000 shares of no par value, of which 2,625,000 are
issued.

There is but one class of stock and no funded debt.

With an earning power which· has been tested under varying
conditions for thirty years, the stock of the Company is
highly regarded by the investing public.
Economic Importance of th.e Banana Industry
The banana industry, in which the United Fruit Company
is a pioneer and the leading factor, has been responsible
for the sanitation of widely extended tropical areas, the
<f.·~-.{:-~:-'"'~-

1 Figures from 192'7 Annual Report inserted here for purposes
or more immediate comparison.
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eradication therefrom of yellow fever and small-pox, and the
progressive limitation of other diseases, notably male.ria
and its consequences.

Whole regions, both those sparsely

populated and a far greater unexplored territory, have made
it habitable, and the people living there protected, kept in
good health and able to earn a livelihood.

Great plant·ations

have been developed in the lowlands extending back from the
Atlantic Coast

bf;

Central America and Colombia and vast tropical

jungles, useless for other purpose than banana farms, have
I

been cuitivated and made productive.
Furthermore, the requirements of the banana industry have
created a dependable syseem of radio communication and a
constant and regular steamship service between the Cal'ibbean
ports and those of the United States and Europe, constituting
an important link in the commerce of the world.
Created, comparatively. within recent years, the banana
industry has contributed definitely to the solution of the
modern problem of the nation's food supply in both America
and Europe and given to the markets of the temperate zone,
at all seasons, an inexpensive and nutritious food-fruit
quite different in character and flavor from any of the
fruits of the cooler climates.
Finally, the banana industry has been an important
factor in creating a better understanding between the United
States and the Caribbean countries and has contributed
materially to their commercial development.
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EXCGl'pts from Tela Daily News Bulletin 1

s. s·. J.'!anzanares:
nas vras shipped. on the

The lOO,OOO,OOOth stem or oana0

S·.s.

'

T:Ianzaanares--the first

time this figure has been reached, in the his toPy of
the Tels, Railroad Company. (Honduras)

1
From 11 Unifruitco 11 published oy Uni.ted Fruit Co.
l;iarch 1929

1.74
•
D.D?ORT:3

EXHIBIT :M:

OF 131\.NANAS INTO 1 ljfill
· U1TIT2D S?AT:.<:S :'<'OH Tl-ill YEARS 1920 to 1928 IlWLUSJVE-.
1\.}:l)

VAL1JE OF

r:,~PORTS

1

2
VALUE OF· L:.L'CRTS FvR T.PJJ: YEARS 1900, 1995,1910,1912,1914.
Yee.r
Bunches
Value
--c:='"-.--

1900
1905
1910
1912'
1914
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
.1927
1928

•

•

•

•

.

-

•
•
• • •

•
• • • •
•
•
•
•
•
•
• •
• •

$ 5,87?,835
$ 9,897,821

• • • • •

•

• •

39,319,562
43,365,763
45,093,892
43,958,890
47,384,51?
55,483,374
• 56,251,083
• 61,009,425
• • 64,297,620

.

;ill, 641}, 693
•
$14,368,330
•
$16,397,844
•
•
•
• $19,087,927
.\?19,385,174
• • •
$19,145,911
• • • •
• • $19,738,508
;p22,074,410
•
•
$29,692,912
•
•
•
• $31,684,306
• • • • $34,269,450
•
• • $35,376,956
•

.-

.

.
. .
.

Graphic Representation of above figures.
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}!'oreign Commerce and l'!aviga.tion of the United Ste.tes

2

1aonth1y Summary of :b'oreign Commerce of the United States,June,
(1915.

1'/5

Altho b2.!1G.nas and plants.tnS e..:>e widely grovrn in all

the hot, no is t
hut

o~,·

lo;ll~_nds

of' Colombia, vrQ.ere every sr:1all

house has its banana pl!mts for heme C0!1SUmption

and whe2e they consti tu'ce the chief al"ticle of diet of
the co:Jr:::o:."l people, only one district _ad,jace~1t to the
Ca~··ibbean

}Jl•oduces bonanns f'or

Marta region

2

expo~"t.

In the Santa

the United Fruit Company owrw 80,000 acres

of land, of Hhich i. t has about 37,000 acres in bcmanas. 3
l';loreovcr,

SJ ~.-.e

three hundred priv2.te gi'owers Oil lzJ: ,000

acres produce be.nanas for· expm•t.
The Sil.nta r.:arta district, \'!here modern sanitation and
med5.c'-ine cor:1b· .. t the troplcc.l diseases of the lov,rlr:..ncls,
produces the h,::.nanas that comprise 6 per cent of' tb.e total
exports of the republic ( 1922-24) ,

Per tile virgin soil,

gentl:r sloping plains backed by the Santa l.Iarta mounte,ins,
nearness to th;=.: coasts, uniformly hot tmpera t~;_res, a heavy
raL1f'all fairly vvell distributed, a labor supply partly

''

immune to the fevers of the lo,:rland, and e;.;:cellent tr~Dnsporta tion faVOl" ·o ,nan a culture on a commer-cial aco.le .•••• ;

the dry season and sever droughts necessitate irrigation
systems on all plantations (see illustration opposite page).

1

(Frontspi<::;ce), Bana!la Cultivo_tions- Areas •.
3

see also figures fPom Co:m::.erce Year Booi·:, 1928, vol.ll 166;
and 3xhi tit A, Appendix, Annual Hepol't iJni tec1 Fruit Co .192?
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t

I

The development o:f the banane, trade is. a result partly·
of the marked increase in the consumption of bananas in
the temperate latitudes during the past twenty-five years,

!

partly of the activities of irhe United JJ"ruit t:ompany
backed by a great deal of capital, and also of freedom
from export duty and taxation,
from

70,ooo,ooo

pounds in

H>qs

The shipments increased
to more the,n

5oo,ooo,ooo

pounds. in 1926, when exports were valued at $9,800,000.
The industry, so far as available land is concerned,
is capable of great expansion; the United Fruit Company
contempll'>:tes extending the cultivated area along the
Caribbean coast in the direction of San Jorge •••••••••••

